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The“CPDC 2018 Corporate Social Responsibility Report”is the sixth CSR report 

and second integrated report of China Petrochemical Development Corporation 

(hereinafter referred to as CPDC or the Company). The report discloses the key 

financial and non-financial management policies, performances and future prospects 

of CPDC. In addition, CPDC management strategies and performance are also 

disclosed through the CSR and Investor Relations sections of the CPDC official 

website which serves as one of our main platforms for stakeholder communication 

and response.

The structure of this Report follows the sustainable development strategies of 

CPDC and presents the sustainable development performance of the Company 

in the four key dimensions of smart production, forward-looking governance, 

communication and dialogue, and corporate care. The chapter on Value Creation 

presents the CPDC business model, business strategies, and how the six types 

of capital are used to show how the Company is embracing its corporate social 

responsibility and fulfilling its vision of green petrochemistry.

ABOUT 
THIS 
REPORT
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REPORT BOUNDARY, SCOPE AND PERIOD
CPDC accounts for 96% of the consolidated revenues reported by CPDC and its 

subsidiaries so boundary selection was based on financial materiality. This Report therefore 

focuses on the operations of China Petrochemical Development Corporation including its 

Taipei Office as well as “the three CPDC plants” at Toufen, Hsiaokang and Dashe（head 

office）. The information and data provided in this Report encompass the economic, 

environmental and social performance of these sites in 2018（from January 1 through to 

December 31）. Some of the performance data from years before 2018 are presented to 

show multi-year trends. The financial information of some CPDC investments are also 

included for the sake of consistency with Annual Report. Information on the progress of the 

remediation at Anshun site（former Taiwan Alkaline corporation） is also disclosed in this 

Report.

INTERNAL VALIDATION AND AUDITING OF THE REPORT
The contents of this Report were provided and compiled by their respective units. All 

content was reviewed by each team under the CPDC CSR Committee and the Chairman to 

ensure their accuracy and satisfaction of stakeholder expectations before release.

REPORT BASIS AND THIRD-PARTY VERIFICATION
This Report is based on the GRI Sustainability Reporting guidelines（GRI Standards） 

core options of the Global Reporting Initiative（GRI） and the International IR Framework 

published by the International Integrated Reporting Council. Third-party verification was 

conducted by The British Standards Institute. The contents of report satisfy the Core 

requirements of the GRI Standards and Type II High Level assurance of AA1000 Account 

Ability Standards. The assurance statement is provided in the appendix. Financial data on 

business performance was obtained from the audited CPDC financial report. Greenhouse 

gas emission data was based on statement issued by a third-party verification agency.

REPORTING CYCLE
CPDC publishes the CSR report for the preceding year at the end of June each 

year. This edition was published in June 2019 and the previous edition was published 

in June 2018.

CONTACT WINDOW
Please direct all inquiries regarding this Report to the following contact window.

CHINA PETROCHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
CSR SECRETARIAT OFFICE

Address：8~11F., No. 12 Dongxing Road, Songshan District, Taipei City

Tel. No.：+886-2-8787-8548

E-mail：CSR@cpdc.com.tw
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
“Supporting Self-Growth and Self-Realization for All Employees”

CPDC will mark its 50th anniversary in 2019. When we look back on all the challenges we have faced and will 
be facing, we see a petrochemical industry that is still subject to rapid market changes. A constant stream of new 
competitors, continued US-China trade tensions, as well as the rise of automation and smart technologies are 
all forcing a re-thinking of our vision for the future at CPDC. At the same time, the continued push for economic 
development by low-tariff countries, the increasing impact of climate change on business, labor and human rights 
issues in the global supply chain, as well as concerns over a brain drain in Taiwan all drive home the need for CPDC 
to engage in corporate reforms and transformation over the next decade to ensure our sustainability.

Our focus now is on transformation into an offensive-oriented enterprise. CPDC hopes that we can complete 
the infrastructure for an integrated petrochemical industry over the coming decade. Production output for CPL and 
AN - our two key products - will also be increased to the million tonne range to not only make us one of the top 
3 global suppliers but also pave the way for associated specialized, downstream and high-value products. In land 
development, we will actively take advantage of the opportunities being offered by China's One Belt, One Road 
strategy as well as emerging markets in Southeast Asia by building up an overseas portfolio of land with strong 
investment potential. Our objective is to increase the scale of our land development business so that it is half the 
size of our core petrochemical industry in ten years' time. The sustainability of CPDC will be enhanced through an 
effective reduction in risk from fluctuations in the petrochemical industry.

ZERO WASTEWATER DISCHARGE, WASTE RECYCLING AND GREEN 
PRODUCTION／ FACTORY

  In its special report on “Global Warming of 1.5 ”, the United Nations Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change（IPCC） highlighted the risks posed by extremely high 
temperatures, melting ice, ocean ecology, rising sea level and water shortages. The 

report also emphasized the need for global governments and actions to take immediate 
action. The increasing severity of climate change and energy resource depletion has 
led to the introduction of global environmental standards or guidelines with integrated 
market mechanisms. Nevertheless, the increasing stringency of green purchasing 
requirements from downstream customers also means new opportunities and business 

models for CPDC. Our current focus is now on green factories. Every step of the process 
is examined to incorporate green concepts into new product designs. Production 
processes are also being rebuilt to push for low energy consumption, zero pollution 
and zero emission. Energy conservation, green process, zero wastewater discharge and 

waste recycling are all topics that we are now actively researching.

BUILDING A POOL OF CORE EXPERTISE TO CREATE HOPE 
AND PASS ON EXPERIENCE

   Cross-straining and next-level training for managers have been actively 

promoted in recent years to cultivate a pool of combat-ready talent and 
complement our plant reorganization strategy. Expatriate assignments are 

also organized when appropriate to ensure that we will have the necessary 
expertise for plant governance and construction in the future, as well as 

a body of highly mobile and flexible cadre. Our efforts have served to 
enhance our pipelines for talent development and promotions. I hope 

that everyone at CPDC are ready to accept new challenges and 
willing to open up new frontiers overseas. We must be ambitious 

like the wolf and always looking for new breakthroughs. I 
believe that a company must continue to grow in order to give 
its senior, mid-level and junior personnel hope and the chance 
to unleash their potential. The sustainability of CPDC depends 
on the willingness of all employees to pass the baton and carry 

the torch. Only then can we face the next decade together with 
our shareholders, employees and customers.

CHAIRMAN



FROM THE 
PRESIDENT
To all stakeholders：

The global economy and the petrochemical industry rain into turbulence in the 4th 
quarter of 2018. Plummeting prices for petrochemical raw materials, a sharp downturn 
in China's car market, and intensification of the US-China trade dispute all contributed 

to a slowdown in economic growth for regions other than the U.S. The rise of China's 
petrochemical industry over the last twenty years has rewritten the playbook on 
competition between the East and West. China now accounts for nearly 40% of all 
global production capacity and consumer market for petrochemical raw materials. 
The petrochemical industry in China has undergone accelerated transformation 
and upgrade in recent years. An integrated petrochemical industry that combines 
state- and privately-owned companies is now rapidly gaining ground. Only 
integrated and specialized petrochemical companies will be able to survive in the 
future. Large-scale integrated petrochemical production not only offers improved 

efficiency and greater competitiveness. They are also better for the environment as 
they produce less carbon, waste and emissions.

We have plans to construct an integrated petrochemical production site in China. 
Continued improvements to sustainability governance as well as the integration and 

balancing of production resources will improve our management performance 
across the board. At the same time, we are working hard to develop new 

and more eco-friendly products in the specialized chemical engineering 
field to ensure our solid progress in an environment of excessive 
competition. CPDC has always been unstinting in our support 
of corporate sustainability. Ever since the establishment of the 
CSR Committee in 2013 we have continued to focus on the four 
key aspects of business governance, social care, environmental 
sustainability and stakeholder communication. Even as we push for 
growth in our core business we also strive for harmony with the 
environment and society. Our overall performance in the four key 
aspects during the course of 2018 was as follows：

I.PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE IN 
SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE

 CPDC is continuing to draw on international trends and best 

practices to improve our governance performance and level of 
disclosure. Business operations are also being strengthened 
through the promotion of risk management systems to identify 
both internal and external risks and opportunities.

In 2018, CPDC revenues grew by 15% compared to the 
previous year. We won the Top 50 Platinum Award for Reporting in 

the Traditional Manufacturing category of the 11th Taiwan Corporate 
sustainability Awards, and was ranked in the Top 20% of the 
Corporate Governance Evaluation conducted by the Taiwan Stock 
Exchange（TWSE）. Our first-ever inclusion in the TWSE Corporate 
Governance 100 Index represented outside recognition of our 
governance performance.

In the future, we will continue to improve our management 
performance. Team development, global organization and the use 
of new AI technologies will be leveraged to continue refining the 
management systems at each plant. Internal lines of communication 
will also be enhanced to boost execution and implementation.
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II.STRENGTHENING SOCIAL IDENTITY THROUGH CARING
CPDC develops win-win outcomes for investors and society by incorporating social care into our strategic 

planning. Implementation concentrates on improving the lives of our employees and disadvantaged groups in society.

Outstanding employees are valuable corporate assets and the main driving force behind the continue d growth 
of the organization. We built a fair, sharing and supportive working environment with after-hours study groups for 
employees to share their knowledge and engage in cross-domain learning. The mentor program fosters the spirit of 
craftsmanship. Fair and open evaluations allow employees to carve out a future for themselves with their own hands 
and find a long career with CPDC.

An aging population and declining birth rate led to CPDC concentrating our philanthropic resources on providing 
companionship for the elderly and disadvantaged schoolchildren as well as engaging with local community around 
our factories. CPDC hosted four CSR events in Tainan during 2018. A total of 331 employee volunteers were mobilized 
for the events to provide support for 10,183 elderly people and young children. The events not only helped to cultivate 
a volunteer culture at CPDC but also delivered love and compassion to the elders and school children, strengthening 
our symbiotic relationship with the local people.

III.SMART GREEN PRODUCTION
Our vision for 2025 is a green petrochemical industry. Our continued research into “process innovation,” “bio-

plastics” and “circular economy” are aimed at gradually reducing our reliance on petrochemical raw materials or 
developing the new production techniques that significantly reduce carbon, waste and emissions to increase efficacy.

Both the Dashe Plant and Toufen Plant have now received Green Building certification and the Green Factory 
Label. The Hsiaokang Plant was even recognized as an Excellent Manufacturer of Greenhouse Gas Voluntary 
Reduction by the Industrial Bureau of Ministry of Economic Affairs. An innovative material that requires no spray-on 
coating was also developed by Weicai, our China subsidiary. The new material simplifies the production process to 
reduce the amount of pollution and makes product recycling more practical.

We will continue to refine our energy efficiency in the future. Waste and wastewater management and reclamation 
will also be enforced to realize our goal of becoming the leader in green petrochemistry. To deal with the challenges 
of climate change, we hope to use the management framework defined in the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures（TCFD） recommendations to conduct an inventory of key financial impacts and CPDC response 
strategies. CPDC efforts will emphasize mitigation and adaptation.

IV.ENERGIZING THE VALUE CHAIN THROUGH COMMUNICATION
For the communitcation of stakeholders, in addition to employees and local residents as previously mentioned, 

stakeholder communication strategies were developed by CPDC for value chain partners such as investors and 
suppliers in order to balance the expectations of each party.

For institutional investors, CPDC voluntarily responded to the Carbon Disclosure Project（CDP） survey for the 
first time in 2018 and received a B rating（Management Grade）. We will continue to respond to the sustainability 
governance and non-financial disclosure requirements of different institutional investors in the future. Our goal is the 
pursuit of continued progress through international best practices.

For supply chain management, we are beginning to follow the example of industry leaders in implementing 
sustainable supply chain management by introducing supplier ESG risk assessment. CPDC hopes to exert our 
influence and work with suppliers to implement guidelines on human rights, safety and environmental protection. 
Suppliers are also asked to continue making improvements in product quality and each ESG aspect. This will not only 
reduce our environmental impact but also strengthen our relationship with our partners.

PRESIDENT
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MATERIALITY ANALYSIS 
OF CORPORATE 
SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

CPDC strives to become a leader in green petrochemistry that exists in harmony with the 

environment and society. We listen intently to all our stakeholders because we value their 

feedback and respond to their needs. The AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement Standard was applied 

by CPDC to identify our stakeholders based on the five aspects of “dependency,” “influence,” 
“tension,” “responsibility” and “diverse perspectives.” The seven key stakeholders were 

identified as investors, customers, employees, suppliers, community residents, competent 

authorities, and lobby groups.

The CPDC CSR Report was compiled in accordance with the GRI sustainability reporting 

guidelines. The contents of the report and level of disclosure are determined by their materiality. 

This year’s materiality analysis used the results of the 2017 assessment as the starting point. 

Global sustainability trends, the MOEA guidelines on the development of the petrochemical 

industry, major company and industry news events, as well as the annual meeting and training 

session of the CPDC CSR Committee were used to adjust and set out the materiality matrix. The 

result was then submitted to the Chairman for confirmation. The analytical process was as set out 

below.

THE SEVEN KEY STAKEHOLDERS OF CPDC
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Social Care
and

Engagement

Monitoring and
Management of

Environmental Pollution

Risks and Opportunities
of Sustainability

Human Rights
Assessment

Land Asset Management

Air Pollution Management

Energy
Management

The Remediation
Project at the
Polluted Site

Legal and Regulatory
Compliance and Communication

Sustainable
Supply Chain
Management

R&D and Innovation
in High-Value
Products

Climate Change
Adaptation and
Adjustment

Waste Circulation Management
Water Resources
Management

Customer
Relationship
Maintenance

Ecological
Conservation

and Biodiversity

Emergency Response
and Management

Corporate Governance
and Business Integrity

Major Investment and
Development Projects

Business
Performances

Communication with Employees

Occupational Health and Safety

Talent Development and Management

HighLow

SUSTAINABILITY TRENDS AND
BUSINESS BENCHMARK ANALYSIS

Sustainability trend analysis was conducted based on sustainability trends 
in the petrochemical industry, sustainability benchmark enterprises and 
topics of interest to society

1

REVIEW AND RESPONSE TO
EXISTING MATERIAL TOPICS

Material topics from last year were reviewed and incorporated into the 
sustainability trend analysis results for this year2

DISCUSSION OF MATERIAL TOPICS A list of material topics was identified including 8 in the governance 
aspect, 8 in the environmental aspect, and 7 in the social aspect3

GENERATION OF
MATERIALITY MATRIX

A matrix was then drawn up based on significance to business operations, 
e�ect on stakeholders and level of external impact4

ADJUSTMENT OF TOPIC PRIORITY The results were submitted to the Chairman for confirmation5
CONFIRM THE MATERIAL TOPICS
FOR THE YEAR A total of 18 material topics were identified for CPDC in 20186

11

PROCEDURES FOR MATERIALITY ANALYSIS
A materiality matrix was drawn up by CPDC based on three main orientations as “significance 

to CPDC's business operations”, “relevance to the stakeholder's assessment and decision-

making” and “external economic, environmental and social impacts.” By stakeholder 

engagement and procedures for materiality analysis, we select 18 material topics from 23 material 

topics were material to CPDC in 2018.

CPDC'S PROCEDURES FOR MATERIALITY ANALYSIS FOR 2018

MATERIALITY MATRIX

BOUNDARY OF MATERIAL TOPICS



Adjustment New material topics Explanation of adjustment

R&D and Innovation Renamed
R&D and Innovation in 
High-Value Products

The “Development Guidelines for the 
Petrochemical Industry” approved by the 
MOEA made the research and development 
of high-value products one of the key 
directions for future development

Supplier 
Management

Renamed
Sustainable Supply 
Chain Management

Emphasis on supplier ESG management

Climate Change 
Factors and Energy 

Management
Split

Climate Change 
Mitigation and 

Adapation 
Material Topics for Institutional Investors

Energy Management

Energy management is a material topic 
recommended by SASB. Other industry 
peers also defined energy management as 
a separate material topic

N/A New
Air Pollution 
Management

Air pollution management is a material 
topic recommended by SASB. Other 
industry peers also defined air pollution 
management as a separate material topic

Human Resources 
Policy

Split

Talent Development 
and Management

Emphasis on the development（education 
and training ／ skills improvement） and 
management（employee recruitment and 
benefits） of talent

Human Rights 
Assessment

Human rights are an important topic 
recommended by SASB. Other industry 
peers also defined human rights as a 
separate material topic

Previous 
material topics

Governance（G） Environment（E） Society（S）

7 topics 7 topics 4 topics

Corporate Governance and 

Business Integrity

The Remediation Project at the 

Anshun Site

Emergency Response and 

Management

Major Investment and 

Development Projects

Climate Change Mitigation and 

Adapation

Occupational Health and 

Safety

Business Performances Energy Management Human Rights Assessment

Risks and Opportunities of 

Sustainability
Air Pollution Management Social Care and Engagement

Sustainable Supply Chain 

Management 

Monitoring and Management of 

Environmental Pollution
-

Land Asset Management Waste Circulation Management -

R&D and Innovation in High-

Value Products
Water Resources Management -

12

The petrochemical industry is characterized by high-pollution and high carbon emission so two 

new material topics were added to the environmental aspect by CPDC in 2018. Number of topics 

was therefore increased to 7, up from 5 in 2017. One material topic was added to the social aspect 

in response to global trends. The changes are detailed below：

CHANGES TO MATERIAL TOPICS FOR CPDC IN 2018

MATERIAL TOPICS FOR CPDC IN 2018



The Material Topic The Corresponding the GRI Topic Corresponding SDG Topic

Economic, Environmental, and Social Impacts
Direct 

Relationship 
with CPDC

Business Relationship 
with CPDC

Indirect Relationship 
with CPDC

CPDC
Suppliers 

Contractors
Downstream 
Customers

Investors
Competent 
Authorities

Corporate Governance and 

Business Integrity

205 Anti-corruption
206 Anti-competitive Behavior

SDG16 Peace, Justice and 
  Strong Institutions

V

Major Investment and 

Development Projects

412 Human Rights Assessment
413 Local Communities

SDG11 Sus-tainable Cities V V

Business Performance
201 Economic Performances
203 Indirect Economic Impacts

SDG8 Decent Work and 
  Economic Growth

V V

Risks and Opportunities of 

Sustainability
Other Material Topics SDG13 Climate Action V

Sustainable Supply Chain 

Management 

204 Procurement Practices
308 Supplier Environmental 
 Assessment
414 Supplier Social Assessment

SDG8 Decent Work and 
  Economic Growth
SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V

Land Asset Management 203 Indirect Economic Impacts SDG11 Sustainable Cities V V V

R&D and Innovation in 

High-Value Products
Other Material Topics

SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V

The Remediation Project 

at the Anshun Site

203 Indirect Economic Impacts
307 Environmental Compliance

SDG3 Good Health and 
  Well-being

V V

Climate Change Mitigation  

and Adapation
305 Emissions SDG13 Climate Action V V V

Energy Management 302 Energy

SDG7 Affordable and Clean
  Energy
SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V V

Air Pollution Management 305 Emissions
SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V

Monitoring and 

Management of 

Environmental Pollution

305 Emissions
SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V

Waste Circulation 

Management

301 Materials
306 Effluents and Waste

SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V

Water Resources 

Management

303 Water
306 Effluents and Waste

SDG6 Clean Water and 
  Sanitation
SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V

Emergency Accident 

Response and 

Management

Other Material Topics

SDG3 Good Health and 
  Well-being
SDG12 Responsible 
  Consumption and 
  Production

V V

Occupational Health and 

Safety

403 Occupational Safety and 
 Health

SDG3 Good Health and 
  Well-being
SDG12 Responsible Consumption 
  and Production

V V

Human Rights Assessment

406 Non-discrimination
407 Freedom of Association and 
 Collective Bargaining
409 Forced or Compulsory Labor
412 Human Rights Assessment

SDG8 Decent Work and 
  Economic Growth
SDG10 Reduced Inequalities

V V V

Social Care and 

Engagement
203 Indirect Economic Impacts

SDG1 No Poverty
SDG2 Zero Hunger
SDG14 Life Below Water

V

Other Non-Material Topics

Communication with 

Employees

401 Employment
402 Labor／Management 
 Relations

SDG8 Decent Work and 
  Economic Growth
SDG10 Reduced Inequalities

V

Talent Development and 

Management

404 Training and Education
405 Employee Diversity and 
 Equal Opportunity

SDG4 Quality Education
SDG5 Gender Equality
SDG8 Decent Work and 
  Economic Growth
SDG10 Reduced Inequalities

V
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THE GRI TOPICS AND BOUNDARIES IN THE VALUE CHAIN 
CORRESPONDING TO THE MATERIAL TOPICS



Circular 
Production

Green 
Transformation

Sustainability 
Governance 

Risk 
Management

Value Chain 
Cooperation

Stakeholder 
Communication

Employee 
Development

Social Care

• S t r e n g t h e n 

environmental 
m a n a g e m e n t 
and monitoring

• Strengthening 

o f  p o l l u t i o n 
prevention and 
control

• Dual axis with 

land deve lop-
ment

• Sh i f t  to  h igh- 

value petroche-
mical products

• Reduce the 

incidence of 
employee ac-
cidents

• Reduce un-

necessary lo- 
ss of produc-
tivity

• Boosting ge- 

neral perfor-
mance throu-
gh solid ma-
nagement

• Build a sustaina-

ble supply chain

• St rengthen ing 

overal l  compe-
tit iveness ups-
tream and down-
stream

• E n g a g e m e n t 

with local com-
munity around 
the plants

• Remediation of 

Anshun site

• Promotion of pe- 

trochemical in- 
dustry education

• Unobstructed sh- 

areholder com- 
munication

• Create a safe and 

h e a l t h y  w o r k -
place

• Strengthening of 

employee recru-
itment system

• R e f i n e m e n t  o f 

employee culti- 
vation mechan-
ism

• S u p p o r t i n g 

schoolchildren 
in remote re-
gions

• Companionship 

for elders

Environmental 
pollution 

prevention and 
control

277 million
Energy-saving, 

carbon reduction 
and water-saving 

projects

37 projects 
Total costs 

of 715 
million

Investment in 
research and 
development 

335million 
R&D team 

approaching 
100 people 

in size
Overseas market 

research

2 million
Technology 

development 
project for 

derivative products

25 million

Operating cost

33.3247 
billion
Operating 
expenses 

2.101 
billion

Productivity 
improvement 

projects

53 
projects／ 
167 million

Plant 
equipment and 
protective gear 
improvement 

project

22 
projects／ 
50 million

Raw material 
purchasing

23.9 billion
Friendly and 

charitable 
purchasing

392 
thousand

Up／ Down-stream 
investment for 

Rudong Phase 1

608 million
Vertical and 
horizontal 

acquisitions

1.3345 billion

Remediation of 
Anshun site

120.1 million
Community 

relations building at 
plants

19.88 million

Employee benefits

47.98 million
Education and 

training

7.49 million
Subsidies for 

employee self-
development 

154 thousand
Construction of 

softball field 

3.5 million
Introduction of 

management trainee 
system

Social Care

2.89 million
Corporate 
volunteers

331 people

K
ey O

b
jectives

K
ey Investm

ents d
uring

 the Year
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CHAPTER 1

VALUE CREATION
1.1 COMPANY OVERVIEW

1.1.1 BUSINESS MODEL AND SIX TYPES OF CAPITAL



Circular Production Green 
Transformation

Sustainability 
Governance 

Risk 
Management

Value Chain 
Cooperation

Stakeholder 
Communication

Employee 
Development Social Care

Planned annual 
carbon reduction

23,702 
tonnes CO2e

Planned annual 
energy savings

357,678 MJ
Planned annual 
water savings

77,377 
tonnes

New control room 
building at Dashe 

Plant

Diamond-
grade green 

building
Nylon Chip Factory 

at Toufen Plant

Silver-
grade green 

building
Obtained by Toufen 

Plant and Dashe 
Plant

Green 
Factory of 
Industrial 

Development 
Bureau

Patents obtained 

7 patents
Overseas market 

research

Completed
Completion of 
professional 

research training

8 
employees
Mastery of OPP 

catalyst and 
critical production 

technologies

No.1 in 
Taiwan 

Global top 
3 producer

Operating 
revenue

38.503 
billion
Operating 

income 

3.075 
billion
EBITDA

6.441 
billion

EPS

$1.59
CPL and PA6 

output

355,680 
tonnes
AN output

215,811 
tonnes
Corporate 

Governance 
Evaluation

5% ~ 20%
Corporate 

Governance 100 
Index

Included
Industry safety 

incidents

0 
incidents

Stable supply of raw 
materials

Cooperation 
with multiple 

suppliers
Strengthen ability to 

enter the

Environmental 
protection 
business

Vertical and horizontal 
integration

Development 
of a sound 

supply chain

Remediation of soil 
pollution

53,597 tonnes
Payment of 

compensation to 
residents of Anshun

190 million
Group tours of the 

Anshun site

10 groups／
364 people
Protests by local 

residents at each plant 
during the year

0 incidents
Industry-academia 

cooperation class at 
Renwu Senior High 

School

101 students
Industry-academia 

cooperation

3 university 
faculties

Taiwan Corporate 
Sustainability Awards

Platinum 
Award for 

Sustainability 
Report

Shareholders' Meeting

1 session
Carbon disclosure 

survey

B grade 
(Management grade)

Total hours of 
employee training

72,268.5 
hours

Turnover rate

11.68% 
(6.72% lower than 

2017)

Certification 
obtained by 
employees 

319 
certificates
Softball field at 

Toufen Plant 

Construction 
complete
Promotion of a 

healthy workplace 

3 ball games 
／1 mountain 

hike
Company-level 

labor-management 
meetings 

4 sessions
Recruitment of 
management 

trainees 

25 people
Interns 

2 people

Quarterly 
large-scale 
charitable 

events

4 
sessions
Delivery of 
charitable 
services

10,183 
people

Financial 
Capital V V V

Manufacturing 
Capital V V V V

Intellectual 
Capital V V V V

Natural Capital V V
Human 

Resources 
Capital

V V V V V

Social 
Relationship 

Capital
V V V V V

Petrochemical
and land

development- 
DUAL-AXIS

Employees- 
1,276

PEOPLE

AN
production- 

215,811
TONNES

Proportion
of sales from AN
and associated

products- 
31.2%

CPL
production- 

355,680
TONNES

Operating
sites- 

3 PLANTS

Proportion
of sales from CPL

and associated
products- 

60.14%

CPL - A global
TOP 5

producer

Stakeholders-
7 TYPES

Overseas
land

development-
VIETNAM,
MYANMAR

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

KEY ESG
PERFORMANCE

REMEDIATION
OF SOIL

POLLUTION AT
ANSHUN SITE

Domestic
land

development-
KAOHSIUNG

AN - A global
TOP 10

producer

OPP - A global
TOP 3

producer

Material
topics-

18 TOPICS

2025 CPDC SUSTAINABILITY VISION
To become a leader in green petrochemistry that exists in harmony with the environment and society

2025 CPDC SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
Smart green production

Planning for the future in sustainability governance
Strengthening social identity through caring

Energizing the value chain through communication

Refer to
P66 for details
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Refer to
P21 for details

Refer to
P22 for details

Refer to
P29 for details

Refer to
P17 for details

Refer to
P29 for details

Refer to
P17 for details

Refer to
P78 for details

Refer to
P71 for details

Refer to
P12 for details

R
efer to

P28 for details

Refer to
P91 for details

Refer to
P70 for details

Refer to
P17 for details
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MARKET ORIENTATION

PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

DOING OUR BEST

INNOVATION

BUSINESS PRINCIPLES

CORE
VALUES

ExcellenceGreen
Business

InnovationCare

Respect

Create maximum value
Deploy expertise, take responsibility, and focus 
on teamwork
Spare no e�ort to achieve our vision and goals

・
・

・

Integrate resources and develop smart production
Grasp technological trends and develop new tech-
nologies and products
Expand global horizons and develop two core 
businesses

・
・

・

Provide the optimal products and services
Create customer value

・
・

Construct intelligent management systems
Continue to achieve breakthroughs with a forward-
looking perspective

・
・
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1.1.2 COMPANY VISION

CPDC believes that a company's response to and its management policies on environmental, 

social and corporate governance topics are important indicators of performance. In response to 

the fast-changing nature of the future business environment, CPDC will embrace a philosophy 

of respect of natural ecology and strive to become a green petrochemical enterprise. Strategic 

management and corrective action will transform risk into opportunities for corporate 

sustainability.

CPDC'S CORPORATE VISION
In 2017, a revision of the CPDC vision, core values and business philosophy was completed 

under the leadership of the Chairman and President after numerous meetings that took future 

policy direction, strategic goals as well as the risks and opportunities from climate change 

into consideration. A new corporate vision based on the twin axis of petrochemistry and land 

development was laid down in a bid to open up new frontiers for SDPC as well as create an 

environmentally-friendly living environment.

• Strive to become a green petrochemical enterprise and the world's leading manufacturer of 

Caprolactam（CPL）, Acrylonitrile（AN） and their high-value derivative materials.

• Respect nature and create a living environment integrated with architecture, art, humanity, and 

public welfare.

CPDC'S CORE VALUES AND BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
CPDC is committed to continuous quality improvement and innovation based on the principles 

of market-orientation and the pursuit of excellence. The provision of products and services 

that satisfy customers, as well as respect and care for our employees, customers, suppliers and 

local communities serve to enhance our value to customers and shareholders. We embrace a 

development philosophy that balances safety, sanitation, energy-saving and harmony with the 

environment. Our goal is “zero product defect, zero occupational injuries and zero pollution.” 

We are committed to sustainability and social contribution.
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1. Expansion of breadth：Our development of vertically integrated special products led 

to the successful development of the O-phenylphenol（OPP） catalyst and related 

production technologies by our very large R&D team. In 2018, CPDC became the only OPP 

producer in Taiwan and the third largest producer in the world. Work will continue on the 

development of OPP derivatives in the future to create a greater range of high-value ester 

and special products, and increase value-adding for nylon products. We are also now 

working on bio-materials in a push towards green production processes.

2. Expansion in depth：CPDC is now actively expanding our petrochemical portfolio 

including investment in a petrochemical project at Rudong in Jiangsu, China. Short-term 

planning calls for accelerated construction of integrated CPL production while medium 

and long-term plans call for the completion of integrated petrochemical plants for CPL 

and AN production to boost our overall cost advantage. Business operations will also 

be further optimized at the same time. Construction of additional shore-tanks for raw 

materials and products to expand production capacity, increase production efficiency 

and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, we also accelerating the adoption of intelligent 

factories by progressively introducing AI technologies that will make unmanned factories a 

reality; to improve management performance, we not only plan to introduce an intelligent 

corporate management platform but also introduce AI applications that strengthen 

command center performance. Efforts are now actively under way to build an intelligent 

management system that will pave the way for AI-enabled petrochemistry and build up 

our ability to enter the AI market.

CORE LAND DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS

For land development, focus is on proactive planning, effective utilization of existing domestic 

land resources and overseas expansion. A residential development backed by the CPDC brand 

will be released in Kaohsiung's New Bay District in 2020. The development will test the waters for 

CPDC's extensive residential land holdings in the Qianzheng District and build up a base of loyal 

customers. We plan to recruit top local and foreign designers to assist with designing proposals 

for further land developments in the future.

CPDC'S GLOBAL OUTLOOK
DEVELOP THE TWO CORE BUSINESSES OF PETROCHEMICAL AND 
LAND DEVELOPMENT. EXPAND INTO OVERSEAS AND THE CHINA'S 
MARKET TO CREATE NEW ENGINES FOR GROWTH

CPDC is now aggressively expanding our two core businesses of “Petrochemistry” and “Land 

Development.” The expansion of our overseas portfolio in China, Southeast Asia and other 

regions will strengthen our long-term profitability and overall competitiveness. The move will also 

take advantage trends in economic development and help CPDC identify new engines of growth.

CORE PETROCHEMICAL BUSINESS

CPDC is very competitive in our core petrochemical business. We are Taiwan's sole CPL 

producer and one of the top 5 producers in the world. We are also one of the only two AN 

producers in Taiwan and are ranked among the global top 10. Our production and operational 

expertise is among the best in the world.

The competitiveness of our core business is now being leveraged by CPDC to expand the 

breadth and depth of our portfolio to improve market competitiveness：



SHORT-TERM BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

LONG-TERM BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

PETROCHEMICAL BUSINESS

LAND DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS

Optimize existing operations

Create a variety of new high-
value products

・
・

・

・

・

・

・

・
・

Established integrated production sites
overseas

Develop new products and technologies

Build an intelligent management system

Built up of portfolio of “overseas" 
real estate developments

Planning and revitalization of 
existing land assets in Taiwan

Undertake land development in Taiwan
over multiple phases

Development “overseas” real estate

Plastic raw materials industry Ko-Ming Lin

Capital
（NTD）

26,998,572,670
Main 

Products

Caprolactam（CPL）, 

Acrylonitril（AN）

TWSE 1,314
Operating 

Region
Taiwan

Employees
（person）

1,276 URL www.cpdc.com.tw

Industry Chairman
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FUTURE BUSINESS OUTLOOK OF CPDC

For our overseas business, CPDC is continuing to explore and develop regions that show 

strong investment potential in land development. Green building products that are eco-friendly, 

energy-saving and carbon-absorbing will be developed in keeping with our philosophy of 

sustainability and local harmony. The government's New Southbound Policy, China's One Belt, 

One Road initiative, as well as the needs of CPDC's own core petrochemical business have led to 

CPDC establishing subsidiaries in Myanmar and Vietnam. Indonesia, India, and the Philippines are 

also being assessed. Subsidiaries or offices will be set up in these countries once the conditions 

are right. In the short-term, we plan to acquire large expanses of agricultural land for growing 

crops needed for the production of bio-fuels. At the same time, we will invest in small-scale 

developments to familiarize ourselves with the local market, regulations and building process. 

These preparations will facilitate investments in petrochemical infrastructure as well as green-

field developments that integrate production, lifestyle and ecology in the long-term.

1.1.3 ABOUT CPDC

China Petrochemical Development Corporation（CPDC） was established on April 24, 1969, 

as a state-owned enterprise under the Ministry of Economic Affairs. CPDC was listed on the 

Taiwan Stock Exchange on July 12, 1991, and was formally converted into a private enterprise on 

June 20, 1994.

CPDC PROFILE



DOWNSTREAM PRODUCT APPLICATION

ENGINEERING PLASTIC NYLON CHIPS

Automotive parts, gears, high-pressure 
piping

FIBER NYLON CHIPS

Stockings, clothing fabric／umbrella 
fabric, parachute fabric, air bags, curtains, 
carpets, tire flaps, conveyor belts, ropes, 
fishing nets, fishing lines

THIN FILM

Food packaging, pharmaceutical 
packaging, electronic products

NYLON
PRODUCTS

Nylon Chips

DOWNSTREAM PRODUCT APPLICATION

GENERAL TEXTILE FIBER

Stockings, clothing fabric, umbrella fabric, 
parachute fabric, air bags, curtains, 
carpets

ENGINEERING PLASTIC

Automotive parts, gears, packaging film, 
high-pressure piping

THIN FILM

Food packaging, pharmaceutical 
packaging, electronic products

CHEMICAL
FIBER
PRODUCTS

CAPROLACTAM（CPL）

DOWNSTREAM PRODUCT APPLICATION

ABC／AS PLASTICS

Computer casing, automobiles（dash 
boards, wheel hubs, mirror housing）

Home appliance casing, high-powered 
tools （hairdryers, mixers, lawnmowers）

POLYACRYLONITRILE FIBER

Clothing fabric, blankets, curtains, woolen 
yarn, woolen jumpers, plush toys

NBR RUBBER

lectrical wiring sheathing, oil-resistant 
rubber components for the automotive 
and mechanical industries（e.g. oil seals, 
coils）, foam insulation

ACRYLAMIDE（AM）
Water treatment agent, soil wetting agent, 
improvement agent, pulp toughener

ACRYLONITRILE（AN）
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CPDC'S MAIN PRODUCTS



DOWNSTREAM PRODUCT APPLICATION

PLANT NITROGEN

Base fertilizer or top dressing（highly 
soluble in water）

AMMONIUM SULFATE＋PHOSPHORUS 
AND POTASSIUM

Composite fertilizer／Urea

CHEMICAL
FERTILIZER
PRODUCTS

AMMONIUM SULFATE

DOWNSTREAM PRODUCT APPLICATION

STERILIZATION PRESERVATIVE AND 
OTHER

Sterilization preservative, new pharma-
ceutical intermediate, dyeing vector

HIGH-LEVEL OPTICAL MATERIALS

High-reflectivity materials, new polymers 
and monomers

ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

Flame-resistant material

SPECIAL
PRODUCTS

OPP（ORTHO-PHENYLPHENOL）

FURNITURE

MACHINE COMPONENTS

SPORTING GOODS

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

PA6 ENGINEERING PLASTICS

RUBBER

ADHESIVE

COATING

CHEMICAL PAPER-MAKING

WATER TREATMENT AGENT

CROSS-LINKED POLYMER

UV CURING ACRYLIC MONOMER
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TOUFEN PLANT
（MIAOLI） CPL PA6 AS

CPL PA6 AS

OPP
CPDC
TAIPEI OFFICE

TEL：037-623-381

Address：No. 217 Sec.2 Ziqiang Road, 
                 Tou-Fen township, Miaoli County

No. of Employees：395

Output：200,000 tonnes

TEL：07-351-3521

Address：No. 1 Jingjian Road, Dashe district,
                 Kaohsiung City

No. of Employees：302

Output：224,000 tonnes

TEL：02-871-1160

Address：No. 34 Zhonglin Road, Hsiaokang
                 District, Kaohsiung City

No. of Employees：277

Output：200,000 tonnes

TEL：02-8787-8187

Address：No. 12 Dongxing Road, 
                 Songshan District, Taipei City

No. of Employees：302

CPDC HEADQUARTER-
DASHE PLANT AN

HSIAOKANG PLANT
（KAOHSIUNG）
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KEY CPDC BUSINESS SITES AND PRODUCTION OUTPUT



CPL／ Nylon Chips（tonnes） AN（tonnes）

Year 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

Domestic sales 290,873 360,198 341,369 141,193 150,385 115,229

Export sales 4,019 5,062 14,311 57,278 59,745 100,582

Item

Domestic
sales

95.98％

Export
sales 

4.02％ Domestic
sales

53.39％

Export
sales 

46.61％

CPL
NYLON CHIPS

355,680
tonnes

AN

215,811
tonnes
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1.2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

1.2.1 FRAMEWORK OF SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE

As a citizen of planet Earth, the embracing of corporate social responsibility and the 

strengthening corporate resilience to risk are key goals in the transformation of CPDC into a green 

sustainable petrochemical enterprise. To imbue all CPDC employees with a common CSR DNA 

through the internalization of CSR and corporate sustainability factors, the CSR Committee was 

established in September 2013. The Chairman of CPDC serves as the chair of the CSR Committee 

while the President serves as the Secretary 

General. “Business Governance,” “Social 

Relations” and “Environmental Sustainability” 

were defined as the three key axes. The CSR 

Committee itself spans 21 departments and 

divisions. The Environmental Safety & Health 

Dept. together with the Corporate Relations 

Section of the Finance Department serve as 

the executive secretary for the promoting and 

running of Committee projects.

Note：
1. AN is exported to East Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia
2. CPL is mainly exported to South Asia with a small number of exports to Europe
3. Nylon chips（PA6） are exported to East Asia, Northeast Asia, South Asia and the Americas

DISTRIBUTION OF DOMESTIC AND EXPORT SALES IN 2018

Organizational Proced- 
ures of the CPDC Board 
of Directors

CPDC Code of Practice 
on Corporate Social 
Responsibility

EXPORT SALES IN THE LAST THREE YEARS



CSR
Chair：Chairman

COMMITTEE SECRETARIAT 
Secretary-General：President

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Industrial and Security

Environmental Protection Center／
Enterprise Relations Group

BUSINESS GOVERNANCE
SECTION

Committee Member：
Assistant Vice President

Sustainable Development
Vision and Strategy

Operation／Financial
Risk and Performance

Purchasing and Supply
Chain Management

Stakeholder
Communication

Community

SOCIAL RELATIONS
GROUP

Committee Member：
Vice President

Feedback／Public
Welfare Activities

Labor Rights／
Code of Ethics

Regulatory Compliance／
Information Disclosure

Market／Customer
Analysis Survey

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY GROUP

Committee Member：
Vice President

Energy and
Climate Change

Product Quality／
Innovation

Green Process
and Products

Occupational Safety &
Health／Pollution

Prevention and Control

Environment and
Community Engagement

Regular
return

Suggested
feedback

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
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CPDC CSR COMMITTEE STRUCTURE

Amendments to the Code of Corporate Social Responsibility were passed by the CPDC 

Board in 2015. Under the amended code, the CSR Committee is responsible for the planning and 

implementation of CSR policies, systems and management strategies. At the end of each year, 

the CSR action plan for the following year is discussed within the CSR Committee before it is 

submitted to the Board. The outcomes and issues of concern to stakeholders are then reported 

to the Board at the end of the following year. The CPDC Board approved the addition of Article 

8, Paragraph 2 to the Organizational Procedures of the Board of Directors in December 2016 to 

make responsibility for CSR promotion an explicit part of the Board's responsibilities.



BUSINESS
GOVERNANCE
SECTION

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
GROUP 

SOCIAL RELATIONS
GROUP

ACCOUNTING

POST-INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

VERTICAL INTEGRATION INVESTMENT

CORPORATE PLANNING

INVESTOR RELATIONS

AUDITOR

CORPORATE RELATIONS

LAND DEVELOPMENT

RAW MATERIAL PURCHASING

FUNDS

EQUIPMENT PURCHASING

PRODUCTION

ANSHUN SITE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND
POLLUTION PREVENTION

HSIAOKANG PLANT

TOUFEN PLANT

DASHE PLANT

HUMAN RESOURCE ADMINISTRATION

SALES

LEGAL COUNSEL

CSR委員會成員
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COMPOSITION OF THE CPDC CSR COMMITTEE

In November 2018, the CSR Committee briefed the Board of Directors on CSR accomplishments 

for the year and the work goals for the following year. In addition to the active introduction 

of integrated governance and reporting mechanisms, greater value chain management and 

cooperation, and the promotion of corporate carbon reduction and green transformation, 

voluntary participation in assessments conducted by international sustainability organizations in 

2019 will be used to review the progress made by CPDC in promoting sustainability over the past 

five years and enhance our alignment with sustainability trends.



Annual implementation focus
• Continue to echo the United Na-

tions Sustainable Development 

Goals（SDGs） 

• Continue to promote plant energy 

saving and carbon reduct ion 

projects, and apply for relevant 

certification

• Voluntary initiative to participate 

i n  i n te r n a t i o n a l  s u s t a i n a b l e 

performance evaluation

• Strengthen communication with 

stakeholders through multiple 

channels

• CSR Public welfare activities that 

continue to promote social care

Next year work plan
• Assess the potential financial impact of climate 

change on the company in accordance with 

the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 

Disclosures （TCFD guidelines）

• Strengthen performance management of supplier 

governance, Environment and society（ESG）

• Import the real value assessment（True values） 

of an organization-based enterprise to internalize 

the environmental and social external costs.

• Actively participate in the DJSI rating, com-

prehensively review CPDC ESG performance, 

identify gaps with global sustainability standards, 

and continue to strengthen CPDC's physique.

• A CSR event is held once a season

• A formal response to the CDP climate change survey was submitted on August 14, 2018. 

Response to the CDP survey was used to review the review the effectiveness of carbon 

management initiatives,and received the B grade

• CPDC began inviting institutional investors to fill out a survey on “Importance of CSR 

promotion at CPDC to institutional investors” in July 2018. Survey responses were 

collected and analyzed to serve as a key reference for stakeholder communications and 

CSR promotion

• The 2017 Corporate Social Responsibility Report was completed and verified by a third-

party

• Participated in the 11th Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards organized by the Taiwan 

Sustainable Energy Research Foundation and won the Top 50 CSR Report Platinum Award

• The new control room building of CPDC Dashe Plant was awarded the “Green Building 

Diamond Grade” certification on March 27, 2018. The first factory nylon pellet factory was 

awarded the “Green Building Silver Grade” certification on July 26, 2018

• Dashe Plant and Toufen Plant both obtained the “Green Factory Label” from the 

Industrial Development Bureau on September 15, 2018

• Toufen Plant obtained the ISO 14046 Water Footprint Verification statement on October 

16, 2018

• Hsiaokang Plant was awarded the Excellent Manufacturer of Greenhouse Gas Voluntary 

Reduction by the Industrial Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs

• A total of 4 large-scale charity events were held in 4 quarters. A total of 331 CPDC 

colleagues served as volunteers, serving 10,183 people and establishing the volunteer 

culture of CPDC. [For related information, please refer to the company's official website 

and corporate social responsibility report]

Agenda of CPDC CSR Committee's 2018 report to the Board of Directors

CPDC CSRS Committee accomplishments in 2018
25
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CPDC CSR COMMITTEE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 2018
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1.2.2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

The passing of the Paris Agreement and the finalization of the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals in 2015 have seen corporate values and responsibilities extend beyond simple 

economic pursuits to the harmonization of the economic, social and environmental aspects. The 

pursuit of economic sustainability by businesses is only meaningful if the environment and society 

are also sustainable and not starved for resources.

In response to increasing international awareness on sustainability and climate risk, CPDC 

revamped our sustainability strategy in 2017 by proposing the “2020 Sustainability Goals” and 

the “2025 Sustainable Development Vision.” The “Four Pillars of Sustainable Development 

and Eight Aspects in Sustainability Promotion of CPDC” incorporating 11 UN SDGs were also 

formulated to serve as the guidelines for our sustainable corporate development.

2025 SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT VISION
To become a leader in green 
petrochemistry that exists in 
harmony with the environment 
and society

2020 SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Establish the foundations of green 
petrochemistry
Greater interaction and cooperation 
with stakeholders

CPDC is committed to following the path of sustainable development. We hope to lead by 

example and inspire our partners to follow the same path.

2020 CPDC SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND 2025 
CPDC SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT VISION



C P D C

FOUR PILLARS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Clever Prescience Dialogue Care

Circular
Production

Sustainability
Governance

Value Chain
Cooperation

Employee
Development

SMART
green

production

PLANNING
for the future in

sustainability
governance

ENERGIZING
the value chain

through
communication

STRENGTHENING
social identity
through caring

Introduce Industry 4.0 to 
e�ectively monitor the use 
of energy and resources, 
promote reduction and re-
use, and develop green 
petrochemical products

Green
Transformation

Risk
Management

Stakeholder
Communication

Social
Care

Strengthen climate chan-
ge response strategies 
and goals to establish the 
foundations for green 
transformation

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY／

BUSINESS
GOVERNANCE

Set international trends 
and best practices the 
benchmark while con-
tinuing to enhance sus-
tainability governance 
and level of disclosure

Know the true value of the 
enterprise by conducting a 
systematic assessment of 
internal and external sus-
tainability risks

BUSINESS
GOVERNANCE

Refine the sustainable 
supply chain manage-
ment mechanism and 
work together to en-
hance the resilience of 
the petrochemical in-
dustry

Maintain open channels 
of communication with 
key stakeholders and 
respond e�ectively to 
their expectations

BUSINESS
GOVERNANCE／

SOCIAL CARE

Strengthen the recruit-
ment and development 
system to build up 
employee loyalty and 
drive corporate trans-
formation

Consolidate communi-
cation relations pro-
grams from each site 
and establish a group 
philanthropy strategy

SOCIAL CARE
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CPDC SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY



Item 2016 2017 2018

Governance

Total assets（NTD in Thousands） 76,455,265 81,628,960 89,704,954

Shareholder equity 
（NTD in Thousands）

50,818,609 62,307,725 66,896,890

Earnings per share（NTD） （0.81） 2.55 1.59

Operating income 
（NTD in Thousands）

25,376,683 33,335,970 38,503,121

Operating profit（NTD in Thousands） （1,395,078） 3,584,036 3,075,082

Patents granted 11 8 7

Corporate Governance Evaluation
（grade）

5％－ 20％ 5％－ 20％ 5％－ 20％

Environment

Carbon reduction（tone-CO2e） 15,034 50,350 23,702

Number of energy conservation 

and carbon reduction projects
26 32 37

Energy savings（GJ） 95 183 358

Society

Volunteering（times） 39 92 331

Local engagement and funding
（NTD）

17,366,520 26,464,796 29,551,773

Delivery of charitable services
（persons）

1,284 995 10,183

People cultivated through industry-

academia cooperation（persons）
74 97 101

Funding of employee benefits
（NTD）

37,640,532 46,304,852 47,885,037

Employee turnover rate（%） 16.94 18.4 11.68

Average hours of training per 

employee（hour）
55.1 48.3 56.9

Category
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1.2.3 KEY ESG PERFORMANCE

Note：
1. CPDC's consolidated financial statement is included in the disclosure on financial performance in the governance category
2. Carbon reduction targets have been set for 2025, 2030 and 2050. Please refer to 2.2.1 Climate Change Mitigation for details
3. The scope of people cultivated through industry-academia cooperation has been changed from the number of new 

students in the first year of the petrochemistry program at Renwu Senior High School to all students between years 1 to 
3 enrolled in the petrochemistry program. The second intake of the petrochemistry program occurred in 2016 so only 
students in the 1st and 2nd year of senior high counted towards the total



Share of sales（%）

Product 2017 2018

Acrylonitrile（AN） and by-products 28.99% 31.2%

Caprolactam（CPL） and by-products 63.27% 60.14% 

Other sectors 7.74% 8.66% 

Acrylonitrile
（AN）

Raw materials and sources
Propene（CPC Taiwan）

Ammonia anhydrous（100% imported）

Current industry situation
CPDC and Formosa Plastics Corporation are the only two AN producers in 

Taiwan. We expanded our production capacity in 2010 and 2011, and in 2018 

our production capacity was 224,000 tonnes. Formosa Plastics has an annual 

production capacity of 280,000 tonnes with most destined by internal use 

by its vertically integrated production operations. In 2018, total domestic 

production of AN in Taiwan was about 475,000 tonnes／ year and remain little 

changed from 2017

Unfavorable market conditions
1. Demand for AN fibers are expected to remain flat or decline slightly in 2019. 

Polyester fibers will continue to be used as a replacement on a small scale as 

well so this will have a negative effect on AN production and price stability

2. Continued expansion of production capacity in China is destabilizing supply-

and-demand and pricing in the AN industry

3. China's protectionist policies are also having an impact on AN producers in 

Asia. The US-China trade war has affected the demand for AN in China as 

well

CPDC response
In response, CPDC will shift our attention to the development of tire（NBR）, 

latex and AM markets where demand is growing at a faster rate. We are also 

expanding export sales to South Asia（India） and the Middle-East to reduce 

our reliance on China as an export market
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1.3 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

1.3.1 EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

Currently, the major products of CPDC include acrylonitrile（AN）, caprolactam（CPL）, and 

nylon chip（NY6 or PA6）. Other byproducts include electricity, cyanate, ammonium sulfate, 

industrial sulfuric acid, and refined sulfuric acid. Each product's share of overall revenues in 2018 

are as shown below：

MAIN PRODUCTS AND THEIR SHARE OF SALES IN THE LAST 
TWO YEARS

CURRENT INDUSTRY SITUATION AND COMPETITION



Caprolactam
（CPL）

Raw materials and sources
Benzene（CPC Taiwan, partially imported）

Phenol（Domestic purchase and foreign imports）

Ammonia anhydrous（100% imported）

Ammonia anhydrous（100% imported）

Current industry situation
CPDC's annual production capacity in 2018 product was 400,000 

tonnes with actual production being 357,000 tonnes. 351,000 

tonnes of CPL went to meet local demand in Taiwan and 5000 

tonnes were exported. Taiwan has a self-sufficiency rate of 64.3% 

for CPL. A massive increase in China's polymer production capacity 

in 2018 put pressure on exports from polymer producers in Taiwan. 

CPL demand within Taiwan remained almost the same as 2017

CPL demand in China has grown at a slightly faster rate than 

supply in the last 2 years. Growth in end demand exceeded 10% so 

the CPL industry has seen an improvement in profitability. In 2018, 

the CPL industry entered the upward cycle, the manufacturers 

returned to the profit situation. should see CPL demand in Asia 

continue growing by 6 ∼ 8% but new CPL producers are still 

entering the market. If Chinese and international producers 

continue to be conservative in their production output then the 

scale of the Asian CPL market is expected to remain roughly the 

same as 2018

Unfavorable market conditions
1. CPL production capacity in China is expanding quickly and 

a state of over-supply has existed since 2013. Competition 

on price and profit instability are expected to persist as CPL 

producers continue to aggressively expand their market share

2. There has been a very significant expansion of PTA production 

capacity in Asia in recent years. Excess polyester is now 

replacing nylon fibers due to their low price and high market 

share, impacting on the development of nylon thread in the 

general textile market

CPDC response
1. In response to the upstream／ downstream industry chain con- 

 ditions  and changes in the market climate, CPDC will adopt a  

 flexible strategy  and support downstream industries in order to  

 increase our production  utilization

2. Particular emphasis will be given to the development of   

 engineering  plastic and thin film markets to reduce the risk of  

 total dependence on  sales to the nylon textile industry. A more  

 flexible sales distribution will  be adopted to complement the  

 development and production of  functional nylon chips by   

 CPDC
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Nylon chips
（PA6）

Raw materials and sources
Phenol（Domestic purchase and foreign imports）

Ammonia anhydrous（100% imported）

Current industry situation
Nylon chip production in Taiwan has continued to decline between 2016 and 

2018. The main reason for this a decrease in exports to China as large amounts 

of new nylon chip production capacity continue to come online in China. In 

2018, nylon chip exports to China dropped to 50% of all nylon chip exports, 

representing a decrease of 5% compared to 2017. Exports to other regions in 

2018 grew by around 20,000 tonnes and is now around 137,000 tonnes／ year. 

We are therefore progressively reducing our reliance on the China market. 

Nylon chip production and sales are used by CPDC to keep track of the nylon 

market. We are continuing to adjust the distribution of downstream customers 

in response to the different market niches and growth potential of downstream 

nylon products. Despite increasing competition in the market we expect to 

maintain the same profit margins as CPL in 2019

Unfavorable market conditions
Nearly 55% of Taiwan's downstream nylon market is concentrated in garments 

and industrial textile fabrics. Exports are also over-concentrated in the China 

market so a single industry and market can have a major impact. The US-China 

trade war has affected nylon demand in China as well

CPDC response
Emphasize the signing of material contracts with customers in Taiwan 

to consolidate sales as well as the development of overseas markets for 

engineering plastics. Despite increasing competition in the market we expect to 

maintain the same profit margins as CPL in 2019

Ortho-
phenylphenol

（OPP）

Raw materials and sources
Cyclohexanone（internal production with a part supplied by Taiwan Prosperity 

Chemical Corp）

Current industry situation
On the supply side, as China's environmental policy forces local OPP 

producers to stop production, the first half of 2019 is expected to still show the 

phenomenon of imbalance between supply and demand, will be conducive to 

our sale to OPP related application market

In terms of demand, not only the existing demand area for flame retardant, 

optical material and anti-microbial remain steady growth, but a lot of companies 

pay more attention to develop novel OPP derivatives and applications. On the 

whole, the demand of OPP will steady increase

Unfavorable market conditions
Major competitors have a market share of more than 50% and enjoy preferential 

tax rates in key markets. It has an impact on the operation of special products in 

Taiwan

CPDC response
Aggressive targeting of key markets to boost market share with sales focusing 

on the high-value market. The development of specialized products and their 

derivatives has been strengthened to boost CPDC's market share and open up 

Western markets
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Risks／ 
Opportunities

Response 
Strategy

Corresponding 
Chapter

Risks and 
Opportuni-
ties of Sus-
tainability

• Constraints on the deve- 
lopment of the petroche-
mical industry

• Business risks caused by 
the industry moving off-
shore

• Increase production efficiency and self-
sufficiency on raw materials through process 
improvements, new materials, or innovative 
R&D into new processes

• Increase process eff ic iency and reduce 
the consumption of raw materials through 
equipment upgrades and f ine-tuning of 
production processes

• Promote the overall development of the 
petrochemical industry through a business 
model based on integration of downstream 
and upstream industry supply chains

• Build up a portfolio in markets where we are 
more competitive through foreign investments

1.3.2

ESG Risks and Opp-
ortunities

2.1.2

Green Innovation 
and Development

3.2.1

Bus iness  St rate -
gyies

3.2.3

Major Investments

4.2

Sustanable Supply 
Chain Management 

Industrial safety risks during 
the transportation of raw 
materia ls  as wel l  as the 
manufacture and shipping 
of products

• Enforce the safety and health management 
policy as well a conduct tests of the fac-
tory working environment；strengthen che- 
mical management and maintain the safe 
t ransmiss ion of  raw mater ia ls  through 
industrial pipelines

• Strengthen management of the tran-sportation 
supply chain by requiring suppliers to comply 
with the most rigorous transportation safety 
regulations, selecting the safest transportation 
channels and methods, and working with the 
industry to form a joint emergency response 
organization

Corporate 
Governance 
and Business 

Integrity

• Corporate Image

• Manage risks through in-
ternal controls

• Strengthen stakeholder communication

• Strengthen internal controls and mana-
gements；formulate codes of business ethics 
and code of conduct

3.3

Business Integrity

4.1

CPDC's Key Stake-
holders

Response to 
Material Topics

G
o

vern
an

ce A
sp

ect
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1.3.2 ESG RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The petrochemical industry has been faced with numerous challenges in recent years including a 

change in the market environment due to the emergence of new competitors as well as fluctuations 

in raw material and energy prices. Taiwan began implementing legislation on GHG reduction and 

management in 2015. The UN Paris Agreement officially took effect in 2016 and China launched its 

national carbon market in 2017. The petrochemical industry has been faced with numerous challenges 

in recent years including a change in the market environment due to the emergence of new 

competitors as well as fluctuations in raw material and energy prices. Taiwan began implementing 

legislation on FGH reduction and management in 2015, the UN Paris Agreement took effect in 2016, 

and China launched its national carbon market in 2017. The clear international trend towards carbon 

pricing and increasingly stringent domestic environmental requirements have made CPDC recognize 

the importance of cultivating an carbon asset management capability by incorporating product 

carbon cost into our operations and decision-making.

In the interests of sustainable corporate development, CPDC hopes that the identification, 

assessment, management and handling of corporate risks can convert risk into future opportunities 

for sustainable development. Non-financial performance and traditional financial performance data 

are therefore both taken into consideration during risk identification and response. At the same time, 

CPDC also discloses our risk evaluation mechanism and response on the industrial safety side.

Any financial and non-financial risks that affect company operations or involve large budgets are 

submitted to the Board for discussion.

ESG RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFIED BY CPDC IN 2018



Risks／ 
Opportunities

Response 
Strategy

Corresponding 
Chapter

Major 
Investment and 
Development 

Projects

• Risks in the business and 
investment aspects

• Challenge of maintaining 
industry competitiveness

• Continue to build integrated production sites 
to improve competitiveness on cost

• Develop a variety of new, high-value products 
and begin developing green pro-cesses as part 
of the CPDC corporate transformation

3.2.1

Business Strategies

3.2.3

Major Investments

R&D and 
Innovation in 
High-Value 
Products

Differentiation with other 
competitors in the industry

Continue to invest in product R&D and innovation 
to obtain patents and build up barriers to entry

1.1.2

Company Vision

1.3

Business Environ-
ment Analysis

Sustainable 
Supply Chain 
Management 

Maintain the quality of raw 
materials and equipment 
suppliers

• Preferential purchasing of merchandise with 
environmental marks

• Requiring suppliers to sign the CSR declaration

• Continue to develop suppliers with sound 
sustainability performance

4.2

Sustainable Supply 
Chain Management 

Land Asset 
Management

New business to reduce 
risk from fluctuations in the 
petrochemical industry

Create added value for land assets and actively 
engage in land development overseas

3.2.1

Business Strategies

3.2.3

Major Investments

Business 
Performance

Risks from floating interest 
rates for short and long-
term debts

• Continue to actively negotiate with banks 
to secure the best interest rates and reduce 
interest costs

• Construct a variety of funding channels to 
reduce the average cost of capital

3.2.2

Financial performa-
nces

Ma in  products  and  raw 
materials are mostly priced 
in USD with payments made 
or received in TWD so there 
is risk from changes in the 
exchange rate

Natural hedging is used when the market 
conditions and changes are favorable. Spot 
exchange trading is used to avoid risk from 
changes in the exchange rate

3.2.2

Financial performa-
nces

Risk of inflation from chan- 
ges in international com-
modity prices

More than half of raw materials are supplied 
by CPC Taiwan and other domestic suppliers. 
Prices are calculated using a formula based on 
international prices so domestic inflation has 
very little impact

3.2.2

Financial performa-
nces

Remediation of 
Polluted Site

• Challenges from remedia-
tion of pollut-ed factory

• Risk of sec-ondary pollu-
tion

• B a c k l a s h  f r o m  l o c a l 
residents

• Government attitude

• Opportunity for third-
p a r t y  p r o c e s s i n g  o f 
pollutants

• Active remediation of polluted factory

• Use experience from remediation to minimize 
secondary pollution

• Greening and beautification of the site after 
remediation to enhance corporate image.

• Improve pollution remediation technology 
through the development of green remediation 
technology

4.4.2

Remediat ion and 
D eve l o p m e n t  o f 
Anshun site（Former 
Taiwan Alkaline Coro-
pration）

Energy 
Management

Rising energy prices

• Complete inventory of energy usage

• Set annual energy conservation targets and 
actively support energy conservation projects

• Cont inue  to  sea rch  fo r  techno log ica l 
breakthroughs

2.3.1

Energy  M anage-
ment and Emissions

Climate Change 
Mitigation and 

Adjustment

• P a s s i n g  o f  t h e  P a r i s 
Agreement may lead to 
business risks from the 
implementation of carbon 
tax or carbon pricing in 
the future

• Natural disasters caused 
by climate change

• Complete GHG inventory or calculation of 
carbon footprint

• Develop responses to future carbon tax or 
carbon pricing in advance

• Cont inue  to  ca r ry  out  re la ted  energy 
conservation proposals to make tangible 
reductions to GHG emissions

• Actively support the government's energy 
conservation and carbon reduction polices by 
reducing energy consumption through energy 
integration

• St rengthen ab i l i ty  for  c l imate  change 
mitigation and adaptation

2.2

Climate Change Re-
sponse

Response to 
Material Topics

G
o
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Risks／ 
Opportunities

Response 
Strategy

Corresponding 
Chapter

Monitoring and 
Management of 
Environmental 

Pollution

• U n c e r t a i n t y  o v e r 
government attitudes to 
regional emissions control

• Increasingly str ingent 
emission standards

• Environmental issues and 
compliance

• Controls with compliance as the minimum 
standard

• Focus on process improvements supplemented 
by end treatment to reduce pollution and 
emissions

• Investment  in  env i ronmenta l  po l lut ion 
management

• Compliance with EU chemical laws and the 
relevant domestic regulations

2.3.5

Prevention of Envi-
ronment Pollution

3.3.2

Major Regulatory 
Compl iance Inci- 
dents and Respon-
ses in Recent Years

Water Resource 
Management

Summer water restrictions
Reduce the consumption of raw water through 
water resource integration and construction of 
water reclamation system

2.3.3

Wa t e r  R e s o u rc e 
Management

Emission 
management

• Popular consensus has 
now been reached on the 
pursuit of air quality

• Protest by residents near 
the plant

• Supporting the introduction of emission caps 
by government agencies

• Upgrade equipment to reduce emissions

• Adjust production processes to reduce 
emissions at the source

2.3.2

Air Pollutants

Waste 
Circulation 

Management
Waste treatment and reuse

• Strengthen waste management

• Improve production processes and R&D

2.3.4

Waste and Recy-
cling

Human Rights 
Assessment

Increasing internat ional 
awareness on human rights 
issues

• Major domestic and foreign investments 
comply with local labor and human rights laws

• Recruit suppliers to support protection of 
human rights

3.2.3

Major Investments

4.2

Sustainable Supply 
Chain Management 

Occupational 
Health and 

Safety

A safe workplace will reduce 
business risks

• Develop management systems and controls 
based on the standards of developed nations

• Conduct risk assessments and monitoring 
for each type of risk to reduce the chance of 
mistakes

• Host occupational safety and health seminars

• Host employee health management activities

2.3.5

Prevention of Envi-
ronment Pollution

5.1.5

Occupational Safety 
and Health

Emergency 
Response and 
Management

Industrial safety incidents 
may lead to mass casualties 
that threaten the survival of 
the company

Conduct emergency exercises to increase 
personnel famil iarity with the handling of 
disasters

5.1.5

Occupational Safety 
and Health

Social Care and 
Engagement

• Maintain open channels of 
communication with the 
local community around 
the plant

• Challenges in internal ／ 
ex te r n a l  s t a ke h o l d e r 
co m m u n i c a t i o n s  a n d 
engagement

• Engage in local activities such as community 
relations building and donations

• Expand plant tours and industry-academia 
cooperation programs

• Host seminars and actively reach out to local 
residents to resolve disputes and seek their 
acceptance

5.2.2

Petrochemical edu-
cation

5.2.3 

Local Engagement

4.4.2

Remediat ion and 
D eve l o p m e n t  o f 
Anshun site（former 
Taiwan Alkaline Coro-

pration）

4.4.3

Community Com-
munication

Response to 
Material Topics

E
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1.3.3 TRUE VALUE ASSESSMENT

CPDC introduced the True Value calculation tool for the first time this year to gain a more complete 

picture of the external costs and benefits that our operations generate for the environment and 

society. The information is used as a basis for continuous review and improvement. The following seven 

indicators were selected based on the material topics for this year using the KPMG methodology. 



Scope Description Value
External Cost／ 

Benefit 
（NTD in Thousands）

GHG emissions
CPDC as a whole

（Scope 1 and Scope 2）
Environmental and social 
costs of GHG emissions Negative -4,831,825

Air pollution
The three CPDC 

plants
Environmental and social 
costs of air pollution Negative -168,210

Water resource 
consump-tion

The three CPDC 
plants

Environmental and social 
costs of water resource 
consumption

Negative -2,126,464

Occupational injuries 
or deaths

Contractors at the 
three CPDC plants

Social  costs of occu-
p a t i o n a l  i n j u r i e s  o r 
deaths

Negative 0

Promotion of national 
infrastructure 
development

CPDC as a whole

C o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e 
national economy and 
infrastructure from taxes 
and rates

Positive 398,260

Salaries and benefits CPDC as a whole

Economic  and soc ia l 
benefits created by the 
payment of employee 
salaries and benefits

Positive 2,400,597

Creation of 
additional economic 

value through the 
petrochemical industry

CPDC as a whole

Economic value in the 
petrochemical industry 
c re a te d  by  t h e  p u r -
chasing of key raw ma-
terials in both Taiwan 
and overseas

Positive 11,012,230

Local philanthropy and 
purchasing from social 

enterprises
CPDC as a whole

Benefits from the purch-
asing of charity ／ social 
e n te r p r i s e  p ro d u c t s 
to supporting the de-
velopment of  re lated 
organizations

Positive 389

EBITDA CPDC as a whole Positive 6,140,689

Integrated P&L 12,825,666

Item

EBITDA

Local philanthropy and
purchasing from social enterprises

Creation of additional economic value
through the petrochemical industry

Salaries and benefits

Promotion of national
infrastructure development

Occupational injuries
or deaths

Water resource
consumption

Air pollution

GHG emissions

−6,000,000 −4,000,000 −2,000,000 2,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 8,000,000 10,000,000－

Currency Unit：NTD Thousand

−4,831,825

−168,210

−2,126,464

0

398,260

2,400,597

11,012,230

389

6,140,689
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Our calculations showed that CPDC's Integrated P&L for 2018 amounted to NT$13,988,548,000 

and was 2.27 times higher than our EBITDA. The most significant negative environmental impact 

was GHG emissions while positive socio-economic benefits came from the creation of additional 

economic value through the petrochemical industry.

We will continue to track each item in the future to understand our situation in environmental 

and social management. An explanation of each item is provided below：
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CHAPTER 2

SMART 
PRODUCTION

2.1 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

2.1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF SMART PRODUCTION
CPDC began promoting the intelligentization program at the end of 2016. Six groups 

were organized through trans-department integration and systematic reviews. The 

groups were tasked with discussing proposals for intelligentization aimed at realizing 

the goal of unmanned factories through Industry 4.0.

The five main aspects of the CPDC intelligentization program are automated 

inspection, intelligent control, real-time monitoring, smart transportation, and 

preventive maintenance. Phase 1 was formally activated in July 2017 with the investment 

of NT$393 million into 51 intelligentization projects. 43 projects were delivered to spec 

in 2017 for a project completion rate of 86%. Phase 2 was activated in June 2018 with 

NT$349 million to be invested in 20 projects and project progress is currently at 36.5%. 

Medium-term include the introduction of an intelligent management system in 2021 

and initialization of unmanned factory operations while increasing production output, 

reducing consumption and decreasing business risk.



R&D
CENTER

CORE
TECHNOLOGY

DERIVATIVE
DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW

TECHNOLOGIES

ENERGY
UTILIZATION

Synthesis/composite technologies

Polymer composite materials

Multi-function process design

Hydrogenation process

CPL process

Development of special chemicals

AN derivatives

CPL derivatives

Cyclohexanone derivatives

New energy research

Development of
green production processes
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2.1.2 GREEN INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Innovation and R&D are the cornerstones of sustainability at CPDC. A research center was 

established by CPDC in 2000 and the R&D team now has nearly 100 people. Improvements of 

production technology enable upgrades for removing production bottlenecks. New types of 

catalysts are also being developed to expand our internal production capacity and production 

efficiency. The pursuit of production efficiency aims to not only reduce cost but also the 

environmental footprint of products. Using less energy, raw materials and water resources reduces 

the environmental impact of our products and improves the overall competitiveness of CPDC 

products.

At the same time, CPDC is investing in the “Circular Economy” sector in support of 

government policies. Main and by-products are recovered, purified and studied to determine the 

possibility of developing a circular economy. This will not only extend the product life-cycle but 

also reduce the amount of raw materials and waste. In the future, CPDC hopes to use our existing 

products as a basis to strengthen the vertical integration of our supply chain. By setting aggressive 

targets for ourselves, we can carve out a niche in the supply chains of related industries and join 

our customers as a dependable partner for the pursuit for green sustainability values and the 

promotion of sustainable development.

R&D CENTER PERFORMANCE AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS



Strategy Description

Improvement of 

existing production 

process

Continue to make improvements to exist ing production 

technologies including the introduction of intelligent production 

management to improve efficiency and reduce production costs. 

The development of green production processes that save energy 

and reduce carbon emissions will also be made the top priority

Development of 

related products

Focus on developing byproducts and related products from 

existing processes, obtain an advantage in raw materials and 

leverage this to strengthen the vertical integration of the raw 

material supply chain

New product 

development

Set up a project development team to target high-value products 

with market potential（e.g. specialty chemical products, ester 

derivatives, nylon engineering plastics and functional polymers）

and combine this with market intelligence and existing technology 

research to evaluate our development advantages, develop our 

own core technologies, increase the sale of high-value products, 

and expand the company's product chain

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Unit
（NTD in Thousands）

196,090 216,793 198,273 236,348 335,436

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Patents Granted 27 32 11 8 7

Cumulative Patents Granted 129 159 170 178 183

Expired or Abandoned Patents 5 2 0 0 2

Year

Tear
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PRODUCT INNOVATION AND R&D STRATEGY AT CPDC

Approximately NT$335 million was invested by CPDC in research-related activities （including 

costs and capital expenditure） in 2018. Seven new patents were also obtained bringing our 

effective patent portfolio to 183 patents. Our R&D capabilities are therefore continuing to increase 

and gather steam. CPDC began introducing the Taiwan Intellectual Property Management System 
（TIPS） in 2010. TIPS is supported by the MOEA Industrial Development Bureau and CPDC is now 

TIPS-certified. The system is continuing to drive innovation management at CPDC.

R&D SPENDING IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS

PATENTS ACQUIRED IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS



Production
Department

Occupational
Safety Center

Environmental
Protection Center

Corporate Relations
Section

PRESIDENT

SECRETARIAT

Toufen
Plant

Dashe
Plant

Hsiaokang
Plant

Technical Section

Environmental Team

Technical Section

Environmental Team

Technical Section

Environmental Team
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2.2 CLIMATE CHANGE RESPONSE

Climate change issues have continued to heat up at the international and regional level over 

the years. The signing of the Paris Agreement at the end of 2015 made climate change an issue 

that national governments and top international enterprises must now face. Active management 

and proactive response have been adopted by CPDC in response to climate change and risks 

under our vision of green petrochemistry. CPDC is also following the mainstream approach of 

making mitigation and adaptation the two key axes of development for climate change response 

strategies in order to effectively respond to the challenge and take advantage of its business 

opportunities.

CPDC must step up to the plate on climate change as a leader in the petrochemical industry. 

CPDC has long held ourselves to the highest standards by continuing to introduce international 

management standards aimed at improving energy management efficiency and resilience to 

climate change. In addition to the introduction and third-party certification of the ISO 50001：

2001 energy management system at three production plants, GHG inventories were conducted in 

accordance with the ISO 14064-1:2006 specification with guidance at the organization level for 

quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and removals. Carbon reduction targets 

were then set based on the results of the inventory. The inventory of energy consumption was 

used as the starting point for a reduction plan that is gradually developed into climate change 

action across multiple domains.

2.2.1 CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION

For climate change management, CPDC started by tracking regulatory changes through 

the Environmental Protection and Pollution Control Center so that response strategies can be 

developed. To help mitigate climate change, a Carbon Reduction Promotion Team was also set 

up to reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions. An energy conservation and carbon 

reduction plan for the following year is proposed by the Toufen Plant, Dashe Plant and Hsiaokang 

Plant every year for approval before implementation to enforce the CPDC energy conservation and 

carbon reduction policy. The Environmental Protection and Pollution Control Center is responsible 

for tracking and responding to regulatory additions or changes as well as the introduction of 

advanced domestic／ foreign energy conservation and carbon reduction technologies. The Center 

also tracks energy savings and carbon reductions at each plant, and supports the exchange of 

technical resources and experience.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CPDC CARBON REDUCTION 
PROMOTION TEAM



2025

20% reduction in 2025 
compared to the 
baseline year of 2005

30% reduction in 2030 compared to 
the baseline year of 2005

50% reduction in 2050 
compared to the baseline 
year of 2005

2030 2050
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CARBON REDUCTION PROMOTION TEAM - KEY MILESTONES

❶ EXCEED NATIONAL POLICY TARGETS

The “GHG Emission Control Action Plan” of the Environmental 

Protection Administration set the carbon reduction target for 2025 

as a 10% reduction compared to the baseline year （2025）. CPDC's 

own voluntary carbon reduction efforts have reduced emissions by 

17.4% compared to the baseline year as of 2018.

❷ SET SHORT-, MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM  
    CARBON REDUCTION TARGETS FOR CPDC

CPDC previously set an annual reduction of 2% in energy 

consumption as the target for our production plants. This year, we 

will set targets that are even longer-term and more concrete. We 

hope the setting of concrete targets will lead to a more holistic 

approach at CPDC for energy management, energy conservation 

and carbon reduction. The short-, medium- and long-term energy 

conservation targets are as follow：

To promote the reduction of GHG emissions, an annual target of reducing energy consumption 

and carbon emissions by 2% compared to the baseline year of 2005 was set in accordance with 

the national GHG reduction targets. The baseline year was set as 2005 for carbon reduction 

and 2008 for energy conservation. The CPDC carbon reduction team meets on a quarterly basis 

to monitor energy consumption and GHG emissions ／ reductions at the three plants. Related 

management strategies are also regularly reviewed.

The three plants have been making their contribution to environmental protection by focusing 

on energy conservation and carbon reduction since 2005. In 2018, Toufen Plant introduced 8 

energy conservation and carbon reduction measures that are expected to deliver 11,962 tonnes in 

carbon reductions; Hsiaokang Plant introduced 17 initiatives that are expected to deliver 10,337 

tonnes in carbon reductions; Dashe Plant introduced 12 initiatives that are expected to deliver 1,403 

tonnes in carbon reductions. The actual carbon reductions achieved by the three plants in 2018 

did not meet the target of reducing carbon emissions by 2% compared to the baseline year for 

carbon reductions （2005）. Carbon emissions at CPDC have been reduced by 17.4% compared to 

the baseline year for carbon emissions since the carbon reduction program was launched 13 years 

ago. The three plants are beginning to reach a balance between increases in production output 

and reductions in total carbon emissions. The reduction targets were therefore adjusted at the 4th 

Carbon Reduction Promotion Team conference in 2018. The feasibility of carbon reductions from 

process improvements at each plant and the reduction targets set by the national GHG Reduction 

and Management Act were used to define short-term （2025）, medium-term （2030） and 

long-term （2050） carbon reduction targets. The setting of the short-, medium- and long-term 

targets will hopefully produce a more comprehensive and far-reaching carbon reduction plan. The 

conclusions made by the Carbon Reduction Promotion Team in 2018 are summarized below：



Plant Item 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Toufen Plant

Energy savings（GJ） 242 121 36 37 152

Carbon reduction
（Tonnes-CO2e）

19,514 68,705 5,027 2,875 11,962

Dashe Plant

Energy savings（GJ） 180 18 8 32 38 

Carbon reduction
（Tonnes-CO2e）

25,038 1,690 1,348 1,711 2,180 

Hsiaokang 

Plant

Energy savings（GJ） 820 273 51 114 206 

Carbon reduction
（Tonnes-CO2e）

44,071 16,585 8,629 45,764 11,938 

Plant
No. of 

Projects

Financial 
Investment

（NTD in Thousands）

Energy 
Savings
（MJ）

Carbon 
Reductions 
（CO2 Tonnes）

Water 
Savings
（Tonnes）

Toufen Plant 8 111,980 152,002 11,962 -

Dashe Plant 12 517,831 26,132 1,403 493

Hsiaokang 

Plant
17 85,377 179,544 10,337 76,884

Total 37 715,188 357,678 23,702 77,377
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❸ SUITABILITY OF SCIENCE BASED TARGETS (SBT)

The Occupational Safety and Environmental Protection Center and 

CSR Committee are to study and assess the methodology for setting 

Science Based Targets （SBT）. Assistance will also be sought from 

professional external institutions.

ACTUAL ENERGY SAVINGS AND CARBON REDUCTIONS AT 
EACH CPDC PLANT OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS

The energy savings and carbon reductions at each CPDC plant over the past five years as well as 

the energy conservation／ carbon reduction measures and their performances at each plant in 2018 

are shown in the table below.

ANNUALIZED PERFORMANCE OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 
AND CARBON REDUCTION PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED AT EACH 
CPDC PLANT IN 2018

Note：

Note：

The energy savings and carbon reductions here are the actual results from 2018. All projects are monitored for one year 
after they come online.

This is the number of energy conservation and carbon reduction projects completed by each plant in 2018 along with 
the benefits they are expected to generate in the future (annualized)
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CPDC GHG EMISSIONS
CPDC measures the carbon footprint of our business processes against the highest standards. 

The inventory of GHG emissions currently concentrates on Scope 1 and Scope 2. We also began 

studying and assessing Scope 3 emissions in 2018 so that we can respond to the CDP survey.

A GHG inventory of all CPDC operations encompassing the three main production plants and 

the Taipei Office has now been completed. An internal inventory with no external verification was 

completed for the Taipei Office due to its low volume of emissions, most of which came from 

electricity usage. Future efforts on GHG reduction at the Taipei Office will focus on the promotion 

of energy savings in the office. We will also liaise with the building management to do what we 

can on GHG reduction. 

AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES RECEIVED BY EACH 
CPDC PLANT IN 2018

CPDC has continued to budget for energy conservation and carbon reduction every year 

and NT$715 million was invested by the three plants in 2018. Active efforts are underway to 

improve our energy conservation ／ carbon reduction capabilities and performances to help 

mitigate climate change. The results are also reported to the competent authorities. The energy 

conservation and carbon reduction performance of the three CPDC plants were recognized by 

the competent authorities and external institutions in 2018 resulting in the presentation of related 

awards and certificates. The accolades motivate us to continue making a contribution to climate 

change, energy conservation and carbon reduction.



Product Entity Plant
Year

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

CPL
Tonnes CO2e／

Tonnes CPL

Toufen Plant 10.24 9.86 9.43 6.60 6.45 

Hsiaokang Plant 3.57 3.65 3.55 4.32 4.62

Emissions per unit 6.905 6.755 6.49 5.46 5.53

AN
Tonnes CO2e／

Tonnes AN

Dashe Plant 0.88 1.01 1.05 0.91 0.92

Emissions per unit 0.88 1.01 1.05 0.91 0.92

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Toufen 
Plant

Scope 1  838,506.9  866,655.7  1,111,268.9  1,128,873.1  1,110,198.8 

Scope 2  2,293.2  2,073.1  1,226.4  2,207.1  973.3

Total  840,800.1  868,728.8  1,112,495.3  1,131,080.2  1,111,172.1 

Dashe 
Plant

Scope 1  150,549  166,451  157,130  154,687.7  120,865.3

Scope 2  28,030  3,053  26,477  32,004.9  31,383.2

Total  178,579  169,504  183,607  186,692.6  152,248.5

Hsiaokang 
Plant

Scope 1  367,712  393,461  447,231  691,239  716,078.3

Scope 2  145,054.3  142,440  177,342  165,622  136,968.3

Total  512,766.3  535,901  624,573  856,861  853,046.6

Total of all three plants 1,532,145.5 1,574,133.9 1,920,675.4 2,174,633.8 2,116,467.2

Taipei 
Office

Scope 1 − 135 135 28 39

Scope 2 − 458,337 459,485 477,296 505,780

Total − 458,472 459,620 477,324 505,819
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GHG EMISSIONS OF CPDC PLANTS OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS

GHG emissions per unit of product has been monitored at CPDC. On a product level, the GHG 

emissions per unit of product for CPL and AN, our two main products, have continued to decrease 

over the last five years. GHG emissions per tonne of CPL in particular went from 6,905 tonnes CO2e in 

2014 to 5.53 tonnes CO2e in 2018, a decrease of up to 20%. On a plant level, the biggest decrease for 

each tonne of CPL produced was achieved at Toufen Plant with a decrease of up to 37% over the past 

five years. On the other hand, GHG emissions per unit of product at Hsiaokang Plant has continued to 

increase. The reason why GHG emissions per unit of product grew by 29% in 2018 compared to 2014 

was due to a 30% increase in production. CPDC will nevertheless continue to challenge ourselves and 

strive to reduce the carbon emissions of our products in the future through technological development 

and equipment upgrades. GHG emissions per unit of product in 2018 are were as shown below.

TREND IN GHG EMISSION PER TONNE OF PRODUCT FOR THE 
TWO MAIN PRODUCTS AT CPDC OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS

Note：

Unit：Tonnes CO2e
Note： The data published by the MOEA Energy Bureau on July 4, 2018, set the electricity emission coefficient as 0.554 kg CO2e／ 

kWh and used the GWP value given in the 4th IPCC report. Once the data for 2018 is published by the MOEA Energy 
Bureau the data in the 2019 report will be updated accordingly.

Energy consumption per unit of product is based on total energy consumption divided by total production. The GHG 
emission per unit of product is calculated by using the GWP value from the 2nd IPCC report to calculate the total GHG 
emissions then divided by total production.
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2.2.2 CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

In recent years, international response to climate change has changed from focusing not 

only on GHG reduction to also giving more emphasis to adaptation. How to cope with and 

management the impacts of climate change is one of the key challenges in environmental 

responsibility for the petrochemical industry due to nature of its raw materials and processes. The 

stability of raw materials and the supply chain as well as the stability and safety of the plants are 

all areas that CPDC will continue to monitor and strengthen in the future. These will be essential to 

sustainability in a changing environment.

In 2018, the Executive Secretariat of the CSR Committee analyzed the risks and opportunities 

related to climate change to understand what potential risks and opportunities climate change 

may pose to CPDC and to support the international sustainability trend of disclosing climate-

related financial information. The TCFD directive was used to identify major climate change risks 

and opportunities for CPDC.

A climate change risk was compiled by CPDC using the risk list, related international research 

reports, industry attributes and benchmark analysis as per TCFD recommendations. The four types 

of transformation risk was found to be policy and legislation, technology, market and business 

reputation. The two types of physical risk were acute and chronic climate risk. Once the list was 

completed, climate risks were rated as high, medium or low risk by assessing three aspects: 

potential impact, potential vulnerability and likelihood. Risk rating was basely mainly on the risk as 

calculated from the three aspects and their distribution in the risk matrix.

RISK MATRIX
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We discovered that the greatest climate change risk facing CPDC came the threat of 

alternative green products, followed by an increase in GHG emission costs then drought caused 

by a change in precipitation mode... In response to these risks, CPDC will continue to research 

high-value products, engage in carbon reduction and push for energy conservation to improve 

the green awareness of our products. We will also continue to focus on the goal zero wastewater 

discharge through green factory certification, water conservation, and grey-water recovery.

FRAMEWORK OF TCFD DIRECTIVE

GOVERNANCE

The CSR Committee is the governance framework for all 

environmental, social and governance issues including climate 

change mitigation and adaptation as well as energy management 

at CPDC. An annual report is made by the CSR Committee to the 

Chairman. For more information, please refer to 1.2.1 Sustainability 

Governance Framework. For energy management, the Carbon 

Reduction Promotion Team is responsible for reviewing energy 

consumption and carbon emissions. For more information, please 

refer to 2.2.1 Climate Change Mitigation.

 STRATEGY

For the risks and opportunities related to climate change as well 

as CPDC's response strategies, please refer to 1.3.2 ESG Risks and 

Opportunities.

RISK MANAGEMENT

CPDC used the climate change risk matrix to identify and sort 

related risks. Risks path were also used to establish how key risk 

factors may impact on CPDC operations financially and conduct 

an inventory of response strategies. In the future, CPDC will further 

quantify the scale of each risk's potential financial impact so that 

climate change risk factors' influence on business strategies and the 

costs of related responses can be more accurately gauged.

INDICATORS AND TARGETS

CPDC is continuing to monitor our energy and GHG emissions. 

Targets are also set for their management and continuous 

improvement. For more information, please refer to 2.2.1 Climate 

Change Mitigation.



Toufen Plant Dashe Plant Hsiaokang Plant

Externally purchased electricity 6,321,388 203,486,934 533,586,608

Diesel 437,809 0 1,219,552

Gasoline 0 0 161,642

LPG 0 0 242,252

Natural Gas 857,986 753,199,266 40,734,431

Heavy Oil／ Fuel Oil 25,292,252 130,483,724 23,726,292

Coal 6,503,467,277 0 0

Steam for internal use 7,352,339,389 737,483,088 892,642,488

Steam for external sale 0 97,618,234 0

Electricity for external sale 569,325,623 0 0

Total Energy Consumption 13,319,390,477 1,727,034,777 1,492,313,266

Item（MJ）
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Note： 1. Steam and electricity for external sale was excluded from total consumption to avoid double-counting.
2. The conversion factors used for each type of energy were as follow：Natural gas 9,000 kcal／m3, LPG 6,635 kcal／

L, Diesel 8,400 kcal／ L, Gasoline 7,800 Kcal／ L, Fuel oil 9,600 kcal／ L, Electricity 860 kcal／ KWh, Fuel coal 6,080 
kcal／ kg （Heat Content of Energy Products published by Energy Bureau, updated on June 20, 2018）； Steam： 754 
kcal／ kg, 685 kcal／ kg （Based on the energy reporting data from 2015 for Toufen Plant and Hsiaokang Plant）, 740 
kcal／ kg （Data from high-pressure steam used at Dashe Plant）.

3. 1kcal＝ 4.184×10−3MJ；LPG：1kg＝ 1.818L.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND TYPE AT CPDC PLANTS IN 2018

2.3 PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT

All CPDC plants have introduced the ISO 140001 environmental management system to reduce the 

environmental impact of our plants as well as prevent pollution and spills. The management system 

is enforced to ensure that all emissions and waste produced during plant production as treated in 

accordance with the law. ISO 9001 quality management system, Taiwan Occupational Safety and 

Health Management System （TOSHMS） and OHSAS 18001 have also been introduced at our Toufen, 

Dashe and Hsiaokang plants. Integrated management maximizes the benefits for quality, environment, 

and occupational safety and health. In the future, the recycling of resources will be strengthened to 

promote sustainable development and realize the goal of a circular economy.

To realize the goal of eco-friendly, energy-efficient, low waste and healthy factories, Toufen Plant 

and Dashe Plant obtained the Silver and Diamond-grade Green Building certification from the Ministry 

of the Interior in 2018. Both plants also received the Green Factory certification issued by the MOEA 

Industrial Development Bureau. A water footprint inventory audit was conducted for CPL by Toufen 

Plant as well and the ISO 14046：2014 Water Footprint Verification statement was issued by SGS in 

October of the same year. The internal inventories and disclosures are used by CPDC to minimize the 

impact of our production activities on the environment.

2.3.1 ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND EMISSIONS

The main types of energy used by the three CPDC plants are natural gas, fuel oil, steam and 

electricity. The Toufen Plant has a co-generation plant that burns coal as one of its sources of 

electricity. Hsiaokang Plant's energy supply is integrated with other factories in the industrial park. 

Steam used in production is purchased from nearby China Steel, a partnership that improves energy 

efficiency for both companies.

In 2018, CPDC's Taipei Office had a routine power consumption of 912.96 MWh. Total gasoline 

consumption for the year was 6.45 KL. In terms of production, the three plants achieved energy 

savings equivalent to 8,905 KL of fuel and reduced carbon emissions by 23,626 tonnes CO2e. The 

energy consumption at each plant is shown in the following table.



2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Toufen Plant 7,176 8,592 9,637 11,418 13,319 

Dashe Plant 1,289 1,249 2,064 1,737 1,727 

Hsiaokang Plant 1,766 1,694 2,361 3,032 1,492 

Total of all three plants 10,231 11,535 14,062 16,187 16,538

Year

TOUFEN PLANT DASHE PLANT HSIAOKANG PLANT

Target
completion

rate of 

159.3%

Target
completion

rate of 

71%

Target
completion

rate of 

286%

2% reduction target based 
on baseline year

Annual energy savings
in 2018

2008（baseline） Energy
Consumption

2% reduction target based 
on baseline year

Annual energy savings
in 2018

2008（baseline） Energy
Consumption

2% reduction target based 
on baseline year

Annual energy savings
in 2018

2008（baseline） Energy
Consumption

2,376

3,784

118,738

917

651

45,825

1,563

4,472

78,162

Unit：KL of oil equivalent
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TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AT CPDC PLANTS OVER 
THE PAST FIVE YEARS

Unit：Terajoule（TJ）, 1TJ＝ 1×106MJ.
Note：

2018 ENERGY SAVINGS

plant in recent years. An energy-saving plan is proposed every year and its execution 

reviewed on a quarterly basis. Production processes are constantly being upgraded to eliminate 

environmental pollution.

A bottleneck in energy-saving technologies was encountered by CPDC in 2017 that led to 

diminishing returns on energy savings. Only Hsiaokang plant met the target of a 2% reduction. 

The technical bottleneck did not stop the push to conserve energy however. In 2018, the Toufen 

Plant and the Hsiaokang Plant both exceeded their 2% energy-saving target by a large margin. 

Although the Dashe Plant did not achieve the target it still managed far more savings the 262 KL 

of oil equivalent achieved in the preceding year. The three plants will continue to monitor energy 

conservation issues in the future and host regular meetings to overcome the technical challenges.

Calculation is based the conversion of oil consumption, electricity consumption and natural gas consumption into 
kiloliters of oil equivalent before this is converted into Terajoule（TJ）.
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Energy Savings
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30,927 10,260 2,363 4,572 8,905

Year
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GRAPH OF TOTAL ENERGY SAVINGS AT CPDC OVER 
THE PAST FIVE YEARS



PLANT

Total Emissions（Tonnes）

2,803

EMISSION
TYPE

Total Emissions（Tonnes）

2,803

Nitrogen Oxides（NOx） 25.2%

Sulfur Oxides（SOx） 5.4%

Volatile Organic
Compounds（VOCs） 67.7%

Total Suspended Particles（TSP） 1.7%

Toufen Plant 89.5%

Dashe Plant 4.0%

Hsiaokang Plant 6.5%
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2.3.2 AIR POLLUTANTS

CPDC reduced air pollutants emitted during the production process through process 

improvements as well as upgrades to pollution control equipment. In terms of improvements to 

the CPL process, CPDC abandoned its previous high-emission Cyclohexam process and switched 

completely over to the Phenol method that produced far less emissions in 2014. The emission of 

air pollutants was cut dramatically by 50%.

In terms of equipment upgrades, CPDC actively cooperated with the“Total Air Pollutants 

Quantity Control Plans for Kaohsiung-Pingtung Area” launched by the EPA by adopting reduction 

at the source and end-of-pipe treatment at the Dashe and Hsiaokang plants. In addition to 

converting boilers from heavy oil to natural gas, installing equipment to recover process exhaust 

gases and upgrading the performance of pollution control equipment all helped to effectively 

reduce the emission of air pollutants. VOCs testing instruments at all three plants were updated 

and improved in 2018 to improve their accuracy and ensure that there are no leaks of VOC within 

the plants. A dust collector upgrade project was also carried out at Toufen Plant to improve 

equipment availability, boost dust collection efficiency, and reduce the dispersion of air pollutants.

A review of air pollutant emissions at the three plants in 2018 showed little difference between 

Dashe and Hsiaokang plant. The installation of a tail exhaust recovery and treatment system at 

Toufen Plant greatly reduced the emission of NOx and VOCs but increased the emission of SOx. 

CPDC promises to continue reducing our emission of air pollutants through process refinements 

and equipment upgrades for the local residents'safety and peace of mind.

TOTAL AIR POLLUTANTS EMITTED BY CPDC IN 2018



Toufen Plant Dashe Plant Hsiaokang Plant Total Pollutants
Change

2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018

Nitrogen 

Oxides 
（NOx）

847 515 47 40 38 44 932 599 -35.73%

Sulfur Oxides
（SOx）

108 144 17 12 13 13 139 169 +21.58%

Volatile 

Organic 

Compounds
（VOCs）

2,261 1,155 41 47 117 121 2,420 1,323 -45.33%

Total 

Suspended 

Particles

（TSP）

36 40 7 12 5 5 48 57 +18.75%

Category
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2.3.3 WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The pattern of precipitation in Taiwan has changed in recent years leading an increase in 

frequency of heavy storms and extended droughts. The unstable water supply poses a risk to 

business operations. The petrochemical industry is a water-intensive industry that uses a large 

amount of water during the production process. A stable water supply is therefore critical to 

CPDC and water resource management plays a key role the sustainability of petrochemistry. 

Rising to the challenges of water change by conserving water will not only reduce a company's 

environmental footprint and business costs. It will also boost the management resilience of CPDC 

in an uncertain environment.

The AQUEDUCT Water Risk Atlas from the World Resources Institute was used by CPDC to rate 

the level of water resource risk at each site. All three CPDC plants are located in medium and high 

risk（2~3） regions on water resources. “Zero wastewater discharge” has therefore been set by 

CPDC as the our ultimate goal. The three principles of “inventory,” “reduction” and “circulation” 

now guide further developments in water resource management.

TOTAL AIR POLLUTANTS EMITTED BY EACH CPDC PLANT IN 
THE PAST 2 YEARS

Unit：Tonnes
Note：1. Emissions for each plant come from self-monitoring and are calculated using monitoring data the continuous 

automatic monitoring equipment, test results, and published emission coefficients. 
2. VOCs include hazardous air pollutants and flared／ vented hydrocarbons；none of the plants produce Persistent 

Organic Pollutants（POP）.
3. For the calculation of VOCs, CPDC has now switched completely over to the phenol method which produces 

far lower emissions. Though emissions at Hsiaokang Plant are based on actual readings, Toufen Plant uses the 
emission coefficient for the Cyclohexanone process published by EPA as required by the competent authorities 
so the value is higher than it actually is.

4. Only green refrigerants are used at CPDC and no Ozone Depleting Substances（ODS） are emitted during the 
production process.



TOUFEN PLANT DASHE PLANT HSIAOKANG PLANT

2% reduction target based on
baseline year

Water savings in 2018 52,740

Water consumption per unit of
production for the whole 
factory in 2014（baseline）

2018 estimated output 177,022

2% reduction target based on
baseline year

Water savings in 2018 2,794

Water consumption per unit of
production for the whole 
factory in 2014（baseline）

2018 estimated output 204,240

2% reduction target based on
baseline year

Water savings in 2018 124,522

Water consumption per unit of
production for the whole 
factory in 2014（baseline）

138,077

39

47,016

11.51

75,831

19.85

2018 estimated output 191,010

Unit：Tonnes

Target
completion

rate of 

38.2%

Target
completion

rate of 

6%

Target
completion

rate of 

164.2%
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WATER SAVINGS BY THE THREE CPDC PLANTS IN 2018

CIRCULATION

CPDC is moving in the direction of sustainable water resource management in keeping with the 

spirit of zero wastewater discharge. We have continued to refine our water recovery technology 

so that water used in the production process can be reused. We actively cooperate with external 

organizations as well to assess technological upgrades. We also work with the local government 

and other companies in the industrial park where our plants are located to develop a circular 

economy for reclaimed water. Related projects include：

INVENTORY

The three CPDC plants engage in water consumption surveys to take an inventory of existing 

water consumption. The inventory results are then used to develop a water resource improvement 

project and water conservation plan. An industrial water efficiency improvement plan was carried 

out by Toufen Plant in 2018. A water footprint inventory was conducted in accordance with ISO 

14046-2014. “CPL Water Footprint Verification Statement” was also obtained from SGS in 

October of the same year. Direct water consumption for each KG of CPL produced is 28.50L. 

Direct oBOD is 0.00 Kg, direct COD is 0.124 g, and direct amount of SS is 0.022 g；indirect water 

consumption was 60.40 L, direct BOD volume was 49.202 g, indirect COD was 50.989 g and 

indirect SS volume was 17.321 g.

REDUCTION

The water consumption per tonne of product for the baseline year（2014） serves as the basis 

for setting an annual water-saving target of 2% each year. The three CPDC plants carried out a 

total of 18 water-saving projects in 2018. With the exception of one project upgrade that has been 

delayed and another project that is still testing, all of the other related projects have now been 

completed and have moved in. These projects will now be monitored for performance and its true 

effectiveness should become clear in 2019.
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PURCHASING AND REUSE OF 
RECLAIMED WATER

Toufen Plant signed a memorandum of 

understanding on the use of reclaimed water 

with Kuo Yang Environmental Technology 

in 2017. Reclaimed water recovered from 

domestic sewage treated at the Toufen Water 

Resource Center in Zhunan will eventually be 

used in the production process for cooling.

The project is currently being promoted 

by Kuo Yang. Once it is complete, Toufen Plant will have up to 6,000 tonnes of reclaimed 

water available each year. This will reduce the risk of water shortages during the dry 

period and help fulfill our corporate responsibility on environmental friendliness.

PARTICIPATION IN THE 
KAOHSIUNG CITY'S SEWAGE 
TREATMENT PLANT AND 
EFFLUENT RECLAMATION 
PROJECT

Phase 1 of the Linhai Water Resource 

Center will be completed in 2021 under this 

project. As the first integrated sewage and 

reclaimed water treatment plant in Taiwan, 

the facility will contribute to the sustainability 

of water resources.

The Hsiaokang Plant is one of the five companies from the private-sector that will 

support the project through the use of reclaimed water. The water resource center is 

expected to eventually produce 1,000 tonnes of reclaimed water for Hsiaokang Plant 

each day for production and cooling.

HSIAOKANG GREY WATER 
RECOVERY SYSTEM

The grey water recovery system was 

completed at the Hsiaokang Plant in 2018. 

Wastewater flowing from the Ammonium 

Sulfate workshop goes into a neutralization 

pool first to adjust its pH value. Next, it flows 

through the bio-sludge pond where the 

Chemical Oxygen Demand（COD） of the 

water is broken down through bio-treatment. A 

Membrane Bioreactor（MBR） system pond then removes suspended solids in the water. 

Finally, the RO system reduces the conductivity of the water to complete the reclamation 

process. The reclaimed water is then channeled back to the production process for reuse.



Category 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Toufen 
Plant

Water 

Consumption
3,263,803 3,354,002 4,334,697 5,767,369 5,905,818

Wastewater 

Discharge
1,891,961 1,790,941 1,655,190 1,746,945 1,975,424

Dashe 
Plant

Water 

Consumption
2,341,120 2,236,621 2,378,780 2,448,377 2,340,921

Wastewater 

Discharge
849,840 822,617 899,043 828,508 831,263

Hsiaokang 
Plant

Water 

Consumption
1,877,432 2,985,623 3,197,442 3,692,102 3,393,693

Wastewater 

Discharge
1,296,900 1,357,680 1,455,426 1,401,017 1,336,898

Plant
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All three CPDC plants are located in industrial parks designated by the MOEA and all of their 

water is supplied by the water utility so there is no need for concern on negative impacts to the 

water quality and water resources of local natural reserves. In terms of discharge standards, all 

effluent from CPDC plants are tested for water quality before discharge and comply with the 
“Effluent Standards.” Please refer to 3.3.2 for more information on 2018 pollution incident.

2.3.4 WASTE AND RECYCLING

CPDC has introduced the concept of the circular economy into waste management in keeping 

with the global trend on environmental protection. Changes to the production process reduce 

the amount of byproducts and waste that are produced. Process recovery rate is also improved 

to achieve the goal of waste reduction at the source. The phenol process developed by CPDC 

and adopted across the board in 2014 did not just double production output through process 

improvements. Raw material consumption and byproducts were also greatly reduced to realize 

the policy of waste reduce at the source. At the same time, CPDC is also actively studying the 

recovery and purification of main and byproducts to identify ways of developing a circular product 

economy. Examples include the recovery of Benzene ／ Toulene, co-generation SCR system, co-

generation ESP, recovery of heavy liquids, and activation of anaerobic wastewater system.

WATER CONSUMPTION AND DISCHARGE BY CPDC PLANTS 
OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS

Unit：KL
Note：1. Wastewater from the Toufen Plant are treated at the level-3 treatment facility on-site before being discharged 

into Zhonggang River through the government-approved outfall the industrial park. Dashe Plant discharges into 
the joint sewage treatment plant of Dashe Industrial Park while Hsiaokang Plant discharges into the joint sewage 
treatment plant of Linhai Industrial Park. Both discharge into the waters of Taiwan Strait. 

2. All effluent discharged by each plant have passed testing for water quality to ensure compliance with the 
“Petrochemical Industry Effluent Standard” as well as the intake specifications of the industrial park's joint 
sewage treatment plant.



General
Industrial Waste
64,625 tonnes

62.9%

Hazardous
Industrial Waste

38,113 tonnes

37.1%
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PROPORTION OF GENERAL AND HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL 
WASTE AT CPDC IN 2018

General industrial waste produced by the three CPDC plants generally consist of waste 

lubricants, non-hazardous organic liquids or solvents, domestic waste, waste timber compounds, 

mixed construction or building waste, organic sludge, non-organic sludge, and waste insulation. 

The main methods for disposal include recycling, incineration, landfill, heat treatment, 

solidification, and chemical, physical or biological treatment. In terms of hazardous industrial 

waste, Hsiaokang mainly produces Chromium and its compounds, Dashe Plant mainly produces 

waste liquid from stripping and the base of the Acetonitrile column. Disposal is through 

solidification and incineration.

All waste at CPDC are disposed of in accordance with the law. Emission or treatment permits 

are applied for where necessary and reported truthfully to the competent authorities. Most 

waste is currently disposed of through external contractors while waste liquids at Dashe Plant 

and Hsiaokang are incinerated internally. The permits for internal incineration currently run until 

2019 and 2020. For waste disposed of through external contractors, licensed waste removal and 

treatment contractors are used by CPDC in accordance with the law. Vehicle GPS tracking is used 

to track waste movements and their final destination. Plant staff also accompany or follow the 

contractor vehicles at random times to ensure that all waste is being properly disposed of. This 

prevents the creation of additional environmental burden or pollution.



Total 
Waste

General Hazardous

Recycle Incineration Landfill
Physical 

Treatment
Solidification

Heat Treatment
（other than 

Incineration）
Sub-Total Incineration Solidification Sub-Total

2014 32,471 32,140 59 272 0 0 0 32,471 0 0 0

2015 36,027 35,808 53 165 0 0 0 36,027 0 0 0

2016 40,792 40,610 56 127 0 0 0 40,792 0 0 0

2017 39,630 39,494 47.17 89 0 0 0 39,630 0 0 0

2018 39,153 38,822 155.35 0 175 0 0 39,153 0 0 0

2014 40,650 15 4,553 504 31 0 100 5,202 35,448 0 35,448

2015 40,479 13 4,191 124 0 0 130 4,459 36,020 0 36,020

2016 40,395 4 4,310 333 0 0 172 4,819 35,883 0 35,883

2017 42,536 9.46 4,425 49.94 0 0 11.33 4,495 38,040 0 38,040

2018 42,913 0 4,455 163.13 10.05 0 171.41 4,799 38,113 0 38,113

2014 16,097 165 15,121 383 0 0 0 16,097 0 0 0

2015 14,307 329 13,684 204 74 5 11 14,306 0 5 5

2016 14,514 240 14,031 161 71 1 10 14,514 0 1 1

2017 21,272 251 20,691 48 246 18 0 21,254 0 18 18

2018 20,751 240 20,221 212 39 39 0 20,751 0 0 0

Category

（Unit: Tonnes）

To
ufen P

lant
D

ashe P
lant

H
siao

kang
 P

lant
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CPDC products that require packaging include nylon chips and ammonium sulfate, a byproduct. 

There were no recalls of these products in 2018 so no packaging was recycled.

TOTAL WASTE PRODUCED BY CPDC IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS

Note： 1. Fly ash recovery at the Toufen Plant was not included in the 2016 report but has been included since 2017.
2. The data for amount of waste produced is presented as a whole number and rounded for calculation. There were no 

hazardous industrial waste that required chemical treatment.

2.3.5 PREVENTION OF ENVIROMENT POLLUTION

CPDC sets high standards for itself on the remediation and prevention of environmental pollution. 

Under our vision of green petrochemistry, many management systems and techniques have been 

introduced over the year in an effort to reduce the negative environmental impacts of our production 

processes. Comprehensive monitoring systems and cooperation with the local environmental 

authorities are also used to accurately track conditions at each plant and their surroundings. We follow 

the basic principle of pollution and prevention and do our best to take social responsibility for the 

remediation of polluted sites. For more information, please refer to 4.4.2 Remediation of the Anshun 

site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） for information on remediation and development.



Environmental Protection Test Station
（No. of items monitored）

Industrial Safety Test Station
（No. of items monitored）

Toufen Plant 100（9） 52（2）

Dashe Plant 135（15） 26（2）

Hsiaokang Plant 156（14） 107（4）

Total 391（29） 185（6）

Plant

PROCESS WASTE
REDUCTION

END-OF-PIPE
TREATMENT

VOC
MANAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORING

Reduce all types of pollutants produced by production processes 
through process improvement, improved production e�ciency, 
waste recycling and reuse.

Improve emissions quality and keep all types of pollutants within 
the standards through sorting wastewater for treatment, improv-
ing the performance of treatment facilities, and addition of 
high-e�ciency treatment equipment. 

Reduce the dispersion of VOCs through sealed production 
processes, exhaust recovery system, sealed sampling system and 
low-leakage equipment components.

Environmental monitoring systems are deployed to keep track of 
plant air and e�uent quality at all times. The system is also linked 
to the monitoring system of the industrial park
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION／ INDUSTRIAL SAFETY TEST 
STATIONS AT EACH CPDC PLANT

Note：The no. of items monitored does not count duplicate items

Environmental monitoring includes regular mandatory testing at each CPDC plant as well as the 

placement of automated monitoring facilities（CEMS） in the emission of fixed pollution sources 

to continuously monitor their operating status or emission of air pollutants. To maximize the 

benefits for environmental protection, the facilities are linked to the local environmental protection 

authorities to improve monitoring and inspection efficiency for both CPDC and the competent 

authorities. Industrial safety test stations have also been installed throughout each CPDC plant 

and their surrounding area to ensure the safety of workers. The Toufen Plant, the Dashe Plant and 

the Hsiaokang Plant each have 52, 26 and 107 industrial safety test stations installed, respectively.

The environmental pollution prevention strategy at CPDC is divided into four dimensions：

process waste reduction, end-of-pipe treatment, VOCs management and environmental 

monitoring. The Occupational Safety and Health Center at Taipei Office is the top supervisory 

body responsible for general planning on emerging environmental protection issues and the 

tracking of pollution prevention performance. A dedicated unit is also assigned to each plant to 

carry out pollution prevention, monitoring and improvement operations for each project through 

the environmental management system.



Toufen 
Plant

Dashe 
Plant

Hsiaokang 
Plant

Operating 

Expenses

External testing of pollutants 3,375 4,670 4,097

Waste removal and disposal 25,511 9,960 5,126

Joint sewage treatment costs - 13,200 20,158

Permits and verification 367 220 502

Capital 

Investment

External research 439 700 2,974

Soil and ground water 

remediate costs
1,188 5,200 1,800

Air pollution management costs 44,205 1,560 5,918

Soil and ground water pollution 

prevention costs
1,886 6,800 920

Training of dedicated personnel 20 1,262 0

Process improvement - 

Maintenance type
96,255 18,670 0

Sub-total 173,245 62,242 41,496

Total 276,983

Percentage of operating costs 0.83%

Change in pollution prevention expenditure 
（compared to 2017）

+6.25%

2019 2020 2021

Unit（NTD in Thousands） 101,637 111,801 122,981

Item
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2.3.6 OVERALL EXPENDITURES ON ENVIRONMENT  
                PROTECTION

CPDC is continuing to invest in environmental protection as part of our commitment to the 

environment. In 2018, environmental protection expenditure at CPDC mainly went towards external 

testing of pollutants, waste removal, external research, soil and ground water remediation, air 

pollution prevention and process improvements. The total amount spent on each item is listed below.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION PREVENTION EXPENDITURE AT 
EACH CPDC SITE IN 2018

THE AMOUNT THAT CPDC PLANS TO INVEST TOWARDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS

Currency Unit：NTD Thousand
Note：In 2018 consolidated operating costs amounted to NT$33,326,959,000.

Note：Expenditures for 2019 are the planned figures. Expenditures for the two following years are estimates. 
Source：CPDC 2018 Annual Report
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CHAPTER 3

FORWARD-
LOOKING 
GOVERNANCE

3.1 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The rights and interests of shareholders and other stakeholders are of great 

importance to CPDC. The implementation of the corporate governance system 

strengthens the role of the Board of Directors and boosts the effectiveness of the 

functional committees（Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee）. We 

strive to enhance the transparency of disclosure, protect the rights and interests 

of stakeholders and fulfill our corporate social responsibility. Every effort is made 

to prevent graft and inefficiency by ensuring that business risks can be properly 

monitored and reduced through our internal control and audit systems. CPDC has 

been ranked in the top 5 ~ 20% every year since the 1st Corporate Governance 

Evaluation was conducted by the Taiwan Stock Exchange in 2015. The rating 

recognizes CPDC's accomplishments in corporate governance. In the future, CPDC 

will not only continue to refine our practices based on the results of the governance 

evaluation. We will also actively participate in and respond to awards and surveys 

from international institutions. International trends in corporate governance will be 

used as a guide to continue strengthening our basic governance with the goal of 

achieving a top 5% rating in the corporate governance evaluation.
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ROLE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Rules for the Election of Directors was formulated by CPDC in 2014 to set out the 

nomination and voting process for directors. The rules ensure that the process for the selection 

of directors is open and transparent. To promote greater diversity on the Board, the“CPDC 

Implementation of the Diversity Policy for Board of Directors” was drawn up by CPDC in 2018 

using the Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles of TWSES／GTSM Listed Companies and 

related regulations as a guide. The policy explicitly called for greater diversity in the composition 

of the Board by taking gender, age, nationality, cultural background, professional background, 

professional skills and industry knowledge into account.

The Board currently consists of 9 directors with 3 being independent directors to ensure 

the diversity and independence of corporate 

governance. The current average term of the 

board members is approximately 7.18 years.

All directors have been over 50 years old and 

came from a variety of academic grounds. Due 

to the nature of the industry and the company's 

development direction, all members of the Board 

are currently male. CPDC will work actively in 

the future to cultivate or recruit suitable female 

candidates for the Board.

Rules for the Election of 
Directors

CPDC Implementation 
of the Diversity Policy 
for Board of Directors

3.1.1 FRAMEWORK OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE



Job Title
Legal 

representative
Name Gender Professional（Academic） Background

Actual 

Attendance R

Chairman
The Core Pacific 

Co., Ltd.
Ko-Ming 

Lin
Male

Education：

Bachelor's Degree in International Business, Na-
tional Chengchi University

Experience：

Director and General Manager of Core Pacific - 
Yamachi

91.6

Vice 
Chairman

BES Machinery Co., 
Ltd

Jiun-Nan 
Bai

Male

Education：

Ph.D. in Law, Chinese Culture University

Experience：

Vice Chairman of BES Engineering Corporation

75

Independent 
Director

Jen Huei Enterprise 
Co., Ltd

Jiun-Huei 
Guo

Male

Education：

Bachelor's Degree in Accounting, Soochow 
University

Experience：

General Manager, Taiwan Power Company

100

Independent 
Director

Sheen Chuen-
Chi Cultural and 

Educational 
Foundation

Lian-Sheng 
Tsai

Male

Education：

Master's Degree of Graduate Institute of China 
Studies, Tamkang University

Experience：

Director-General, Intellectual Property Office, 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C.

91.6

Independent 
Director

Sheen Chuen-
Chi Cultural and 

Educational 
Foundation

Kuen-Ming 
Lin

Male

Education：

Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering, 
National Taiwan University

Experience：

Chairman of Taiwan Venture Capital Association

91.6

Independent 
Director

The Core Pacific 
Co., Ltd.

Kuan-Ren 
Soong

Male

Education：

Bachelor's Degree in Law, National Chung-Hsing 
University

Experience：

Director of BES Engineering（Legal Representative）

91.6

Independent 
Director

-
Yun-Peng 

Chu
Male

Education：

Ph.D. in Economics, University of Maryland, U.S.A.

Experience：

Minister with Portfolio, Executive Yuan, R.O.C.

91.6

Independent 
Director

-
Wen-Yen 

Pan
Male

Education：

Ph.D in Chemical Engineering, University of 
Wyoming, USA

Experience：Chairman, CPC Corporation

83.3

Independent 
Director

-
Steve 

Ruey-Long 
Chen

Male

Education：

Bachelor's Degree in Applied Economics, National 
Chung-Hsing University

Experience：Minister of Economic Affairs

100
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2018 Board Minutes

2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROFILES

All members of the Board are of sound character. They provide effective 

leadership and have the professional skills necessary for the sustainable 

development of the petrochemical business. Each director serves for a 

term of three years. Their main role is to decide on key issues such as the 

company's business plan and direction, investments and re-investments, 

budgets, and the appointment or dismissal of executives. The Board is 

convened at least once every month in principle. The CPDC Board of 

Directors was convened a total of 12 times in 2018. Sustainability issues such 

as business performance, market situation, major investments, occupational 

safety and health, environmental protection, stakeholder communications and philanthropy are 

regularly discussed at meetings. The agenda of past meetings and resolutions passed are all published 

on the CPDC website and the Market Observation Post System.

Note：The legal representative for Core Pacific Co., Ltd. changed from Kuan-ren Soong to Hwa-yeang Shen on February 11, 2019



Passed

Passed

Passed

2 26/

6 28/

11 13/
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SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED PROPOSALS DISCUSSED AT 
CPDC BOARD MEETINGS IN 2018

Sustainability Proposal

INVESTMENT PROPOSAL FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE NYLON 6 ENGINEERING PLASTICS MIXING PLANT AND 
MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT BUILDING 

Description

The development is to be designed and built using green building techniques. CPDC 

hopes to continue reducing the amount of resources consumed per unit of production 

even as ours core business continues to grow from strength to strength

Sustainability Proposal

LAUNCHING PHASE 2 OF THE PLANNED CAPITAL 
EXPENDITURE FOR “INTELLIGENT FACTORY PRODUCTION 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM” 

Description

Intelligent factories are gaining traction in the petrochemical industry. CPDC has 

been moving in this direction in recent years as well. Intelligent production effectively 

reduces inefficiencies in the production process, improving resource utilization and 

decreasing the emission of environmentally-sensitive substances

Sustainability Proposal

UPGRADES TO THE EXHAUST STACK AND POWER SUPPLY 
STABILITY OF THE TOUFEN PLANT'S CO-GENERATION PLANT 

Description

The project was proposed to promote the sustainable development of the Toufen 

Plant and fulfill our corporate social responsibility by reducing PM 2.5 emissions and 

eliminating visual pollution



Legal Entity Title／ 
Name of Representative

Remuneration to Directors
（NTD in Thousands）

Remuneration for 
those that are also 

Employees 
（NTD in Thousands） Total

Proportion 
to Earnings 
After Tax 
（％）

Remuneration 
from investees 

other than 
subsidiariesRemune- 

ration 
（Note 2）

Director's 
Remuneration 
（Note 3）

Business 
expenses

Salary, bonus and 
special expenses 

etc.

The Core Pacific Co., Ltd.
Chairman／ Representative： 

Ko-Ming Lin
0 16,267 0 14,723 30,990 0.7223% 143

The Core Pacific Co., Ltd.
Director／ Representative： 

Kuan-Ren Soong
0 16,267 284 0 16,551 0.3858% 108

BES Machinery Co., Ltd
Director／ Representative： 

Jiun-Nan BaiSoong
0 16,267 0 4,952 21,219 0.4946% 0

Jen Huei Enterprise Co., Ltd
Director／ Representative： 

Jiun-Huei Guo
0 16,267 288 0 16,555 0.3859% 0

Jen Huei Enterprise Co., Ltd
Director／ Representative：

Ting Wu
（2018/04/11 Expiration of 

term of office）

0 0 67 0 67 0.0016% 10

Sheen Chuen-Chi Cultural and 
Educational Foundation

Director／ Representative： 
Lian-Sheng Tsai

0 16,267 284 0 16,551 0.3858% 0

Sheen Chuen-Chi Cultural and 
Educational Foundation

Director／ Representative： 
Kuen-Ming Lin 

0 16,267 284 0 16,551 0.3858% 0

Independent Director／ Steve
Chen Ruey-Long

3,410 0 0 0 3,410 0.0795% 0

Independent Director： 
Yun-Peng Chu

2,400 0 0 0 2,400 0.0559% 0

Independent Director／ 
Wen-Yen Pan

2,400 0 0 0 2,400 0.0559% 0
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REMUNERATION FOR BOARD DIRECTORS

The CPDC procedure for determining the remuneration of directors not only takes the company's 

overall business performance, market rates among domestic and foreign peers, as well as future business 

risks and development trends in the industry into account. Individual performance and contribution 

to the company are also considered so that reasonable compensation can be provided. Performance 

evaluations and the reasonableness of compensation are all reviewed by the Remuneration Committee 

and the Board of Directors. The remuneration system is reviewed against actual business conditions and 

related regulations when necessary to achieve a balance between sustainable development and risk 

management.

Note： 1. January 1 ~ December 31, 2018
2. Remuneration to directors includes director's salary, allowances, severance pay, bonuses and incentives etc
3. Amount to pay as remuneration to directors approved as by the Board of Directors and Shareholders' Meeting
4. There is currently no mechanism for the recovery of reclamation



Internal self-assessment by the Board／
Internal self-assessment by Board members

Evaluation result
The Board as a whole score 94 points, individual Board members scored 95.6 

points, and the Audit Committee scored 99 points. Operating normally

Taiwan Corporate Governance Association

Evaluation result

The overall assessment was positive. Some of the opinions are quoted below：

1. For the Board to function properly, candidate directors should be 

professional and excellent communicators

2. The Board of Directors is operating and communicating well

3. Emphasize medium and long-term development strategies while keeping 

an open mind on the advice of external experts and consultants

4. Emphasize training and succession for high-level talent. The skills and 

attributes expected of successors to executive positions should also be 

clearly defined

Recommendations

1. Having independent directors make up at least half of the Remuneration  

 Committee is recommended

2. The appointment of a corporate governance officer is recommended to  

 ensure compliance with the revised Corporate Governance Best Practice  

 Principles for TWSE／ GTSM-Listed Companies

3. Self-assessments for functional committees are recommended to maintain  

 the self-discipline and continuous improvement of the Board

4. A formal executive succession plan should be established. The Board  

 should also be regularly briefed on project progress

5. A formal risk management policy should be drawn up for the entire  

 company. The risk management situation should be reported to the Board  

 as well

CPDC Response

1. The Remuneration Committee has been adjusted so that independent  

 directors make up more than half of its number

2. The CFO has now been appointed as the Corporate Governance Officer

3. A written report on the CPDC risk management system has been compiled  

 and assistance from professional external units will be sought

Internal Evaluation

External Evaluation
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At least one internal performance evaluation must be conducted by the Board of Directors 

according to the Measures for the Evaluation of Board Performance formulated by CPDC in 2016. 

The evaluation encompasses the Board of Directors as a whole, individual directors and the Audit 

Committee. An independent third-party organization is also commissioned to perform an external 

evaluation every three years. The CPDC Board of Directors and functional committees are evaluated 

on their performance in five key areas and 50 items: Participation in company operations, improving 

the quality of Board decision-making, Board composition and structure, the selection and continuous 

development of directors, and internal controls；Board members evaluated on their performance 

in six areas: company goals and missions, understanding the role played by a Board director, 

participation in company operations, internal relationship management and communication, expertise 

and continuous development as a director （including education on laws and government policies）, 

and internal controls. The Board of Directors underwent both an internal and external performance 

evaluation in 2018 with the results shown below. Improvements will continue to be made in the future 

based on the results of the evaluation to enhance the governance performance of the Board.



Role

• To regularly review the organizational 
procedures of the remuneration com-
mittee and make recommendations for 
amendments

• To set and regularly review the per-
formance evaluation criteria, annual and 
long-term performance objectives for 
directors and managers, and the policies, 
systems, standards and structure of 
payroll compensation, and to disclose 
the performance evaluation criteria in 
the annual report

• To regularly assess the completion 
of performance targets by company 
directors and managers, measure their 
performance against the performance 
evaluation criteria, and determine the 
details of their individual remuneration

Operation

• The Committee is made up of 3 members. Current mem-
bers are Steve Chen (convener), Yun-Peng Chu and Sung-
Yong Chen

• Steve Chen, Yun-Peng Chu and Wei-Gang Pan were ap-
pointed to the 4th Remuneration Committee on June 28, 
2018. On March 22, 2019, Independent Director Yun-Peng 
Chu was appointed as a replacement to the Remuneration 
Committee due to the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corpo-
ration Operation Directions for Compliance with the 
Establishment of Board of Directors by TWSE Listed 
Companies and the Board's Exercise of Powers requiring 
a majority of independent directors on the Remuneration 
Committee

• The Remuneration Committee should be convened at 
least two times each year and was convened a total 
of five times in 2018 （Please refer to the 2018 Annual 
Report for more information on the activities of the 
Remuneration Committee）

Remuneration Committee
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To continue increasing the ESG-related （environment, society and governance） knowledge 

and skills of Board members and help them understand key trends in sustainability, CPDC 

organizes related courses for directors and independent directors every year. They may also be 

encouraged to attend other training or forums conducted by external organizations. In 2018, 

all directors took part in 6 or more hours of training in compliance with the Directions for the 

Implementation of Continuing Education for Directors and Supervisors of TWSE Listed and 

TPEx Listed Companies. ESG-related courses include “CSR and Sustainability Governance 

is the Future,” “Understanding and Responding to Climate Change and Global Warming 

as a Business,” “Trends and Best Practices in Corporate Governance and Corporate Social 

Responsibility,” "Corporate Social Responsibility and Business Transformation, Upgrade and 

Innovation, “ “Anti-Money Laundering, Fighting Terrorism Financing and Compliance,” 
“Sustainable Development Strategy for the Engineering Service Industry” and “Protecting 

Shareholder Rights：The Global Trend in Corporate Governance on Due Diligence of Independent 

Directors and Mechanisms for Protection of Minority Shareholders.”

Article 16 of the CPDC Rules of Procedure for Board Directors explicitly require directors to 

maintain a high level of self-discipline. If there is a conflict of interest between a proposal before 

the Board and a director or the legal entity they represent, they should summarize the conflict of 

interest to the Board at the same meeting. If the conflict of interest may not be in the company's 

interests then they may provide their opinion and answer any questions but not take part in 

the discussion or voting. The director should also excuse him ／ herself during the discussion 

and voting, and may not cast proxy votes for other directors. （Please refer to the 2018 Annual 

Report and the section on the function of the Board of Directors for more details on the recusal of 

directors when they have a conflict of interest with a proposal）

FUNCTIONAL COMMITTEES
The Remuneration Committee and Audit Committee were established by CPDC in 2011 

and 2013 respectively to improve the efficiency of the Board, protect shareholder rights, and 

improve the transparency of corporate governance. The committees provide a check and balance 

mechanism by strengthening the role and function of the independent directors. In this way, the 

committees can make decisions in an independent and objective manner. The roles and activities 

of the functional committees in 2018 are summarized below：



Role

• Supervise the execution of company business
• Investigate the company's business and financial 

situation
• Audit of books and ledgers
• Audit the books and ledgers prepared by 

the Board of Directors for the Shareholders' 
Meeting and report their conclusions to the 
Shareholders' Meeting

• Other duties and obligations required by law or 
assigned by the Shareholders' Meeting

Operation

• Made up of 3 members. The Committee consists of 
Steve Chen（convener）, Yun-Peng Chu and Wen-
Yen Pan

• The Audit Committee must be convened once every 
quarter and can also be convened as necessary

• A total of ten meetings were convened in 2018. The 
actual attendance rates of committee members 
were 100% for Steve Chen, 90% for Yun-Peng Chu, 
and 70% for Wen-Yen Pan. A deputy was appointed 
on all occasions of non-attendance

Audit Committee

Tao Zhu
Construction &
Development

Co., Ltd

Da Yin
Construction
Engineering

Co., Ltd
Taivex

Therapeutics
Corporation

Weiqiang
International

Trade（Shanghai）
Co., Ltd.

Unichem
Development

Limited

Frontier
Fortune

Investment
Pte. Ltd.

Core Pacific
Twin Star
（Myanmar）
Investment

Co., Ltd.

Core Pacific
Pioneer

（Myanmar）
Co., Ltd.

Weiming（Jiangsu）
Petrochemical Company

Tsou Seen
Chemical
Industries

Corporation

Weihua
（Rudong）

Trade
Co., Ltd.

Weida
（Zhangzhou）

Consultant
Service
Co., Ltd.

Huize New
Material

（Changzhou）
（Note 3）

Kunshan
Weiqin

Management
Consulting

Co., Ltd.

Zhejiang
Weige

Advanced
Materials

Corp.

Zhangzhou
Weida

Petrochemical
Co., Ltd.

CPDC
Green Energy
Technology
Corporation

BES Twin
Towers

Development
Co., Ltd.

Kaohsiung
Monomer
Co., Ltd.
（Note 2）

100% 100% 100% 97.87% 40%

100%

100%

99.23%

44.52%

0.77%

55.48%91.1%

95.98%

100% 100% 100%100%100%4.02%

100% 100%

100%

100%

80%

90.87%

Thangphong
Construction
Investment

Co., Ltd.

Rich
Equities

Ltd.

CPDC
Investment
（BVI）
Co., Ltd

R.O.C. - CHINA PETROCHEMICAL
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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3.1.2 AFFILIATED BUSSINESS

To realize our long-term development and sustainability goals, CPDC will continue to monitor 

domestic and foreign developments in related industries based on the demands of business 

expansion and strategy. We will carefully evaluate and look for suitable investment subjects that 

generate benefits such as upstream/downstream or vertical integration, business development, and 

asset revitalization. Industries such as new energy, special-purpose chemicals, precision chemicals 

and bio-technology will continue to be the focus of our attention. To support the government's 

Southbound Policy, we will progressively evaluate land investment and development opportunities 

throughout Southeast Asia in order to replicate our group's investment strategy in China from the 

early years.

STRUCTURE OF AFFILIATED ENTERPRISES

Note： 1. Data last updated: December 31, 2018
2. A controlling and subordinate relationship as defined by Article 369-2 of the Compact Act exists in substance
3. China - Changzhou Huize was renamed Changzhou Weichai New Material in February 2019
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3.2 BUSINESS PERFORMANCES

3.2.1 BUSINESS STRATEGIES

CPDC has always made sustainable development, maximizing shareholder value and fulfillment 

of social responsibility our goals for strategic planning and development. Short, medium and long-

term strategies are developed by the management team thinking actively about current and future 

challenges. We are always looking for new opportunities for continuous development in order to 

identify new breakthroughs and boost our competitiveness. Our vision for a future based on the 

twin axes of petrochemistry and land development is outlined below：

SHORT-TERM GOALS FOR THE PETROCHEMICAL BUSINESS：

• Optimize existing operations：Build additional raw material and product shore tanks, 

increase production efficiency and output, promote GHG reduction, accelerate the 

development of intelligent factories, and progressively introduce AI technology with the 

goal of creating unmanned factories.

• Develop multiple high-value products：In addition to continuing to launch new products, 

increasing the added value of nylon products, and the development of special-purpose, 

phenol and functional polymer products with widespread applications, we are also 

investing the development of bio-materials and green production processes.

LONG-TERM GOALS FOR THE PETROCHEMICAL BUSINESS：

• Establish foreign integrated production sites：This will buffer profits against fluctuations 

in the prices of intermediate raw materials. Balancing intermediate raw materials locally 

will save on storage and transportation costs. Integrating materials and energy will also 

help reduce energy costs.

• Develop new products and technologies：In addition to the development of proprietary 

technologies and new products for sale, we will focus on the development of green, 

bio-based production processes in the future. The promotion of intelligent factories 

will also be used to gradually develop AI application technologies that will build the 

foundations for an AI-powered petrochemical business. We hope to eventually establish 

a technological edge by developing AI application products and services tailored to the 

petrochemical industry.

• Build an intelligent management system：The development of an intelligent corporate 

management platform is planned to improve the effectiveness of the control center. We 

hope to improve the quality of decision-making and establish a competitive advantage 

in management using information obtained through integrated market analysis, 

supply-and-demand forecasting and scheduling, production monitoring and business 

performance analysis.

SHORT-TERM GOALS FOR THE LAND DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS：

• To plan and revitalize existing land assets in Taiwan：Development projects will be 

launched for Special Zones 5A and 6 in Kaohsiung once the Asia New Bay Area beings 

development and the 205th Arsenal is relocated. Leasing to commercial tenants is 

planned for the short-term to maximize the value of our company's land assets.



Year 2016 2017 2018

Operating revenue 25,376,683 33,335,970 33,503,121 

Gross Profit （89,861） 5,371,581 5,176,159 

Operating profit or loss （1,395,078） 3,584,036 3,075,082 

Non-Operating Profit and Loss （409,018） 2,713,685 1,601,868 

Pre-Tax Profit （1,804,096） 6,297,721 4,676,950 

Net profit（loss） （1,878,145） 6,087,322 4,280,995 

EPS （0.81） 2.55 1.59 

Economic value distributed to stakeholders

Employee salaries and benefits 1,378,314 1,875,052 2,091,066 

Income tax paid 74,049 210,399 395,955 

Dividend 0 0 2,699,857

Community investment 
（contributions to the local community）

17,317 16,165 19,002 
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3.2.2 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCES

The financial performance of CPDC over the last three years is outlined in the table below. 

For more information about the financial performance of CPDC in 2018 please refer to Chapter 6 

Financial Overview in the 2018 Annual Report.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS

Note：

• Establish a portfolio of overseas real estate：Take advantage of new opportunities 

created by the One Belt, One Road Initiative and emerging markets in Southeast Asia by 

looking for and purchasing land with investment potentials in Vietnam and Myanmar.

LONG-TERM GOALS FOR THE LAND DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS：

• Phased land development across multiple zones in Taiwan：To support the government's 

green and energy conservation policies, development proposals will based on goals such 

as carbon-absorbing civilization and habitable building products.

• Development of overseas real estate：Combine development zones and agriculture 

in Southeast Asia to obtain bio-materials for petrochemistry, build petrochemical 

production sites, and stimulate residential ／ commercial developments. Our ultimate 

goal is the development of smart townships that combine sustainability, production, 

lifestyle and ecology.

1. Currency Unit：NTD Thousand 
2. Community investment costs come from the entity financial report. Other financial disclosures encompass 

investment subsidiaries listed in the CPDC consolidated financial report
3. The 2018 dividend was confirmed and passed at the 2019 shareholders' meeting



Type Frequency Subsidy（NTD）

Investment subsidy, R&D subsidy, and other types of subsidies 4 17,945,928

Financial incentives 1 1,000

Total 5 17,946,928

Integrated 
Petrochemical Base 
in Gulei Town, Fujian

Rudong Integrated 
Petrochemical Base, 

Jiangsu

Rudong Yangkou Port Liquid Chemical 
Warehousing and Logistics Trading Co., 

Jiangsu

Actual Investment in 
2018 （RMB）

0 130 million 0

Cumulative Actual 
Investment up to 

2018（RMB）

8 million 775 million 156 million

Importance

The base underpins further vertical integration 
efforts by the company. Developing upstream 
effective reduces costs and shields against 
uncon-trollable fluctuations in the raw material 
market.  Developing downstream increases 
overall production value through the sale of end 
products.

Internal  benef i ts  inc lude g iv ing the 
company more flexibility on im-ports and 
exports. External benefits include using the 
increase in volume of canvassed cargo to 
provide trade and logistics ser-vices. The 
creation of a new logis-tics model for liquid 
products in Eastern China will boost trade 
traffic and revenues.

Future Market 
Development

The petrochemical industry will inevitably expand 
beyond Taiwan and into the international market. 
There is also no question that China offers 
favorable conditions for the development of the 
petrochemical manufac-turing industry. The base 
will therefore facilitate the development of new 
business locations by CPDC.

The expansion in trade traffic and increase 
in storage and warehouse turnover will 
provide an effective contribution to group 
revenues and generate a steady cash flow.

Transformation 
Planning

CPDC will transform itself from a traditional 
petrochemical manufacturer into a petrochemical 
manufacturing service provider through the devel-
opment of downstream businesses.

The development of a trading company 
will help broaden our business. CPDC 
will no longer be locked into its core 
petrochemical business but can now set 
its sights on global trading. The mix of 
company and customer products can then 
be optimized.

Major Investment 
Project
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SUMMARY OF GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES IN 2018

3.2.3 MAJOR INVESTMENTS

Investment is a key element of sustainable corporate development. Environmental changes 

in the petrochemical industry led to CPDC recognizing that precise investment, research and 

development form the cornerstones for business performance and sustainability. As the CPDC 

vision suggests, we value investment performance but also caring and respect. Corporate 

values and our relationship with stakeholders are both important to CPDC. For the sustainable 

development of the company, the basic requirement for all major investments is risk prevention 

through compliance with local regulations on labor, human rights and the environment. There 

were no violations of international conventions on human rights from any major investments 

made by CPDC in 2018. Our investments also delivered a range of benefits such as creating local 

employment opportunities, attracted new inhabitants, stimulated the local business economy and 

consumption, and boosted government tax revenues.

MAJOR INVESTMENT PLANS AND PROGRESS



Integrated 
Petrochemical Base in 

Gulei Town, Fujian

Rudong Integrated 
Petrochemical Base, 

Jiangsu

Rudong Yangkou Port Liquid 
Chemical Warehousing and Logistics 

Trading Co., Jiangsu

Policy Support

Support the petrochemical industry development 
policy in China by retiring outdated production 
technologies to improve production efficiency and 
boost profits.

N/A

Progress

• T h e  f u l l y - o w n e d 
subs id ia ry  We ida 
P e t r o c h e m i c a l 
（Zhangzhou） was 
established in 2014. 
The subsidiary was 
initially responsible 
for conducting the 
feasibility study on 
G u l e i  I n t e g r a t e d 
Petrochemical Base

• Prel iminary inves-
tment planning in 
preparation for fu-
ture development 
was conducted be-
tween 2015 and 2018 
in cooperation with 
the  loca l  admin i -
stration's regional 
infrastructure deve-
lopment timetable.

Phase 1, Stage 1

• T h e  p u r c h a s i n g  o f 
machinery and equip-
ment, land acquisit ion 
and plant construction 
commenced in 2016

• Plant construction con-
tinued in 2017. Projects 
included the natural gas-
to-hydrogen production 
plant, a Cyclohexanone 
plant with annual pro-
d u c t i o n  c a p a c i t y  o f 
150,000 tonnes, and a 
Nylon 6 plant with an 
annual production capa-
city of 100,000 tonnes

• These plants are expected 
to progressively enter 
production in 2019

Phase 1, Stage 2

• Construction of a plant for 
CPL products was passed 
by the Board in June 2018 
and  approved  by  the 
Investment Commission in 
Taiwan in the same year

• This stage is expected to 
enter production in 2022

• Planning for the CPDC Rudong 
petrochemical base requires the 
construction of a liquid chemical 
warehousing and logistics project.

• Funding was secured in 2013.

• The storage tanks were completed 
in 2015 and passed environmental 
inspection by Nantong Marine 
Development Bureau. 

• 2016 -2017：Boost ing business 
performance by increasing cargo 
throughput and range of trade 
goods.

Major Investment 
Project
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LAND ASSET MANAGEMENT AND USE
CPDC owns land with very significant commercial development potential within the Kaohsiung 

Multifunctional Commerce and Trade Park, including 7 hectares of land zoned for commercial ／

residential use in Special Zone 6, and 20 hectares of land zoned for commercial use in Special 

Zone 5A. Land development has gradually grown into CPDC's other core business in recent years. 

Our Land Development Department is responsible for land acquisition, planning and development, 

the management of commercial real estate, property management, as well as the construction and 

sale of residential developments. An asset revitalization strategy has also been developed.

CPDC's production and business （factory） sites in Kaohsiung are managed by the Dashe 

Plant and the Hsiaokang Plant. There are plans to develop unused land through urban rezoning. 

The Land Development Department is responsible for the management of these land assets and 

for cooperating with the Kaohsiung City Government on the rezoning process. Land assets in 

Toufen are managed by the Toufen Plant. Land not in use are managed by the Land Development 

Department. CPDC is planning to sell the land or bring in an outside developer. Land assets 

in Tainan are managed by the Anshun site Management Office under the Land Development 

Department. The overall planning will be reviewed and submitted in accordance with urban 

planning and the corporate development vision. Related planning and progress is outlined in the 

chapter 4.4.2.
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CURRENT MANAGEMENT AND FUTURE PLANNING

• The old site between Zhongshan 3rd Rd. and Zhonghua 5th Rd. in 

Qianzheng District, Kaohsiung City, covers around 20 hectares. The land 

has now been rezoned as Special Zone 5A of Kaohsiung Multifunctional 

Commerce and Trade Park. Zoning allows for parks and roads, public 

spaces and parking, and commercial use as part of the commerce and 

trade park.（Building coverage ratio of 60, floor area ratio of 630 ）

• The aforementioned site covers 20 hectares and in December 2015 

the Board agreed to the city's plans for its rezoning. Once the site was 

rezoned as the 94th urban redevelopment zone by the Kaohsiung City 

Government and a part allocated to public facilities as required by law, 

CPDC can expect to receive 12 hectares （including 3,737.61m2 offset-

expenditure land）Rezoning is expected to be completed by the end of 

June 2019 at the earliest.

• CPDC completed the tendering process for part of the site on March 

22, 2019. Approximately 13,200m2 will be leased to Yikung Construction 

Co., Ltd. for the construction of a large shopping mall once the rezoning 

is complete. The remainder of the set will be leased out at a later date 

in accordance with CPDC's tendering plan.

CURRENT MANAGEMENT AND FUTURE PLANNING

• The site between Yixing 1st Rd. and 205th Arsenal in Qianzheng District 

covers approximately 7 hectares. The site has now been rezoned as 
“Special Zone 6” of Kaohsiung Multifunctional Commerce and Trade 

Park and is zoned for residential use.（building coverage ratio of 50%, 

floor area ratio of 300 ）

• The site has been officially designated “70th City Rezoning Project” 

by the Land Administration Bureau of Kaohsiung City. Detailed 

planning changes were gazetted on July 27, 2016, and the pre-rezoning 

environmental impact assessment was approved in November 2016. The 

rezoning plan submitted by the city to the Ministry of the Interior （MOI） 

was also approved on April 17, 2017, after providing the additional 

documentation requested by the MOI. Rezoning is therefore expected 

to be completed by mid-August 2019.

• The ground-breaking ceremony was hosted by the city government on 

October 29, 2018. Land distribution after rezoning was also gazetted 

on February 25, 2019 for 30 days. The city rezoning project should be 

completed in August 2019. Once the rezoning is complete, land zoned 

for residential use in the commerce and trade park will be returned to 

CPDC. Actual development after rezoning will depend on the market 

conditions. Hiring an architect to handle the purchasing and contracting 

process is being considered.

CPDC'S MANAGEMENT OF LAND ASSETS IN KAOHSIUNG AND 
FUTURE USE ARE OUTLINED BELOW

SPECIAL TRADE 
ZONE 5A - 94TH 
CITY REZONING 

PROJECT

SPECIAL ZONE 
6 - 70TH CITY 

REZONING 
PROJECT
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COMMERCIAL 
ZONE 4 LAND 

ASSET

• Market research was conducted on the Commercial Zone 4 land asset 
（Total area：0.15 hectares） in the Xiande Section of Qianzheng 

District, Kaohsiung City,）. Development will be based on the progress 

of the neighboring 70th city rezoning project to maximize return. 

On July 30, 2018, the Board of Directors agreed to contract building 

development, planning and sales to Tao Zhu Construction. A company 

announcement was also issued to this effect. Bonus floor area due to 

the mass transit system was obtained in May 2019 and incorporated 

into the urban planning review. Building permit for the project should 

be approved in July 2019.

OVERSEAS LAND DEVELOPMENT
In addition, the management and development of domestic land assets, CPDC is also actively 

looking for regions with investment potential overseas to build a new generation of industrial parks 

and create new carbon-absorbing townships. CPDC has formally entered the land development 

business in a number of Southeast Asia countries by establishing subsidiaries in Myanmar and 

Vietnam. As a Taiwanese company with global ambitions, we are now actively looking for large 

expanses of agricultural land for growing bio-fuel crops. 
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3.3.1 COMPLIANCE
“Integrity” is the overriding principle in all CPDC operations. We adhere strictly to all 

regulations relating the Company Act, Securities and Exchange Act, Business Account Act, 

Political Donation Act, Anti-Corruption Act, Public Procurement Act, Act on Recusal of Public 

Servants Due to Conflicts of Interest, public listing or other business activities.

The Ethical Business Management Principles and Code of Ethical Conduct were formally 

passed by the Board in 2012. The CPDC Guide to Ethical Business Procedures and Conduct 

as well as the CPDC Code of Ethical Conduct for All Employees were also passed in the 

following year to provide explicit rules that govern unethical behavior, bribery, corruption, 

unfair competition, confidentiality, conflict of interest, political donations, and strengthening 

of ethical business management training.

In addition to disclosing the CPDC ethical business philosophy and policy through internal 

regulations, annual reports, the corporate website and other promotional materials, product 

launch conferences, institutional investor seminars and other activities aimed at external 

parties are also used to help suppliers, customers, other agencies and personnel understand 

the ethical management concept and rules. These serve as a guide for routine business 

interactions at CPDC and satisfies CSR.

3.3 BUSINESS INTEGRITY

Ethical Business 
Management Principles

Guide to Ethical Business 
Procedures and Conduct

Code of Ethical 
Conduct

EMPLOYEE CODE OF CONDUCT
CPDC introduced the “Non-Disclosure Agreement” and 

“Employee Conduct Policy” to regulate fair trading, conflicts of 

interest, insider training, intellectual property rights, confidentiality 

and non-compete clauses. When new employees first report for duty, 

they are required to understand and sign two declarations stating 

that they will obey laws and regulations governing protection of 

trade secrets. They also guarantee that they will not infringe on the 

intellectual property rights of other people or violate company rules. 

The signing of the declarations enhances the professional ethical 

standards of employees. Integrity is also introduced to their routine 

work and processes.

Employee Conduct Policy
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING ON ETHICAL BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT

Orientation training is organized by CPDC for new employees. Ethical business 

management is incorporated into the curriculum with internal and outside instructors 

invited to teach new employees. At the same time, CPDC's Guide to Ethical 

Business Procedures and Conduct require CPDC to undergo at least one ethical 

business management education or training session every year. One ethical business 

management training session was held in 2018. Video-conferencing was used so 

that overseas employees could participate as well. After the event, the video was 

uploaded to 1314 Love Sharing, the CPDC e-Learning website, for online learning by 

employees in their own time. In 2018 a total of 81 employees undertook 178 man-

hours of education and training on ethical business management. Education and 

training helped employees gain a full understanding of CPDC's ethical business 

management policy, preventive programs and the consequences of unethical 

behavior.

POLITICAL DONATION
CPDC has rules that ban illegal political donations and for making political 

donations. Employees are banned from making direct or indirect donations to 

political parties, organizations engaged in political parties, or individuals. Political 

donations may not be used to secure business benefits or a competitive edge. No 

political donations were made by CPDC in 2018.

WHISTLEBLOWER SYSTEM AND PROTECTION
CPDC has a “Whistleblower System” and “Whistleblower Incentive Measures” 

in place. Employees and outside personnel are encouraged to actively report any 

unethical or illegal behavior. If a stakeholder discovers that an employee is engaging 

in illegal or improper behavior that may impact on the rights of other people or 

the company, or if they intend to exploit their position for improper gain, they may 

submit a complaint in writing, by phone or through e-mail stating who, where, 

when, what and how along with any supporting information to the Audit Office of 

the responsible unit. Actual financial transactions are not a prerequisite for a valid 

complaint. In 2018 a total of 0 whistleblower complaints were made to the Audit 

Office.

For investors, suppliers, customers, local residents and employees, the Stakeholder 

section of the CPDC website provides dedicated contact windows and hot lines for 

making complaints or submitting feedback.



WORK-RELATED INTEREST EXISTS

YES

Return or reject Can be accepted

YES NO

NONE

CAN IT BE RETURNED

Should be reported to 
the direct superior within 
3 days and the relevant 
company unit notified if 
necessary

If unable to return then 
deliver to the relevant 
company unit within 3 
days

Return or reject, notify 
direct superior and the 
relevant company unit

If return, accept upon payment, confiscation, 
donation to charity or some other suitable 
advice is suggested by the relevant unit, 
notify the competent supervisor for approval 
before implementing the advice

IF IMPROPER BENEFIT
IS SUSPECTED
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CPDC and personnel assigned to handling complaints should 

investigate and report on the matter in a fair and impartial manner. 

The whistleblower should be protected against retribution or improper 

treatment. Confidentiality should be maintained throughout the entire 

process. 

Whistleblower hotline：02-8787-1003
Whistle-blower e-mail：honest@cpdc.com.tw

Stakeholder Section on 
CPDC Website

PROCEDURE FOR DEALING WITH IMPROPER BENEFITS



NUMBER OF PENALTIES

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Millions

0

7

14

AMOUNT OF FINES

2015 2016 2017 2018

Number of 
penalties

13 6 13 11

Amount of 
fines

1,350,000 238,000 1,008,000 7,876,000

Item
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3.3.2 MAJOR REGULATORY COMPLIANCE INCIDENTS  
               AND RESPONSE IN RECENT YEARS

Adherence to all relevant environmental protection, industrial safety, labor health and product 

quality regulations is the basic target of all production and operational activities at CPDC's Taipei 

Office and main production plants to minimize the impact of our routine business operations on 

the surrounding environment and the community.

CPDC received no penalties in the corporate governance aspect and one fine of NT 20,000 

in the social aspect in 2018. Fines imposed by the competent authorities for violation of 

environmental regulations amounted to NT  7,856,000. The main reason for this was problems with 

the wastewater treatment equipment and international communication issues at the Toufen Plant 

that led to untreated wastewater being discharged into the Zhonggang River in 2017. A fine of NT

 6,291,000 was therefore imposed for pollution. Improvements have since been completed under 

the direction of the Environmental Protection Bureau of Miaoli County.

PENALTIES AND FINES AGAINST CPDC FOR VIOLATIONS OF 
THE LAW OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS



Reason Main Deficiency Improvement
Amount of Fine 

（NTD in Ten Thousands）

The wastewater treatment 
unit of the Toufen Plant's 
utility plant was found to be 
not operating in accordance 
with the conditions of its 
permit on July 24, 2017. An 
infr ingement notice was 
subsequently received from 
the competent authority on 
January 2, 2018

Violation of Article 
14-1 of the Water 
Pol lut ion Control 
Act

An inspect ion by the 
Toufen Plant found that 
the equipment was not 
out of operations so that 
the violation was due to 
current operations not 
match ing  the  permi t 
conditions. The situation 
has been reviewed and 
an application for change 
of water treatment mea-
sures submitted

30

An inspect ion was con- 
d u c t e d  by  t h e  C e n t ra l 
Branch of the Bureau of 
Environmental Inspection 
at the Toufen Plant on July 
23, 2017. According to the 
water pollution prevention 
permit, the outfall had been 
approved for continuous 
discharge over 24 hours 
a day. No wastewater dis- 
charge was found at the 
outfall at the time of ins- 
pection. An infringement 
notice was subsequently 
received from the competent 
authority on January 2, 2018

Violation of Article 
14-1 of the Water 
Pol lut ion Control 
Act

The operat ion of  the 
wastewater pump was 
immediately adjusted by 
the Toufen Plant after the 
inspection to conform 
with the continuous dis- 
charge rules

30

The Envi ronmenta l  Pro- 
tection Bureau of Kaohsiung 
C i ty  conducted  an  i ns - 
pection of the Dashe Plant 
on December 15, 2017, and 
found that some units of 
the wastewater incineration 
process at Utility Plant 2 
were not being operated in 
accordance with the permit. 
An infringement notice was 
subsequently received from 
the competent authority on 
January 2, 2018

Violation of Article 
2 4 - 2  o f  t h e  A i r 
Pol lut ion Control 
Act

The Dashe Plant 's  in- 
v e s t i g a t i o n  f o u n d 
a  d i s p l a y  f a i l u r e  i n 
the  D ist r ibuted Con- 
trol System of the Was- 
tewater Incinerator led 
to log errors. The malfun- 
ction has now been fixed. 
pH monitoring equipment 
was also added to the 
secondary washing tower. 
Maintenance inspection 
was completed for the 
we t  E P  a n d  a n  a p p - 
l ication for change of 
permit made to lower the 
current range

10
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REASON AND TOTAL AMOUNT OF SERIOUS FINES IMPOSED 
AGAINST CPDC IN 2018

Improvements were undertaken by CPDC for all deficiencies that resulted in a violation and 

approved by the competent authorities. In the future, CPDC will continue to replace old and worn 

equipment, enforce the conditions of our permits, and strengthen employee education and training 

in order to prevent further violations.



Reason Main Deficiency Improvement
Amount of Fine 

（NTD in Ten Thousands）

The Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Miaoli County con-
ducted an inspection at the 
Toufen Plant on January 12, 
2018, and found that the con- 
centration monitoring equi- 
pment for Manufacturing 1 
exhaust gas combustion to- 
wer failed to provide at least 
95% effective monitoring 
coverage

Violation of Article 
23-1 of the Air Pol-
lution Control Act, 
and Article 6 -2 of 
the Volatile Organic 
Compound Emission 
Standards

Toufen now requires the mainte- 
nance contractor for the exhaust gas 
combustion tower to verify the- 
ir work with the factory super- 
visor and report any problems on 
the same day that maintenance 
work is completed. Data collec- 
tion on the combustion tower was 
also upgraded to add an active 
a le r t  mechan i sm to  ca lcu la te 
and log the quarterly effective 
monitoring coverage every day. 
Employee training on data inter- 
pretation was also strengthened

10

Inspections conducted by 
Central Branch of Enviro- 
nmental Inspection Bureau 
on July 23 and August 7, 
2017, found that operations at 
Toufen Plant did not comply 
with the conditions of its 
water pollution prevention 
permit. Effluent samples were 
also found that did not meet 
the discharge standards

Violation of Article 
7 - 1  a n d  A r t i c l e 
1801 of the Water 
Pol lut ion Control 
Act

Improvements carried out for this 
case were approved by the Miaoli 
County Government on January 30, 
2018
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The Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Miaoli County con- 
ducted an inspection of the 
Toufen Plant on May 21, 2018. 
The inspection found that 
the emission rate monitoring 
equipment for Manufacturing 
1 exhaust gas combustion 
tower at the Toufen Plant 
d id  not  prov ide  at  least 
95% effective monitoring 
coverage

Violation of Article 
23-1 of the Air Pollu- 
t ion Control  Act , 
and Article 6-2 of 
the Volatile Organic 
Compound Emission 
Standards

The calibration card has now been 
replaced by the Toufen Plant and 
loose equipment secured. Testing 
confirmed that automatic calibration 
can now be triggered normally. A 
daily automatic calibration check 
notification was also added to the 
flow-meter. When calibration fails 
a SMS notification is automatically 
sent to the relevant personnel

10

The Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Miaoli County con- 
ducted an inspection of Tou- 
fen Plant on August 8, 2018. 
The inspection found that 
the emission rate monitoring 
equipment for Manufacturing 
1 exhaust gas combustion 
tower at the Toufen Plant 
d id  not  prov ide  at  least 
95% effective monitoring 
coverage

Violation of Article 
23-1 of the Air Pollu- 
t ion Control  Act , 
and Article 6-2 of 
the Volatile Organic 
Compound Emission 
Standards

The Toufen Plant discovered that the 
ultrasonic probe had failed and this 
was reported to the Environmental 
Protection Bureau as required by 
law. The vendor was asked to ship 
an emergency replacement by air 
from China. All readings returned to 
normal once the replacement was 
made. High-temperature probes 
will be purchased in the future to 
prevent probe deformation. An 
inventory of spare parts for the 
ultrasonic flow meter system was 
also set up to ensure that damaged 
equipment can be replaced in a 
timely manner to ensure compliance 
with environmental regulations

20
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Note：Only fines over NT  100,000 were included due to materiality
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CHAPTER 4

COMMUNICATION
AND
DIALOGUE

4.1 CPDC'S KEY STAKEHOLDERS
The first edition of this report published by CPDC in 2013 identified seven types 

of stakeholders：investors, suppliers, customers, competent authorities, employees, 

local residents, and lobby groups；in 2014 a questionnaire survey was used to learn 

about the issues of concern to these stakeholders as well as strengthen disclosure and 

communication on these issues；stakeholder discussion panels were hosted in 2015；to 

obtain more substantial feedback from stakeholders so that actual engagement can take 

place, stakeholder forums were held in 2016 and a company-wide survey was conducted to 

collect employee opinions and suggestions on CSR promotion. An enthusiastic response 

was received from employees and the survey results showed that employees had a basic 

understanding of CPDC's promotion of CSR, and were quite interested in governance, 

environmental and social issues. In the future, we will continue to communicate our 

accomplishments in CSR promotion to all employees so they can see the efforts made 

by CPDC in fulfilling ESG. CPDC maintained open channels of communication with 

stakeholders in 2018. Disclosure and communication on issues of concern to stakeholders 

continued to take place. Stakeholder communication activities such as questionnaires and 

discussion panels will be held at different times in the future.





Stakeholder
Scope of  

Stakeholder Interest

Communication Channel / 

Frequency

Communication 

Performance in 2018

Investors

1. Business Performance

2. Land Asset Management

3. Major Investment and Deve- 

 lopment Projects

4. R&D and Innovation in High- 

 Value Products

5. Climate Change Mitigation  

 and Adjustment

6. Risks and Opportunities of  

 Sustainability

7. Corporate Governance and  

 Business Integrity

1. Regular publication of annual  

 reports, financial reports and  

 monthly revenue reports

2. Hosting of annual shareholders’  

 meeting and institutional inves- 

 tor conferences

3. Ad hoc major announcements

4. Establishment of Corporate Re- 

 lations Sections and Stakeholder  

 section on the corporate web- 

 site to focus on communication

1. Convened 1 sharehol- 

 ders' meeting

2. Issued 39 major ann- 

 ouncements to the  

 Market Observation  

 Post System

3. 67 shareholder phone  

 inquiries

4. Hosted 21  inst i tu- 

 tional investor mee- 

 t ings for 136 legal  

 representatives

Competent 

Authorities

1. Remediation of Polluted Site

2. Monitoring and Management  

 of Environmental Pollution

3. Energy Management

4. Water Resource Management

5. Waste Circulation Manage- 

 ment

6. Air Pollution Management

7. Corporate Governance and  

 Business Integrity

1. Cooperated with central and  

 local authorities on education,  

 information sessions, reviews  

 and inspections

2. Participated in relevant mee- 

 tings of the Petrochemical Indu- 

 stry Association

3. Communication by mail and  

 telephone

4. Env i ronmenta l  in format ion  

 reported to the competent  

 authorities and disclosed on the  

 corporate website in accordance  

 with the law

1. Cooperated with cen- 

 tral and local authori- 

 ties on education and  

 information sessions  

 as necessary

Supplier / 

Contractor

1. Supply chain management 

2. Production process develo- 

 pment and innovation

3. Human Rights Assessment

1. Routine business meetings and  

 supplier visits

2. Hosting of e-tender training and  

 pro ject  tender  informat ion  

 sessions

3. Industrial safety education and  

 training for project contractors

4. Communication by mail, tele- 

 phone or meetings

1. Incorporated “Supp- 

 lier CSR Declaration”  

 into contracts

2. Adoption of an elec- 

 tronic tendering pro- 

 cess where suppliers  

 can submit bids thr- 

 ough the Formosa 

 Technology e-Mar- 

 ketplace

3. Engage in strategic  

 procurement  with  

 long-term general  

 contracts to maintain  

 stability between su- 

 pply and demand for  

 a win-win outcome
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4.1.1 STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATION RESULTS



Stakeholder
Scope of 

Stakeholder Interest

Communication Channel /  

Frequency

Communication  

Performance in 2018

Employees

1. Respect for labor  

 rights

2. Fair treatment

3. Occupational he- 

 alth and safety

4. Human  R ights  

 Assessment

1. Mountain climbing activities

2. Ball sports

3. Company holidays

4. Internal 1314 Lifestyle bi-weekly  

 publication

5. Establish channels for employee  

 communication and grievances

6. Organize employee health seminars  

 and health checks

7. Regular subsidies for in-service  

 continuing education by employees

8. Employee Share Ownership Trust

1. A total of 3 labor disputes took  

 place in 2018

 (1) 1 lawsuit over occupational  

  injury

 (2) 1 lawsuit over pension

 (3) 1 lawsuit over education and  

  training

2. Employee training totaled 72,657  

 hours

3. Convened 4 company-level labor- 

 management meetings

4. 1 mountain climb and 3 ball sports 

 events

Community 

Residents

1. Social Care and  

 Engagement

2. Remediation of  

 Polluted Site

1. Participation in related community  

 events and information sessions

2. Sponsored art & cultural, academic  

 and environmental activities in the  

 community

3. Organization of charity events

4. Adopt ion  and  ma in tenance  o f  

 wetlands and public facilities

5. Provide a regular channel for local  

 resident grievances

1. In 2018, we hosted 4 large-scale  

 charity events that cost NT$2.31  

 million and involved 331 CPDC  

 volunteers. A total of 10,183 peo- 

 ple  benefited from the events

2. Hsiaokang Plant visited a total of  

 126 local residents and village  

 chiefs. No petitions of note were   

 received

3. Char ity donations at var ious   

 times

Customers

1. Sustainable Su- 

 pply Chain Mana- 

 gement 

2. Emergency Res- 

 ponse and Mana- 

 gement

1. Routine business meetings and  

 supplier visits

2. Organizat ion of  inter-company  

 social ball sports events

3. Ac t i ve  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  m a j o r  

 customer activities

4. Provide regular channel for cus- 

 tomer grievances

5. Annual customer satisfaction survey  

 by sales units at each plant

1. 0 customer complaints in 2018

2. Average customer satisfaction  

 scores in 2018 were as follow：

 (1) CPL：89.15

 (2) AN：94.7

 (3) PA6：95

 (4) Ammonium sulfate：84.15

 (5) Purified sulfuric acid：95.4

Lobby 

Groups

1. Monitoring and 

 M a n a g e m e n t  

 of Environmental  

 Pollution

2. Corporate Gove- 

 rnance and Busi- 

 ness Integrity

3. Remediation of  

 Polluted Site

1. Routine and ad hoc review meet- 

 ings, on-site reviews, progress meet- 

 ings, remediation supervision and  

 community care project team meet- 

 ings, and performance validation  

 meetings

2. Annual budget of “CPDC （Taiwan  

 Alkali）  Anshun site Community  

 Relations Fund”

3. Hosting, sponsoring and participa- 

 ting in community relations activities

4. Accept applications from external  

 groups for visits, study tours and tec- 

 hnical discussions on an ad hoc basis

1. 6 engineering inspection mee- 

 tings, 2 community information  

 sessions, and 2 city government  

 meetings.

2. More than 281 visitor applications  

 were received to fully communi- 

 cate with local residents, the aca-  

 demic community, the industry 

 and media on remediation issues

3. The Anshun site（Former Taiwan  

 Alkaline corporation） Community  

 Relations Fund has NT$1.5 million  

 and NT$111,600 was used to spon- 

 sor community activities
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Current
Initiatives

Give preference to local purchasing

Supplier evaluation mechanism

Annual supplier environmental 
management report

Identification and assessment of 
supplier environmental issues

Supplier CSR Declaration

Environmental management report for 
new suppliers/contractors

Preferential selection of vendors that 
publish CSR reports

Preferential purchasing of merchandise 
with environmental marks

Supplier grievance mechanism

Supplier selection criteria

Short-term goals（1~3 years） Long-term goals（3~5 years）

Sustainability risk assessment for 
tier-1 suppliers
Continue to increase the proportion 
of green purchasing
Refer to the requirements of 
institutional investors and 
international best practices

Continue to develop sound 
suppliers and strengthen the 
sustainable supply chain
Incorporate more 
sustainability indicators into 
supplier evaluations

Use our influence to recruit 
supplier support for 
environmental sustainability

・
・
・

・

・

・
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4.2.1 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT POLICY

CPDC is located in the middle of the petrochemical industry value chain. We purchase raw 

materials needed for production from upstream suppliers to produce AN and CPL petrochemical 

plants along with vertically integrated products such as Nylon Chips. These are then used by 

downstream customers to produce end petrochemical products. For upstream raw materials, CPDC 

depends on foreign imports for 100% of its primary raw materials of liquid ammonia and coal 

energy. The rest comes from domestic suppliers to support local purchasing and reduce carbon 

emissions from product transport. For downstream customers, a stable, long-term sales relationship 

is maintained with all downstream customers for main products. Sales contacts have also been 

signed for some customers to maintain a long-term partnership for joint growth.

SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN INITIATIVES AND GOALS  
AT CPDC

4.2 SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

The two main purchasing units at CPDC are the Raw Material Purchasing Section and Equipment 

Purchasing Section. The Raw Materials Purchasing Section oversees the purchasing of upstream 

primary and auxiliary raw materials to ensure the smooth running of the company's production 

operations. This involves market research and analysis for key raw materials as well as supplier 

development, screening, assessment and relations management. Equipment Purchasing Section 

is in charge of all purchasing outside of raw materials including production machinery and spare 

parts, instrumentation, catalysts, and chemical agents. It is also responsible for the contracting of 

engineering projects.

SUPPLIER COMMITMENT
CPDC values our relationship with supplier partners and sincerely hopes that we can grow 

together with our suppliers to create an stable, enduring and mutually beneficial partnership. To 

this end, sustainable supply chain management is being actively implemented by CPDC. Suppliers 

are encouraged to join CPDC in paying attention to material issues such as human rights protection, 

workplace safety and environmental protection during their delivery of products and services.



UPSTREAM RAW
MATERIALS

Benzene, Toluene, 
Hydrogen Gas, 

Anhydrous Ammonia, 
Propylene, Phenol
and Natural Gas

MID-STREAM
PRODUCTS

Acrylonitrile (AN), 
Nylon Chips (PA6) and 

Caprolactam (CPL)

DOWNSTREAM
APPLICATIONS
General textile fibers, 
Polyacrylonitrile fiber, 

ABS plastics, 
engineering plastics, 

industrial fibers, 
NBR rubber

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY VALUE CHAIN
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ROLE OF CPDC IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY  
VALUE CHAIN

SUPPLIER SELECTION CRITERIA
The Three key indicators described below are used by CPDC when selecting new suppliers: 

“supply performance history and capability,” “environmental management” and “ethical business 

management:”

❶ SUPPLY PERFORMANCE HISTORY AND CAPABILITY

The CPDC selection criteria for suppliers look mainly at supply 

capacity, price, quality and safety. Suppliers are also inspected in advance 

to ensure the quality and stability of raw materials. Long-term supply 

contracts have also been signed with suppliers throughout the supply 

chain. These are supplemented by searching for a greater variety of stable 

supply chains to reduce the risk of supply chain disruption.

❷ ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

The “New Supplier ／ Contractor Environmental Management 

Questionnaire” was devised by CPDC due to the importance of 

environmental management by suppliers. In 2018 the recovery rate was 

around 72% (No. of vendors that responded to the questionnaire ／ 

Total number of new suppliers in 2018). We will continue to educate 

new suppliers in 2019. Eight questions (including adoption of ISO 

14001, presence of dedicated industrial safety and environmental 

protection personnel, waste water and emissions from processes... etc.) 

evaluate supplier performance in the two key aspects of environmental 

management and environmental protection. Risk assessment is also 

conduct for the raw material or production process to ensure that the 

purchase will not have a major environmental or social impact on the 

source community.

❸ ETHICAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Before a business relationship is established between CPDC and a 

potential supplier, an ethical business check is conducted to ensure that 

the transaction party is a legitimate business that does not engage in 

unethical behavior or demand／ provide or accept bribes.
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SUPPLIER EVALUATION
A supplier evaluation system has been defined by CPDC and an annual evaluation plan 

is developed each year. Vendors that completed higher-value transactions during the year, 

transportation contractors and new suppliers are visited and evaluated; for engineering 

contractors, the project owner unit conducts a supplier comparison once construction is compete 

for performance tracking and management. Contractors are also required to enforce safety 

management in accordance with the relevant regulations to ensure that the purchasing strategy of 

CPDC balances the five goals of quality, price, environmental protection, safety and hygiene.

In addition to visiting suppliers to conduct annual evaluations, CPDC also regularly 

communicate with suppliers and contractors on major industrial safety and environmental 

protection issues. If there are any problems then an incident analysis is conducted to identify the 

cause and push for continuous improvement. No supplier violations that impact on human rights, 

the environment, labor or society were reported to the CPDC in 2018.

FRIENDLY PURCHASING
CPDC and its three plants give preference to products with environmental certification 

(energy-efficiency and water-saving marks) during the purchasing of equipment and materials. We 

also give preference to the purchase of merchandise that are made by non-profit organizations 

or disadvantaged groups, produced locally or from fair trade as gifts for our employees, visitors 

or partners. In 2018, such purchases included Fair Coffee from Okogreen, tea gift boxes from 

handicapped groups, as well as orange and date gift boxes from small local farmers in Taiwan. 

Due to a market glut, we also purchased 6 ,000 kg of pineapples that were distributed to 

disadvantaged families throughout Taiwan through the Taiwan Fund for Children and Families. 

Total spending on friendly and charity purchasing amounted to NT$410,360. The amount was not 

particularly large but we hope to make a contribution to energy conservation, carbon reduction 

and social care through friendly purchasing.

SUSTAINABLE SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
For supplier CSR management, CPDC and our main suppliers all make compliance with local 

laws and regulations a basic requirement. All suppliers must comply with local regulations on 

corporate governance, environmental protection, labor and human rights. CPDC hopes that 

partners can embrace the same sustainable development goals and commitments as we do by 

respecting the local society, obey national laws, understanding, complying with CPDC's Code of 

Ethical Conduct and Ethical Business Management Principles during their service delivery. We 

also hope that they can actively respond to environmental protection, industrial safety and social 

issues by embracing accountability and continuous improvement.

CPDC asking suppliers to sign the “Supplier CSR Declaration” 

and to incorporate the Supplier CSR Declaration into vendor 

contracts. Through a voluntary declaration, we hope that vendors will 

accept, implement and support the ESG (environmental, social and 

governance) principles. The Supplier CSR Declaration was signed by 

100% of suppliers that signed contracts with CPDC after July 2016. 

Once all target suppliers come aboard, management will progressively 

strengthened by CPDC through regular and ad hoc performance 

evaluations or on-site audits. Supplier CSR Declaration
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TRANSPORTATION SAFETY MANAGEMENT
To prevent serious environmental and social impacts from improper transportation safety 

management by suppliers, CPDC conducts regular transportation safety evaluations for 

transportation contractors. Any areas of poor performance are investigated by CPDC to identify 

the main cause and the transporter notified. A re-inspection is conducted by CPDC at the 

transportation contractor's next job. If no corrective action is taken then penalties up to contract 

termination may be imposed.

In 2018, a vendor that scored over 95 for compliance is rated as excellent. Out of the 16 vendors 

evaluated 11 received a rating of excellent and none failed the evaluation. A review found that 

compliance exceeded 90% in all cases. CPDC asked suppliers to thoroughly investigate the results 

and make improvements to any areas of deficiency. Their performance will be used as the basis for 

supplier selection in the future to ensure the stability and sustainability of the supply chain.



Item
2017Average 

completion rate
2018Average 

completion rate
Year-on-Year 

Change
Remark

1 Company Overview 85 ％ 92 ％ 7 ％
Positive 

growth

2 Driver experience 97 ％ 96 ％ -1 ％
Negative 

growth

3
Safety policy and 

communication
91 ％ 93 ％ 3 ％

Positive 

growth

4
Work procedure and 

guidance
94 ％ 91 ％ -3 ％

Negative 

growth

5 Safety equipment 95 ％ 98 ％ 3 ％
Positive 

growth

6
Driver recruitment, training 

and management
94 ％ 97 ％ 4 ％

Positive 

growth

7

Vehicle equipment, 

management and 

maintenance standards

95 ％ 95 ％ 0 ％
remain 

constant

8
Transportation quality and 

environmental protection
96 ％ 94 ％ -2 ％

Negative 

growth

Average total supplier score 93 ％ 95 ％ 2 ％
Positive 

growth

Reason for Negative growth Follow-up by CPDC

Driver 

experience

The transportation industry has 

experienced increasing turnover 

rates in recent years due to 

regulatory issues, salary issues 

and high risk.

Transportation companies have been asked 

to improve company benefits and take 

better care of employees to reduce turnover 

among their drivers.

Work 

procedure and 

guidance

An investigation found that 

t h e re  we re  n o  n i g h t - t i m e 

emergency response procedures 

or exercises at some of the 

transportation companies.

Transportation companies were notified 

that if they had no night-time exercises then 

they could send their personnel to attend 

night-time exercises at the three CPDC 

plants to improve their transportation safety 

management operations.

Transportation 

quality and 

environmental 

protection

Points were deducted for a small 

number of vendors after a check 

of the Ministry of Labor website 

found that they had been fined 

in the previous year.

We will continue to check the Ministry of 

Labor website in the future to enforce the 

scoring criteria for this item.

Category

Item
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AVERAGE SUPPLIER COMPLETION RATE FOR EACH ASPECT 
IN 2018

EXPLANATION AND ACTION TAKEN FOR ITEMS WITH 
NEGATIVE GROWTH
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SAFETY QUALITY EVALUATION SCORE OF TRANSPORTATION 
CONTRACTORS IN 2018 (PERCENTAGE)

4.3 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS MANAGEMENT

4.3.1 PRIVACY AND SATISFACTION SURVEY OF  
              CUSTOMER

“Customer first” is the business philosophy of CPDC. Through ethical management and 

growing together with our customers we can create a win-win outcome and maximize social 

value. The Personal Information Protection Act has been implemented in Taiwan over the last few 

years. To protect customer privacy, their business information, transaction data and any other 

data that affects customer privacy are managed and archived by dedicated personnel. Customer 

information may only be accessed by approved CPDC personnel with the proper authorization. 

The enforcement of personal information management ensures complies with the requirements of 

the Act and satisfies the basic requirement of compliance.

An After-Sales Service and Customer Complaint Procedure was also put into place by CPDC 

to track products, ensure their quality meets customer requirements, and maintain our customer 

relations. A satisfaction survey is sent out to customers at the end of every year to obtain 

feedback on product quality, shipping situation, after-sales service and product image. We 

communicate with the customer to determine what improvements should be made for any areas 

that score below 70. We then review and develop strategies for improving product quality and 

services. We provide a channel for customer grievances and have established internal processes 

for handling customer complaints and improvements to ensure that customer feedback can be 

taken onboard and actual improvements made. A number of customer complaints relating to 

quality management improvements were received by CPDC in 2018. Corrective actions were 

completed for all of them after extensive communication with the customers. We will continue to 

main positive relations with our customers in the future.

According to the results of the 2018 customer satisfaction survey conducted by CPDC's 

Toufen, Hsiaokang and Dashe plants, all achieved a customer satisfaction rating of over 80 points 

indicating that customers were generally very satisfied with the products and services we provide. 



2016 2017 2018

CPL 95 93 87

Ammonium sulfate 78 80 84.5

Nylon Chips 91 88 95

2016 2017 2018

CPL 92 92 91.3

Ammonium sulfate 87 85 83.8

Purified sulfuric acid 96 96 95.4

2016 2017 2018

AN 92 93 94.7

Toufen Plant

Hsiaokang Plant

Dashe Plant

CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK Customer feedback to sales unit・

STEP

1

 CONDUCT
PRELIMINARY

INVESTIGATION

Taipei O
ce sends personnel to conduct preliminary investigation 
and fill out “Customer Feedback Form”

・
STEP

2

DETERMINE
REASON AND

MAKE PRELIMINARY
RESPONSE

Sales unit analyzes the reason for customer complaint and suggests 
a solution to the customer. If this is accepted by the customer then 
the case is closed and passed to the relevant unit for further action

・STEP

3

INVESTIGATE
CUSTOMER COMPLAINT

AND TAKE ACTION

A “Customer Complaint Report” is filled out by the sales unit and 
passed to the production management unit for action as a customer 
complaint
Customer complaint is forwarded by production management unit

・

・

STEP

4

SEND RESPONSE
TO CUSTOMER

Sales unit responds to customer with the result of the investigation 
and corrective action taken once production management gives its 
consent and approval is given by sales

・STEP

5

FOLLOW-UP ON
IMPROVEMENT AND

OUTCOME

The unit responsible carries out corrective action based on the 
results of the investigation and recommended solution
The outcome of corrective action taken by the relevant units are 
followed up through the management review procedure

・

・

STEP

6
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CPDC PRODUCT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RESULTS 
BETWEEN 2016 ~ 2018

Note：The satisfaction rating for each plant is based on the average of all customer scores for the same product

CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS PROCESS

Average customer satisfaction for CPL at Toufen Plant was however 6 points lower than 2017. We 

looked into the reason for the drop in CPL customer satisfaction at the Toufen Plant and found 

this was due to customers giving driver service a lower score（70）. CPDC is responding to this 

by strengthening driver communication and training in the future so that they can understand and 

comply with plant entry procedures and engage in positive communication with customers.



RAW MATERIALS
PURCHASING AND

ACQUISITION

Purchasing Section reviews the supplier contract
Production plan is developed by the Technical Section and submitted to the 
company’s Production Department for approval
Purchasing Section conducts the supplier evaluation before making purchases 
in accordance with the production plan
Management Section processes the acceptance, storage and quality 
inspection of incoming raw materials

・
・

・

・

PROCESS

QC from Manufacturing Section follows the procedures for sampling and 
testing
Plant workers carry out process management using the production control 
forms, operational logs and test results
If the process experiences any instability or exceeds the allowed range then 
adjustments are made in accordance with the relevant processes

・

・

・

FINAL PRODUCT
TESTING AND

STORAGE

QC from Manufacturing Section follows the procedures for sampling and 
testing to ensure product quality
If it does not pass testing, follow the procedure for final product quarantine 
and tracing of anomalies
Management Section follows the process for product storage and ship goods 
in accordance with the contract and relevant processes.

・

・

・

PRODUCT
TRANSPORTATION

Transportation routes are checked and tested in advance before being 
finalized. GPS positioning is used throughout the run
Anti-rollover design that complies with the U.S.DOT 407 regulations are 
incorporated with the tanker body.
Safety markings on the vehicle body

・

・

・

MANAGEMENT
REVIEW AND

IMPROVEMENT

Internal quality audits are conducted on a regular and ad hoc basis
Review meetings are regularly convened at the management level to review 
the operation of the quality management system and ensure that the system 
remains suitable

・
・
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4.3.2 PRODUCT QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Comprehensive quality management and control procedures are implemented by CPDC at every 

step from the acquisition of raw materials to their storage, production and product transportation 

to ensure that quality products are delivered to the customer. Rigorous internal requirements are 

enforced to maintain product quality. Safety labels and instructions as well as the transportation 

process employ “5S Workplace Organization” method（Sort, Set In order, Shine, Standardize and 

Sustain）, Total Production Management（TPM）, Total Quality Management（TQM） and Hazard 

and Operability Study（HAZOP） to meet customer expectations through the highest standards.

For product safety labeling, hazard labels are applied for CPL, AN and Nylon Chip products 

in accordance with domestic regulations. Safety data sheets have also been produced so that 

product safety information can be effectively communicated to customers. The quality-first 

management philosophy at CPDC meant there were no violations relating to the provision and use 

of our products in 2018, nor any violations relating to product safety labels.

CPDC PRODUCT QUALITY MANAGEMENT PROCESS

4.4 SOCIAL COMMUNICATIONS

CPDC's three main production plants at Toufen, Dashe and Hsiaokang are located in Miaoli 

County and Kaohsiung City. We appreciate the importance of securing the support and 

acceptance of local residents and competent authorities. A variety of communication channels 

and community relations building activities are employed by each plant to maintain a positive 

relationship with their local communities.



Organizer Method of Participation

Cross-Strait CEO Summit Chairman's Office Director、Member

Taiwan Technology Industry Legal Officers 

Association
Legal Counsel Member

Chinese Arbitration Association, Taipei Legal Counsel Member

Taiwan Stock Affairs Association Investor Relations Office Member

Dashe Petrochemical Industry Park Association+
Environmental Protection and Pollution 

Control Center、Dashe Plant
Member

Taiwan Safety Council Occupational Safety & Health Center Member

Taiwan Responsible Care Association Occupational Safety & Health Center
Executive Director、

Member

Chinese Institute of Environmental Engineering
Environmental Protection and Pollution 

Control Center
Member

Chinese National Association of Industry and 

Commerce,Taiwan
Human Resource Administration Office Member

Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineering Human Resource Administration Office Member

Taiwan Chamber of Commerce & Industry Human Resource Administration Office Member

Kaohsiung Commerce Development Association Land Development Department Director、Member

Taiwan Synthetic Resins Manufactures 

Association
Strategic Planning Director、Member

Chinese Petroleum Institute Strategic Planning Member

Petrochemical Industry Association of Taiwan Strategic Planning
Executive Director、

Member

Miaoli County Industrial Association Toufen Plant Member

Miaoli County Association of Industrial Relations Toufen Plant Member

Taiwan Cogeneration Association Toufen Plant Member

Toufen Industrial Park Business Association Toufen Plant Member

Association for the Safety of Liquid Ammonia 

Transportation Workers, Taiwan
Toufen Plant Member

Miaoli County Nurses Association Toufen Plant Member

Taiwan Occupational Health Nurse Association Toufen Plant Member

Association Name
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4.4.1 PARTICIPATION IN EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

CPDC actively participates in and supports important standards or advocacy in Taiwan and 

overseas. We have also joined petrochemical, business and trade-related associations to stay in 

touch with our peers, keep track of the latest trends, and watch out for risks and opportunities in 

order to maintain our competitiveness.

For domestic and external advocacy, CPDC actively supports the government's energy 

conservation and carbon reduction policy by participating in the Voluntary GHG Reduction 

Plan of the MOEA Industrial Development Bureau to promote the reduction of GHGs. For 

product safety and environmental risk control, in addition to continuing to promote domestic ／ 

overseas certification on quality and environmental management, CPDC also complies with the 

requirements of the EU Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals 
（REACH） directive as well as other related domestic guidelines.

CPDC MEMBERSHIPS AND ROLES



Organizer Method of Participation

Taiwan Boiler Association Toufen Plant Member

Pressure Vessel Association Toufen Plant Member

Regional Defense Organization for Underground 

Pipelines of Kaohsiung City
Dashe Plant Member

Kaohsiung Chamber of Industry Dashe Plant, Hsiaokang Plant Member

Taiwan Acid and Alkali Industries Association Hsiaokang Plant Member

Kaohsiung Linhai Industrial Park Business 

Association
Hsiaokang Plant Member

Association Name

Main Pollutants：Pentachlorophenol（PCP）, Mercury and Dioxin. Environmental contamination was 

spread through surface run-off and powder. The latter two substances are not readily soluble in water but 

will easily bond with other organic substances to form organic mercury. These pose a threat to human 

health when they are absorbed by micro-organisms and enter the food-chain. 

Main pollutants at the Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation）
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4.4.2 REMEDIATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF ANSHUN  
         SITE（FORMER TAIWAN ALKALINE CORPORATION）

CPDC Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） is a 37.1 hectare site that has 

attracted local attention due to soil contamination. The cause of the problem at Anshun site 

and current remediation progress is disclosed in this chapter as a demonstration of CPDC's 

commitment to accountability and the spirit of CSR.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Anshun site was an alkali-chlorine factory owned by Kagakude Negai O Ka Corporation 

during the Japanese Period that was later taken over by Taiwan Alkali Industrial Corp. （“Taiwan 

Alkaline”）. A Pentachlorophenol（PCP） factory was constructed and production operations 

continued. When the factory was closed in 1979 around 5,000 kg of PCP was left in storage on 

the site. Extended exposure to rainwater resulted in soil contamination. In 1983, Taiwan Alkaline 

was merged with CPDC, a state-owned enterprise at the time, under the direction of the MOEA. 

Its contaminated land therefore became the responsibility of CPDC as well. The contamination 

is a product of history but CPDC has worked actively to take responsibility for site remediation. 

Extensive investment was made into a long-term remediation plan that will gradually rehabilitate 

the contaminated site.

Remediation of the Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） is based on the concept 

of the Remediation Train. The program was launched in 2009 and stage 1 was completed in 2014. 

Stage 2 of the remediation process commenced in 2015. Stage 2 will draw on the remediation 

experience and results of stage 1 by using both heat and wet treatment on the contaminated soil. 

Bio-treatment technologies are continuing to be studied and assessed as well.

Between the start of planning and the present day, CPDC has sunk a massive amount of funding 

into laboratory research, pilot plant testing, project review and actual plant construction and 

operation. Local and foreign experts were also invited to review the remediation technologies. 

CPDC engaged in in long-term development of related technologies with an attitude of 

transforming challenges into growth. Substantial progress has been achieved under the current 

project timetable and it has now become model for other international remediation projects



2009~2014 2015~2024 

Stage
Stage 1 

Remediation

Stage 2 
Processing 517,100 tonnes of contaminated soil from the Anshun site（Former 

Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） and reduction of surface area

Stage 1 Outcome Stage 2 Planned Goals 2018 Outcome

Processing of 
contaminated 

soil

• Volume of soil removed：

1. Bush Zone：28,653.2 m3
2. Forest Zone：9,211 m3
3. Alkali-Chlorine Zone：  
 32,140 bags
4. S e a w a t e r  P o n d  B：  
 64,230.73 tonnes
5. Mono-vegetation Zone：  
 4,746 bags

• Verification and acceptance 

o f  r e m e d i a t i o n  r e s u l t s 
f rom 2017  and 2018  was 
conducted at  the end of 
2018 in  accordance with 
the “3rd Revis ion of  the 
Pollution Remediation Plan” 
approved by the Tainan City 
Government in January 2018

• Inspection focus：

1. 33,000 tonnes of contami- 
 nated soil must be remedia- 
 ted through heat treatment
2. 23,000 tonnes of contami- 
 nated soil must be remedia- 
 ted through wet treatment

• The “3rd Revision of the Pollution 

Remediation Plan” was approved 
by the Tainan City Government in 
January 2018 after drafting, revisions 
and the convening of a second 
community information session

• Soil remediation progress between 

January 1, 2017, and December 31, 
2018：

1. 22,249 tonnes of contaminated soil  
 remediated through heat treatment 
2. 31,348 tonnes of contaminated soil  
 remediated thorough wet treatment
• A review was conducted for targets 

not met. Current focus will be on 
upgrading the equipment to maintain 
the reliabil ity of heat treatment 
operations and improve treatment 
efficiency by reducing stoppages due 
to jamming and air leakage

Reduction in 
contaminated 

area

• Reduction in contami-

nated area：
 2 .7  hectares  of  Bush  
 Zone, 3.3 hectares of  
 Forest Zone, 3.81 hec- 
 tares of Alkali-Chlorine  
 Zone, and 3.7 hectares  
 o f  M o n o -ve g e t a t i o n  
 Zone for a total of 13.51  
 hectares.  13.51 ／ 37.1 
 h e c t a re s  h ave  b e e n  
 completed so far for a  
 reduction of 36.4%

• Timetable for decontami-

nation of each zone：
1. Complete the decontamina- 
 tion of the Mono-vegetation  
 Zone in 2018
2. Verify the decontamination  
 of the Mono-vegetation Zone  
 in 2019 Q2
3. Complete and ver i fy  the  
 decontamination of Seawater  
 Pond B in 2019
4. Complete the remediation of  
 Seawater Pond A in 2023
5. Complete the decontamina- 
 tion of PCP Zone in 2023 Q3
6. Verify the decontamination  
 of PCP Zone in 2024 Q1

• Reduction in contaminated area：

13.79 hectares were verified by the 
Tainan City Government at the end 
of 2017. 13.79 ／ 37.1 hectares have 
therefore been decontaminated for a 
reduction of 37.2%

• Decontaminat ion of  the Mono-

vegetation Zone was completed and 
the completion of removal report 
submitted in 2018

• Decontamination of Seawater Pond 

B is currently in progress

Funding

Stage 1 was completed 
in September 2014 and 
cumulative funding for re-
mediation efforts amoun-
ted to around $1.6 billion

According to the 3rd revision of the remediation plan approved by the 
Tainan City Government, a total of $1.356 billion in remediation funding will 
be provided during stage 2. Around $120.1 million has already been spent 
on the project in 2018

Schedule
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REMEDIATION PROGRESS
On the administrative level, the 3rd revision of the site remediation plan for Anshun site（Former 

Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） was submitted to the Tainan City Government for approval in 

accordance with the Soil and Groundwater Pollution Remediation Act issued by the EPA. The 3rd 

revision was approved and serves as the basis for the remediation of soil contamination at Anshun 

site. In terms of its execution, remediation efforts are supervised by the Environmental Protection 

and Pollution Prevention Center of the TPCD Taipei Office. A joint remediation team is tasked with 

restoring the land to land and creating a quality living environment for the local area.



INTERMEDIATE
PROCESSING

FINAL
TREATMENT

POLLUTION
TYPE

COMPLIANT SOIL

Sand
separation

Level-2 / Level-3
contaminated

soil

Level-1
contaminated

soil

Bio-
treatment

Heat
treatment

Wet
treatment 

（water screening, 
chemical

washing）

Wet
treatment 

（water screening, 
chemical

washing）

Water
screening

（homogenization）

Contaminated soil Non-compliant soil Compliant soil

Reduction tech-
nologies such as 
solvents, super-
critical liquid ex-
traction, surfac-
tant washing

Bottom
sediment
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Note：
1. Experimental results for intermediate reduction technology will be used to determine what contaminated zones or 

contamination levels can be treated
2. How level-2 and level-3 contaminated soils are fed into each treatment process will be adjusted according to the 

chemical test results
3. Once compliant soil has been verified by each treatment site it is reported to the Environmental Protection Bureau for 

verification
4. Compliant soil can be used to as backfill for closed fish ponds, decontaminated zones on the site, or other low-lying 

areas

REMEDIATION PROCESS



HEAT TREATMENT DECONTAMINATION TECHNOLOGY

Used for treating soils contaminated with high levels of dioxin and mercury. Heat is used to 
evaporate contaminants in the soil. Dioxin is broken down by the high temperature while 
mercury vapor is recovered through condensation. The contaminated soil can be 100% 
decontaminated.

WET TREATMENT REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Used for soil with dioxin and mercury contamination less than 200 mg／kg. Contaminants 
are separated through di�erences in particle size and specific weight. Level of contamination 
can be reduced by 70%.
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MAIN REMEDIATION METHODS

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
CPDC embraces a philosophy of ecological sustainability so we not only pay attention to our 

environmental footprint during the remediation period but also try to avoid harming the residents 

and the environment through secondary pollution. An environmental monitoring program has 

therefore been set up for the plant and its surrounding environment to regularly take and analyze 

samples. Monitoring covers air quality, ground water quality, waterway quality, noise, and vibration 

to track all changes in environmental quality. Other data such as temperature, humidity, mercury 

vapor, and dioxin are monitored round the clock. The exhaust gas from the heat treatment（rotating 

kiln） plant and its surrounding environment are monitored as well. In addition to reporting 

the monitoring data to the relevant agencies, monitor readings for exhaust gas from the heat 

treatment（rotating kiln） plant are also published online by CPDC where they can be viewed by 

the public at any time. This initiative provides stakeholders with a real-time understanding of the 

environment around the Anshun site（former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） and emphasize the 

effort that CPDC put into environmental management.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） is going through remediation and no actual 

production activities take place here. The majority of the energy use is from routine operation of 

the administrative zone and remediation of contaminated soil. When energy consumption data 

from 2018 is compared with 2017, there was an increase in the consumption of electricity, water 

and diesel mainly due to the two following reasons：

❶ THE AMOUNT OF CONTAMINATED SOIL PASSED THROUGH HEAT  
    TREATMENT DOUBLED

The amount of contaminated soil that underwent heat treatment increased from 7,707 tonnes 

in 2017 to 14,542 tonnes in 2018 so there was a 189% increase in the amount of contaminated soil 

treated. As the heat treatment technology runs on diesel and electricity there was an increase in 

consumption for both types of energy.



2016 2017 2018

Electricity consumption
（kWh）

808,360 1,169,708 1,787,000

Water consumption
（KL）

6,787 12,076 26,811

Diesel
（KL）

539 620.3 671.2

Waste
（Tonnes）

25 5.24 1.55
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ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT OF ANSHUN SITE OVER THE 
PAST THREE YEARS

❷ HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT STOPPAGES

Climate and soil factors may lead to moist contaminated soil becoming jammed in the 

feed. When a jam occurs the heat treatment equipment must be stopped to troubleshoot the 

problem. When the machine is being started, heating up, stopped for inspection and re-heated, 

the efficiency of soil treatment drops and energy is unnecessarily wasted. If a leak occurs then 

secondary pollution may occur. The machinery must therefore be stopped and inspected again if 

there is a air leakage.

The heat treatment equipment at Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） will 

be improved and upgraded in the future to deal with stoppages. Equipment reliability will be 

increased by decreasing the chance of jams in the feed system and loss of air-tightness. We hope 

this will reduce the unnecessary waste of resources even as the remediation project continues to 

move ahead.

In terms of water resource management, water resource management at Anshun site（Former 

Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） is based on the relevant management regulations as well as the 

approved remediation plan and water pollution prevention plan. In the future, water will continue 

to recovered and reused through RO technology（for irrigation and topping up the eco-pond） at 

the Anshun site to reduce the consumption of water resources. 

Energy conservation measures will continue to be promoted at the Anshun site（Former 

Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） in the future. The greening rate of the site will also be increased 

to reduce GHG emissions. Green remediation technology will be developed and implemented at 

the same time to reduce or avoid the use of heat treatment. Low-carbon technologies have been 

listed as a potential remediation solution. Remediation use advanced, low-carbon techniques will 

allow the remediation goals to be met with a smaller environmental footprint.

In terms of energy consumption by remediation, heat treatment is currently used by CPDC 

to break down dioxin. This is the fastest treatment method available today but it uses diesel fuel 

making it an energy-intensive process. To reduce energy consumption from heat treatment, CPDC 

is studying the installation of energy-saving devices in the pre-processing stage. Waste heat 

from the system can be used to remove the water content of contaminated soil and lower diesel 

consumption.



2016 2017 2018

Water Consumption 6,787 10,805 26,811

Wastewater Recovery 
（Percentage）

2,880
（42.4 %）

2,530
（23.4 %）

0
（0 %）

Wastewater Discharge 394,911 380,719 325,352

Category

2016 2017 2018

Quantity Proportion Quantity Proportion Quantity Proportion

Diesel Fuel 
（KL）

539,322 84.19 ％ 620,301 83.82 ％ 671,178 78.58 ％

Electricity  
（kWh）

989,498 15.81 ％ 1,169,708 16.18 ％ 1,787,000 21.42 ％

Total 
（MJ）

22,515,247 100  ％ 26,009,741 100  ％ 30,019,008 100  ％

Category
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Unit：Tonnes
Note：

WATER CONSUMPTION AND DISCHARGE OVER THE PAST 
THREE YEARS

1. Water is mainly used in water sprays for dust suppression, watering of greening plants, domestic water, and 
plant cooling. All of the water is supplied by the water utility

2. Wastewater discharge is mainly from dredging of the Seawater Pond（including bottom sediment and domestic 
sewage）. Domestic sewage and sludge pumped from the bottom of the Seawater Pond are processed through 
the general wastewater treatment system before being discharged into the Seawater Storage Pond again. The 
pond is isolated from external water bodies to ensure that pollution is contained

3. Water quality testing of the above effluent found SS was below 25mg／ L and total mercury content was less 
than 0.002mg／ L. The water quality was therefore better than category C water bodies

4. Wastewater Recovery（Percentage）： Calculated as the amount of wastewater recovered as a percentage of 
total water consumption

5. No further topping up of the Eco Pond was necessary in 2018 so the amount of wastewater recovered was 0

Note：

DIESEL FUEL AND ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AT ANSHUN 
SITE（FORMER TAIWAN ALKALINE CORPORATION） OVER 
THE PAST THREE YEARS

1. According to the Heat Content of Energy Products published by the Energy Bureau（last updated on June 
20, 2018）, the conversion factor for each type of energy use is 8,400 kcal／ L for diesel, 860 kcal／ KWh for 
electricity, and 1kcal＝ 4.184×10−3MJ

2. Energy consumption is presented as rounded whole numbers

In addition to existing heat and wet treatment technologies, CPDC is also working with 

universities to study bio-treatment. This green technology is intended mainly for use with soil 

contaminated with low levels of mercury and dioxin. Mercy in the soil is taken up through the 

roots of plants while dioxin is broken down through micro-organisms cultivated on-site. The 

contaminated soil can then be restored through natural mechanisms. In June 2018, a two-year trial 

by top researchers in Taiwan on biological breakdown of dioxin-contaminated soil was concluded 

by CPDC. CPDC will continue to research and study green remediation technologies in the future.



2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

  Cost
（NTD in Hundreds of Millions）

0

4

2

6

8

1.431

1.957

2.336

7.002

2.825

1.067 1.045

1.201

3.688
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PROGRESS OF DIOXIN CONTAMINATION
No production or manufacturing activities were ever made by CPDC at Anshun site. The only 

reason why CPDC must take responsibility for the dioxin pollution was its acquisition of Taiwan 

Alkaline back when it was a state-owned enterprise. The Supreme Court judgement on November 

28, 2018, required CPDC to pay the plaintiffs approximately NT$190 million in compensation. 

To fulfill our corporate social responsibility, once the final judgement was handed down CPDC 

immediately began liaising with the local residents and city government. A Board meeting was 

also convened to confirm and approve the amount of compensation as soon as possible.

FINANCIAL COSTS OF REMEDIATION
Approximately NT$2.275 billion has been spent on the remediation of soil contamination at the 

Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） between the start of remediation efforts in 

2009 and the end of 2018. Remediation funding over previous years are tabled below.

PAST FUNDING FOR REMEDIATION OF THE ANSHUN SITE
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LOCAL COMMUNICATIONS
To help the local government and local residents effectively understand the progress of 

remediation efforts at the Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation）, a project inspection 

is conducted by CPDC every two months and a local town hall meeting is held every six months. 

Verification of contaminated zones and test runs of the processing plant were also used as 

opportunities to invite the government and residents. The efforts boosted the openness and 

transparency of remediation efforts at the Anshun site.

CPDC has established a positive relation with local village offices and community development 

associations around the Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation）. It also plays an active 

role in local community events. In 2018, CPDC provided NT$111,600 of funding for community 

activities. These included festival celebrations（Mother's Day, Father's Day, Mid-Autumn Festival, 

and Chongyang Festival）, participation in the Sicao Community Development Association, 

hygiene and disease prevention education, support for seniors living along and community elders, 

and supporting the hosting of important local cultural festivals. CPDC took an active part in all 

of these activities to grow with the local community. An addition NT$1.5 million is also deposited 

every year by CPDC in an account designated by the Annan District Office of Tainan City to fund 

health care for residents of Sicao Village, Lu-er Village and Xiangong Village in Tainan City. CPDC 

hopes that local communities will recognize the company's gestures and work together to bring 

about the sustainable development of Anshun.

SOCIAL IMPACT

❶ PROMOTION OF ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT AT  
    LOCAL UNIVERSITIES

Since the remediation effort was launched in 2009 CPDC has 

cooperated with 13 local professors in environmental engineering, 

biological science and social since to carry out 16 research projects. 

More than 30 research experts were cultivated during between 2010 

and 2013 during Phase 1 of the “Integrated Rehabilitation of Vegetation 

at Site of Toxic Contamination - Development of Green Technology for 

Dioxin Contamination at Anshun site” research project. The patent 

for “Microbial reagents for scavenging dioxin pollutants present in 

a contaminated medium and methods of using the same” was also 

licensed to CPDC through technology transfer, resulting in 3 domestic 

patent applications a total of 22 domestic and foreign research papers 

and publications. We provided tertiary education in Taiwan with the 

perfect place to put theory into practice. We hosted 8 visits from 

universities in 2018. The visitors included 281 teachers and students.

External link to Taiwan Times article 

on compensation for dioxin pollution 

at Former Taiwan Alkaline Anshun site

As of January 25, 2019, NT$158 million in compensation 

had been paid out to 111 plaintiffs that have all the necessary 

paperwork and a passbook, as well as 11 plaintiffs without a 

passbook. Most of the compensation had been paid out by March 

2019. Compensation may have been paid but soil remediation 

must continue as a matter of urgency. The remediation of the 

Anshun site by CPDC will continue in the future. We will continue 

to do everything we can for environmental protection in order to 

safeguard our homeland.
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❷ BEST VENUE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

CPDC hopes that more K12 students can learn about the story of 

this land and inspire them to protect the environment. In addition to 

accepting applications for environmental education tours from schools 

near the Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation）, CPDC 

launched the “Deliver Love to the Countryside” charity program for 

the disadvantaged in 2013. Rural students were invited to visit Taijiang 

National Park and the rehabilitated ecological park at the Anshun 

site. Guided tours presented by outstanding employees introduced 

the students to the history of the park and environmental education 

so that more saplings of tomorrow can learn about the importance 

of environmental education. In 2018 environmental education was 

conducted for 83 teachers and students from two elementary schools.

❸ STUDY TOUR OF REMEDIATION BENCHMARK

The Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） is 

contaminated by a number of pollutants and is the only site in the 

world to be contaminated with mercury and dioxin simultaneously. The 

difficulty of site remediation is well-known internationally. Once the 

results of remediation were progressively revealed, many international 

experts, academics and government agencies became interested in 

the remediation process, technology, and difficulties encountered. 

Study tours were therefore arranged with the help of the central and 

Tainan City governments so that public and private organizations with 

an interest in pollution remediation can shorten their learning curve. 

A total of 361 people in 18 foreign industry, government and academic 

groups have visited the site since 2008.

In the future, CPDC's goal for the Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） will be 

to promote local prosperity. Conferences and exhibitions will continue to be used to engage in 

reasoned communication with local residents and stakeholders. In keeping with the domestic 

developments in environmental education over recent years, the pollution at the Anshun site 

will be used to hold a mirror to history, explain CPDC's remediation efforts and technological 

developments, and achieve a win-win outcome in education and communication. It will not only 

change local resident and public perception of CPDC but also contribute to the development of 

environmental education.

4.4.3 COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION

The most important goal in communication for CPDC is to maintain a symbiotic relationship 

with local communities. As far as CPDC is concerned, community communication is the mission 

of every employee at all times and every contact with local residents is an important opportunity 

for communication. As CPDC plants are located in different geographic locations our community 

communications are tailored to local conditions. Communication with local communities and 

residents takes geographic location, customs, traditions and events into account in order to use 

the most appropriate method to communicate in the most effective manner.



COMPLAINT RECEIVED

If a telephone complaint or a resident visits in person, record 
the subject of the complaint and their contact details

STEP

1

VERIFY COMPLAINT

Notify Manufacturing section of the complaint to check if it is 
true. Go out of the plant to check, if necessary

STEP

2

TAKE EFFECTIVE ACTION AND POLLUTION CONTROL

If a pollution complaint is true then corrective action is taken 
by the Manufacturing section immediately

STEP

3

RECORD, REVIEW AND IMPROVE

Inform the complainant the result of action taken. Record 
matter in the “External Communication Log” for further review 
and improvement

STEP

4
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In addition to complaints by phone or in person, local residents can also submit their feedback 

to the local arbitration committee for the plant's location. CPDC plants actively coordinate with 

the relevant units and cooperate with their investigations. No complaints were received by the 

Dashe Plant and the Hsiaokang Plant in 2018. Toufen Plant received three complaints of suspected 

pollution. The situation has improved after adjusting the de-fogging performance of the chimney.

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION BY DASHE INDUSTRIAL PARK
The Kaohsiung Plant of CPC was shuttered in 2015. In Letter Fu-Chien-Tu-Tze No. 211694 dated 

November 7, 1998, issued by the Kaohsiung County Government regarding “Motions for Changing 

Dashe Urban Plan（3rd overall review）, ” the conditions of Motion No. 7 required production 

All CPDC plants have a defined “Quality, Safety and Health, Environment and Energy 

Management Consulting and Communication Procedure” in place to govern the principles and 

process of external stakeholder communications and dialogue. At the same time, complaints can 

also be made at each plant over the phone or in person. Each plant has a standard operating 

procedure in place for dealing with telephone complaints or local residents visiting in person. 

If any improvements are necessary then action is taken by the responsible unit based on the 

contents of the complaint with follow-up conducted by the General Administration Section. The 

standard operating procedure for handling of complaints is briefly summarized below.

COMPLAINT HANDLING SOP AT EACH PLANT
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plants in Dashe Petrochemical Industrial Park where the CPDC Dashe Plant is located to move 

elsewhere by 2018. The contents of the “Motions for Changing the Dashe Urban Plan（4th overall 

review）” submitted in Letter Kao-Shih-Fu-Tu-Fa-Kuei-Tze No. 10130250600 dated January 13, 

2012 by Kaohsiung City Government to the Ministry of the Interior remained unchanged. As a 

result, all the factories in the Dashe Petrochemical Industrial Park（including the CPDC Dashe 

Plant） now face restrictions on future development （and may be forced to relocate or shut 

down）. 

CPDC and other petrochemical companies are responding to this situation by continuing to 

lobby for rescue measures（such as the establishment of a petrochemical zone） so that the 

Dashe Plant can continue operating in the same location or other alternatives. If the government 

cannot effectively resolve this problem this will have a serious impact on the continued survival of 

the domestic petrochemical industry and the overall development of the economy.

In addition communicating with the government, the “Dashe Industrial Park Sustainability 

Working Group” was set up by CPDC and other petrochemical companies on March 7, 2016, to 

continue communicating with local elected representatives and nearby residents. Attention was 

also drawn to the continuous and effective improvements to industrial safety and environmental 

protection throughout the Dashe Petrochemical Industrial Park when appropriate.

The establishment of the petrochemical program at Renwu Senior High School as a joint effort 

between CPDC and other petrochemical companies further enhanced local students and their 

parents' understanding of the petrochemical industry. A campaign to boost local understanding 

of the petrochemical industry was also developed to continue strengthening local communication, 

resolve differences and promote harmony. We hope this will lead to the continued production and 

sustainable development of the factories within the industrial park.

ADOPTION OF AIR QUALITY PURIFICATION ZONES
The Environmental Protection Bureau of Kaohsiung City has been promoting the greening ／

beautification of exposed earth and subsidizing the establishment of air quality purification zones
（hereinafter referred to as “APZ”） for many years. It was hoped that a mechanism for adoption 

by the private sector can enhance and maintain the overall quality and environment of APZ 

through businesses, maintenance units or communities working together. In 2017, the Hsiaokang 

Plant continued to adopt a part of the grounds at Kaohsiung City Social Education Center while 

the Dashe Plant took part in adopting the greening area of Yochang Elementary School in Nanzih 

District. Participation in the government's environmental protection activities showed the local 

communities that CPDC is not only focused on the development of its core petrochemical business 

but is also working actively on environmental improvements and maintenance. This will not only 

enhance our corporate image and visibility but also achieve a mutually beneficial outcome for the 

community, business and government.

ADOPTION OF DONGXING WETLAND PARK
To protect environmental sustainability and fulfill our corporate social responsibility, Toufen 

Plant began adopting the Dongxing Wetland Park in Toufen, Miaoli County, in 2013. The wetland 

is part of the Zhonggang River - Dongxing Bridge Remediation Project administered by the 

Environmental Protection Bureau of Miaoli County. The Toufen Plant sponsored and adopted the 

artificial wetland established as part of the project to support its maintenance and management, 

and the planting of wetland plant species to fulfill the goal of environmental friendliness. CPDC 

will continue to take an interest in environmental issues in the future.
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CHAPTER 5

CORPORATE 
CARE

5.1 HAPPY WORKPLACE

5.1.1 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT POLICY
Human resources are an important asset of CPDC. Our company believes in 

a people-centric approach based on caring and respect. Talent is cultivated and 

applied to make human resources a key component in our sustainable development. 

The company's organizational strategy in recent years has focused developing along 

the two axes of petrochemistry and land development. Plans call for an expansion of 

our business portfolio to China, ASEAN, USA and other countries. In terms of talent 

recruitment, we not only actively recruit top international talent with international 

thinking and language skills but also use a merit-based personnel policy and 

differentiated incentives to retain critical talent and cultivate young talent. In 2017, 

we received a bronze medal for the Talent Quality Management System （TTQS） 

developed by the Workforce Development Agency under the Ministry of Labor. The 

cultivation of talent with an emphasis on talent succession is essential to continued 

development and sustainability of enterprises. 



2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Type of Unit
Total Number 

of People

Total Number 

of People

Total Number 

of People

Total Number 

of People

Total Number 

of People

Taipei Office 201 195 204 242 302

Toufen Plant 363 368 373 387 395

Dashe Plant 339 349 302 299 302

Hsiaokang Plant 338 319 319 297 277

Total 1,241 1,231 1,198 1,225 1,276

Remark
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

1,094 147 1,083 148 1,038 160 1,056 169 1,086 190

Year

Type of Unit Taipei Office Toufen Plant Dashe Plant Hsiaokang Plant Total

Female

Permanent 127 27 22 14 190

Ratio 42.3% 6.7% 7.1% 5% 14.7%

Contract 0 2 1 0 3

Ratio 0% 0.4% 0.3% 0% 0.2%

Total - Female 127 29 23 14 193

Male

Permanent 175 368 280 263 1,086

Ratio 57.7% 91.1% 90.9% 94.9% 84.1%

Contract 0 7 5 0 12

Ratio 0% 1.7% 1.6% 0% 1%

Total - Male 175 375 285 263 1,098

Total Number 

of People
302 404 308 277 1,291
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EMPLOYMENT SITUATION
At the end of 2018 CPDC employed a total of 1,276 permanent employees. The average age of 

our employees is 39.73 years, average length of service is 10.3 years, and most have a university-

level education（64.59%）. Those with a high school or lower level of education accounted for 

11.05% while those with a Master's or higher degree accounted for 24.38%. The proportion of 

human resources with a university, Master's degree or higher level of education has increased since 

last year, reflecting the progress made by CPDC in its recruitment mechanism and encouragement 

of continuing education.

Most of the work at CPDC's Toufen, Dashe and Hsiaokang plants are labor-intensive so the 

proportion of male employees and managers is far higher than females. The two genders are 

more balanced at the Taipei Office. At the end of 2018, the number of permanent and contract 

employees sorted by region and gender was as shown in the following table.

PERMANENT AND CONTRACT EMPLOYEES AT EACH 
OPERATING SITE SORTED BY REGION AND GENDER

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AND GENDER DISTRIBUTION 
AT CPDC OPERATING SITES OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS

Note：Does not include contract personnel



0

400

200

600

800 Under 30

203

614

424

30 ~ 50

Over 50

205

673

353

209

707

282

207

777

241
212

858

206

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Under 30 203 205 209 207 212

30 ~ 50 614 673 707 777 858

Over 50 424 353 282 241 206

Total 1,241 1,231 1,198 1,225 1,276

Manager/
Assistant Manager

General
Employees

Assistant
Vice President

Vice President
and above

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Female

Male
9

8 1

39 12

1,030 177
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GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF EACH GRADE IN 2018

AGE DISTRIBUTION AND TREND OF CPDC EMPLOYEES OVER 
THE LAST FIVE YEARS

In terms of employee turnover, in 2018 there were 180 new hires at CPDC versus 158 separating 

or retiring employees. Percentage of new employee was therefore 14.1% while the turnover rate 

was 11.68%. Adjustments are being made to our human resources through a generation shift so 

that a more youthful mindset can be applied to the promotion of sustainable governance in the 

future.

The risk of a potential experience gap from a wave of retirements is taken very seriously by 

CPDC. The demographics of CPDC employees have changed significantly over the last five years 

and 83.85% of our employees are under the age of 50, with 67.35% being between the age of 30 ~ 

50, and 16.64% under the age of 30. We will continue to inject new blood into CPDC in the future. 

The boost to our overall business efficiency and image will help re-energize CPDC. Employee age 

distribution and trends as well as the distribution of ages, genders and operating locations for new 

and separating（retiring） employees are shown below.

Unit：Number of people



Percentage of 
new employees 

under 30

Percentage of 
new employees 

between 30 ~ 50

Percentage of 
new employees 

over 50

Percentage of all 
new employees

Percentage of new 
male employees

4.62 ％ 5.17 ％ 0.47 ％ 10.26 ％

Percentage of new 
female employees

1.8 ％ 2.04 ％ 0 ％ 3.84 ％

Percentage of all new 
employees

6.42 ％ 7.21 ％ 0.47 ％ 14.1 ％

Turnover among 
those under 30

Turnover among 
those between 

30 ~ 50

Turnover among 
those over 50

Total turnover 
rate

Male turnover rate 1.72 ％ 5.41 ％ 1.57 ％ 8.70 ％

Female turnover rate 1.49 ％ 0.94 ％ 0.55 ％ 2.98 ％

Total turnover rate 3.21 ％ 6.35 ％ 2.12 ％ 11.68 ％

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Under 30

Male

Female

30 ~ 50

Total

Over 50

59 66 6

2623

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Under 30

Male

Female

30 ~ 50

Total

Over 50

22 69 20

26 615
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PERCENTAGE OF NEW EMPLOYEES IN 2018

AGE AND GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF NEW EMPLOYEES IN 2018

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER RATE IN 2018

AGE AND GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEE TURNOVER 
IN 2018
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DISTRIBUTION OF NEW MALE AND FEMALE EMPLOYEES AT 
EACH OPERATING LOCATION IN 2018

DISTRIBUTION OF MALE AND FEMALE TURNOVER AT EACH 
OPERATING LOCATION IN 2018



2017 2018

Total Payroll of Full-Time Employees in Non-Management Roles at 

CPDC in 2018（NTD in Thousands）
673,359 1,252,121

Number of full-time employees in non-management roles（persons） 1,017 1,174

“Average salary” of full-time employees in non-management roles 

 （NTD in Thousands）
662 1,067

Technician／ 
General 

employee

Expert／
General 

Employees

Specialist／ 
General 

Employees

Manager／
Assistant 
Manager

Assistant 
Vice 

President or 
higher

Ratio between 

the average 

salaries of men 

and women

Male：Female 

＝ 1.05：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.079：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.071：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.036：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.668：1

Item

Each Grade
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The human rights of employees are important to CPDC. All employees are provided with a base 

salary that exceeds the national minimum wage based on their grade, role, education, experience 

and performance regardless of their gender, age, ethnicity, provincial background, political and 

religious beliefs. The starting salary for junior CPDC employees in 2018 was 32% higher than the 

minimum wage with no differences between gender. With the exception of the assistant vice 

president and higher category where the difference in ratio was amplified as there was only one 

woman, the ratio between the average salaries of male and female employees at all grades and at 

each operating location all approached 1：1, demonstrating that recruitment at CPDC is based on 

merit and there is no gender discrimination.

REMUNERATION SYSTEM AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
The compensation structure of CPDC employees includes base salary, allowances, bonuses, 

and other payments mandated by law. Ad hoc incentives such as performance bonuses, quarterly 

bonuses and employee compensation are disbursed according to departmental and individual 

performance. Holiday bonuses are also disbursed for the three major festivals（Lunar New Year, 

Dragonboat Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival）. Bonus payments are also given for full attendance.

In 2018, full-time employees in non-management roles at CPDC had a total payroll of $1,252,121,000 

and an average salary of $1,067,000. This represented an increase of 85.95% and 61.18% over 2017 

respectively. The reason for this large increase was strong profits in 2017 with earnings per share 

reaching $2.55. To thank employees for their commitment and contribution CPDC shared the profits 

with all employees through bonuses in 2018.

ANNUAL SALARY OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN NON-
MANAGEMENT ROLES AT CPDC IN 2018

RATIO BETWEEN THE AVERAGE SALARIES OF MEN AND 
WOMEN FOR ALL GRADES IN 2018

Note：The numbers for 2017 were self-assessed and are not CPA-verified.



Amount（NTD）

Taiwan minimum wage（NTD） 23,100

Starting salary for junior CPDC employee（NTD） 27,000

Ratio of CPDC starting salary to Taiwan minimum wage 1.169：1

Item

Taipei Office Toufen Plant Hsiaokang Plant Dashe Plant

Ratio between the 

average salaries of 

men and women

Male：Female 

＝ 1.322：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.073：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.05：1

Male：Female 

＝ 1.003：1

Each Grade
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CPDC evaluates and measures the performance of all permanent employees on the basis of ability, 

performance and seniority every year to decide raises and promotions. Performance evaluations were 

conducted for 100% of employees in 2018（not including those on parental leave）. The performance 

evaluations of new employees, trainees and current employees are governed by CPDC regulations 

such as “Plant Regulations Governing Monthly Performance Evaluations and Incentive”, “Regulations 

Governing Departmental Performance Evaluations and Incentives for the Taipei Office”, “Guidelines 

for New Employee Training and Evaluations”, and “Employee Evaluation Regulations”. To 

encourage a proactive approach by employees, outstanding employees from each unit are selected 

by CPDC in accordance with the Guidelines for Selection and Recognition of Outstanding Personnel 

each year. Such outstanding employees are rewarded with overseas field trips.

HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
The human rights of employees are important to CPDC. We also take an interest in the human 

rights of our suppliers and contractors' workers at each operating location. External partners are 

required to ban the use of child labor. No incidents of child labor were discovered by these units in 

2018. We will actively carry out internal and external education, training, awareness campaigns on 

human rights in the future to reflect our people-centric approach.

CPDC BASE SALARY VERSUS MINIMUM WAGE IN TAIWAN

5.1.2 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Extensive resources are invested by CPDC every year into provide employees with a variety of 

education and training. The training provides employees with the basic skills they need for their work 

and builds up a pool of expertise for future development and promotion. We provide employees 

with three forms of in-service training：internal training courses, external training, and subsidies for 

employee self-development.

To maintain the professional skills of active employees in order to ensure industrial safety and 

consistent product quality, suitable training is arranged for employees based on their role and period 

of employment. Education and training courses are organized every year by the HR units of Taipei 

Office and each plant in accordance with the annual plan and the needs of each department. In 

addition to internal and external training, we encourage employees to engage in self-development 

so that they can enrich themselves through external training courses. We expect key employees to 

obtain the mandatory certifications for their expertise. Production workers also undergo regular 

refresher training on industrial safety and health as required by law.

RATIO BETWEEN THE AVERAGE SALARIES OF MEN AND 
WOMEN AT ALL OPERATING LOCATIONS IN 2018



Course Aspect Training Result Cost

Internal course
General competency, 

professional skills
54,235 hours

Approximately 

$7,490,000External 

training

Management 

competency, self-

development

1,169 people undertook 20,033.5 

hours of external training and 

obtained 319 certifications

Course Type

Total Training Hours（hour） Total Training Costs（NTD）

2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

Taipei Office 8,204 8,491 11,076.5 1,409,232 1,963,987 2,547,150

Toufen Plant 22,055 17,697 24,745 1,439,980 1,926,930 2,140,680

Dashe Plant 18,461 20,874.5 26,140 1,482,350 1,093,419 1,842,865

Hsiaokang 

Plant
17,692.5 12,107 12,307 1,261,233 1,072,100 961,370

Total 66,412.5 59,169.5 74,268.5 5,592,795 6,056,436 7,492,065

Other 5%Quality
Management 3%

Business
Management 28%

Industrial Safety and
Environmental
Protection 34%

Information
Management 1%

Mechanical-Electrical
Maintenance 6% Chemical

Engineering 23%
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CPDC EDUCATION AND TRAINING PERFORMANCE IN 2018

TYPES OF INTERNAL TRAINING COURSES CONDUCTED BY 
CPDC IN 2018

EDUCATION AND TRAINING FUNDING AS WELL AS THE 
HOURS OF TRAINING AT EACH CPDC OPERATING LOCATION 
IN 2018



Taipei Office Toufen Plant Dashe Plant Hsiaokang Plant

Grade Hours
Number 

of people
Hours

Number 

of people
Hours

Number 

of people
Hours

Number 

of people

Management

Male 3,137.5 808 1,596.5 188 3,211.8 686 1,952 426

Female 1,852.5 632 117 20 271 78 28 5

Non-

management

Male 2,890.5 631 22,214.5 6,055 21,866.4 7,340 9,537 3,301

Female 3,196 798 817 139 790.8 275 790 234

Operating Location

0

60

20

80

40
41.33

35.09

Average hours per person in 2018

Taipei O	ce Toufen Plant Dashe Plant Hsiaokang Plant

Average hours per person in 2017

63.78

46.09

85.42

70.20

43.18
40.61

Taipei 
Office

Toufen 
Plant

Dashe 
Plant

Hsiaokang 
Plant

Total

Number of Certifications 

Obtained
0 77 159 83 319

Taipei 
Office

Toufen 
Plant

Dashe 
Plant

Hsiaokang 
Plant

Total

Amount of Subsidies in 2018（NTD） 0 0 153,627 0 153,627

Operating Location

Operating Location
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TRAINING HOURS AND NUMBER OF TRAINEES AT EACH 
CPDC OPERATING LOCATION IN 2018 - SORTED BY GRADE

COMPARISON OF EMPLOYEE AVERAGE TRAINING HOURS 
TWO YEARS

CERTIFICATIONS OBTAINED BY EACH CPDC OPERATING 
LOCATION IN 2018

SUBSIDIES FOR EMPLOYEE SELF-DEVELOPMENT AT EACH 
OPERATING LOCATION
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Average training hours at each CPDC operating location in 2018 was higher than 2017 due to the 

introduction of the after-work cross-disciplinary accelerated learning program for acting managers 

introduced at the Taipei Office. Approval was also given to self-learning by general employees 

to enhance their cross-disciplinary skills. Learning hours at each unit were greatly increased as a 

result. Education and training is a key driver of organizational growth. To provide employees with 

a greater diversity of learning channels, unlimited learning opportunities and precise control over 

performance, an e-learning system was introduced by CPDC in 2018. We hope that the greater 

variety in training options and enhanced system analysis functionality will improve the quality and 

quantity of training, resulting in better performance by the company as a whole.

TRAINING RESULTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN AT EACH 
OPERATING LOCATION

EDUCATION AND TRAINING RESULTS FOR EACH GRADE AT 
EACH OPERATING LOCATION

Education and training results for men and women at each operating location in 2018 varied 

due to differences in operational attributes. The Taipei office is a business support unit, so the 

number of men and women are more evenly balanced. The difference in annual training hours was 

smaller as a result. The plants are production units so most of the jobs are on the factory floor and 

men make up the bulk of employees. Most training here are carried out on-site so male employees 

clocked up more annual training hours than female employees.



UNION
Plant- and company-level labor-management meetings are held 
every quarter for two-way communication between labor and 
management representatives.

・

EMPLOYEE WELFARE
COMMITTEE

Plant- and company-level employee welfare committees are 
convened every quarter for labor and management representa-
tives to the committee to engage in two-way communication on 
employee benefits and cultural/recreational activities.

・

ROUTINE
COMMUNICATION

CHANNELS

Issues relating to personal rights or management system can be 
discussed with the direct superior or the manager in charge of 
performance evaluations.
Other channels that can be used by employees include the sugges-
tion program, HR interviews, meetings, quarterly and annual evalu-
ations, and face-to-face communication when necessary.

・

・

EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCES
CHANNEL

The Management Section at each plant and the HR unit at the 
Taipei O�ce is responsible for processing employee grievances 
and feedback.

・
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5.1.3 LABOR-MANAGEMENT COORDINATION

COMMUNICATION WITH EMPLOYEES
CPDC has established a number of Communication with Employees channels to ensure 

smooth and open communication. These channels are used to listen to our employees to speed 

up changes, communication and response. In addition to the plant and company-level unions 

that serve as the primary official channel for Communication with Employeess, employees can 

also submit their feedback and suggestions through the Employee Welfare Committee, employee 

grievance channels, and other less formal, routine channels of communication to the company 

depending on the nature of the incident.

UNION MEMBERSHIP AND OPERATION
CPDC is divided into four unions with the Taipei Office, Toufen Plant, Dashe Plant and 

Hsiaokang Plant each hosting one in accordance with the Trade Union Act. The unions act as the 

spokesperson for all employees. The union presidents are elected from among the 9 directors. A 

supervisory committee made up of 3 supervisors elected separately by the union is responsible 

for supervising the operation of the union. The four unions at CPDC operate independent of 

each other. The Toufen, Dashe and Hsiaokang unions have also set up a joint committee chaired 

by union representatives from each plant in rotation. The committee convenes directors' and 

supervisory meetings at each plant for sharing and studying legislative information as well as 

promoting harmonious labor-management relations.

CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION WITH EMPLOYEES



CPDC Response

Convene labor-

management 

meeting

A labor-management meeting was convened to discuss what measures need 

to be taken in response to amendments regarding “delayed settlement of 

employees' special leave” to the Labor Standard Act. Resolutions passed 

during the meeting were submitted for approval and implemented.

Motion

BASIC STRUCTURE OF
EACH UNION

UNION AND LABOR-MANAGEMENT
MEETING FRAMEWORK

President
（Union Representative） Taipei O�ce Labor-management

meeting at the Taipei O�ce

Regional Joint Tri-Plant
Committee

Plant Toufen
Plant Union

Dashe
Plant Union

Hsiaokang
Plant Union

Taipei
O�ce

Board of
Supervisors 
（3 people）

Board of
Directors
（3 people）

Union
members
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ROUTINE COMMUNICATION AND GRIEVANCE CHANNELS
CPDC management uses meetings or other suitable occasions to keep employees up to date on 

current developments in the company and Taiwan's petrochemical industry as well as future business 

opportunities. If mass redundancies are required due to a major change in the business, advance 

notice exceeding the minimum notice period will be given in accordance with the Labor Standards 

Act and Protection for Mass Redundancy of Employees Act.

The CPDC policy and spirit of “putting people first” means that nobody should be subjected to 

discrimination or harassment. Employment will be terminated in accordance with Article 57 of the 

Work Rules for any serious incidents involving discrimination or gender equality. Sexual harassment 

cases will be handled in accordance with the rules and process set down in Guidelines for Establishing 

Measures of Prevention, Complaint and Punishment of Sexual Harassment in the Workplace. Sexual 

harassment committees dedicated to the handling of sexual harassment cases have been established 

at the Taipei Office and each plant.

Under the CPDC Guidelines for Dealing with Employee Complaints, employee complaints and 

feedback are the responsibility of the Management Section at each plant and the HR unit of Taipei 

Office. Once a complaint is received by the responsible unit, it is forwarded to the appropriate unit 

for action to be taken if necessary or reported up the chain of command. There were no complaints 

from workers regarding work, labor rights, discrimination or human rights issues at CPDC in 2018.

LABOR-MANAGEMENT MEETING MOTIONS AND RESPONSE

Regional and company-level labor-management meetings are convened every quarter between 

union and management representatives at CPDC. The company-level labor-management meetings 

are chaired in rotation by labor and management representatives. In 2018, CPDC hosted 4 company-

level labor-management meetings to discuss issues such as the performance evaluation system, 

group insurance, employee bonuses, and food allowances. After each labor-management meeting, 

CPDC issues a response to every motion passed at the meeting and tracks their subsequent progress 

to ensure that every item is implemented in full. Employees are also notified of any important 

announcements. All employees at the three CPDC plants are currently covered by collective bargaining 

agreements（100%） to ensure that employee interest are aligned with that of the company.



Male Female Total

Number of people eligible for parental leave during the year（A） 10 8 18

Actual number of applications for parental leave during the year（B） 5 8 13

Application rate （B／ A） 50％ 100％ 72％ 

Number of employees expected to return from parental leave during 

the year（ C） 
2 9 11

Actual number of employees that returned from parental leave during 

the year（D）
0 5 5

Reinstatement rate（D／ C） 0％ 55.6％ 45％

Number of reinstated employees in 2018（E） 0 4 4

Number of employees still with the company one year after 

reinstatement in 2018（F）
0 2 2

Retention rate（F／ E） 0％ 50％ 50％
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5.1.4 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

UNPAID PARENTAL LEAVE AT CPDC IN 2018

GROUP INSURANCE

In addition to providing every employee with mandatory Labor 

Insurance and National Health Insurance as required by law, CPDC 

provides group insurance policies for employees as well. This insurance 

policy covers the entire family including life insurance, accident insurance 

and health insurance. The purpose of the policy is to protect employees' 

lifestyles and improve their welfare.

HEALTH EXAM

As employees are the company's most important asset, employee 

health is a reflection of the company's business performance. Annual 

health exams are organized by CPDC for employees to help them 

understand their own health. If an employee must engage in work with 

higher levels of risk then special health exams are arranged by CPDC to 

avoid assigning employees to work that their health is unsuitable for.

UNPAID PARENTAL LEAVE

To help employees balance their work and family life, unpaid parental 

leave is offered by CPDC in accordance with the Gender Equality in 

the Workplace Act. Eligible employees may apply if necessary. In 2018, 

applications were made by 13 employees including 5 male employees 

and 8 female employees.



Amount or Number of Person

Retirement Account Opened by Labor Pension 

Supervisory Committee at Bank of Taiwan
NT$ 139,274,902

Number of retirements in 2018 56 people

Welfare matters Cultural and recreational activities Sub-total

Taipei Office 5,383,344 1,618,908 7,002,252

Toufen Plant 7,111,000 7,000,000 14,111,000

Dashe Plant 12,931,778 1,419,107 14,350,885

Hsiaokang Plant 10,091,622 2,329,278 12,420,900

Total 35,517,744 12,367,293 47,885,037

Item

Item
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TRUST SYSTEM FOR EMPLOYEE SHAREHOLDING
CPDC has set up an Employee Share Ownership Trust（ESOT） system to enhance employee 

loyalty and rapport. All employees that have been with the company for more than six months may 

apply to join the ESOT. Each month, a fixed amount is deducted from their salary and deposited in 

the trust fund account along with an equal amount of company contributions. This is used by the 

trustee to purchase CPDC shares. Employees may apply to redeem a part of their contributions 

after a fixed period of time in accordance with terms of the trust, or continue to make contributions.

RETIREMENT BENEFITS
CPDC established the Labor Pension Supervisory Committee and makes monthly contributions 

to the pension fund as required by law. Other than employees who were hired after the enforcement 

of Labor Pension Act in 2005 or those who chose the new system, pension contributions are made 

every month to the Labor Pension Supervisory Committee's pension fund account at Bank of 

Taiwan for any employees that choose to use the retirement provisions of the Labor Standards Act. 

For employees covered by the new pension system, CPDC makes monthly contributions equal to 6% 

of the employee salary to their individual labor pension account with the Bureau of Labor Insurance.

EMPLOYEE WELFARE COMMITTEE
Employee Welfare Committees have been established by CPDC at the Taipei Office and each 

plant. The committee is responsible for organizing employee benefits such as local and overseas 

holidays, ball games, mountain-climbing activities, family activities and other competitions from 

time to time. Some of the activities are even open to employee families. In 2018, CPDC expenditures 

on employee welfare exceeded $47 million, up 3.4% from 2017.

Currency Unit：NT$
Note：

Source：CPDC 2018 Annual Report

CPDC RETIREMENTS AND PENSION FUND STATUS IN 2018

Benefits include Lunar New Year bonuses, end-of-year party lottery draws, cash gift for birthdays, and other 
allowances. Cultural and recreational activities include travel subsidies, social ball games, mountain-climbing, and 
other employee activities

Source：CPDC 2018 Annual Report

EMPLOYEE WELFARE EXPENDITURES BY EACH CPDC 
OPERATING LOCATION IN 2018



Response strategy and improvement

Primary 

Risk 

Factor

Chemical spill Management improvements in hazard identification
• Streamlining of processes

• Define standard operating procedures

• Supervision and inspection（including quarterly audits and 

annual overhaul audits）

Chemical leak

Fall during elevated 

operations

High risk 

Process

Tanker unloading 

operations

Reduce public safety risk
• Improvements to engineering equipment

• Addition of protective devices

• Complement with personal protective equipment and other 

preventive measures

Conduct education and training
• Quarterly emergency response exercises

• Quarterly training on antidote use

• Annual course on operating procedures and industrial safety

Pipeline draining 

operations

Filter removal and 

cleaning operations

Risk

OSH COMMITTEE OF
TAIPEI OFFICE

Chair：President

OSH COMMITTEE OF
TOUFEN PLANT

Chair：Toufen Plant Manager

OSH COMMITTEE OF
DASHE PLANT

Chair：Dashe Plant Manager

OSH COMMITTEE OF
HSIAOKANG PLANT

Chair：Hsiaokang Plant Manager
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5.1.5 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

An occupational safety and health management system has been put into place by CPDC to 

continue maintaining, improving and promoting the working environment and health of employees. 

The system covers all operational activities, products and services involving each CPDC plant and 

occupational safety. There is an Occupational Safety and Health Committee（hereinafter referred 

to as “OSH Committee”） at the Taipei Office and each production plant. The OSH Committee 

is made up of both labor and management representatives as required by law, and are chaired by 

either the president or plant manager. Labor representatives account for more than one-third of 

each OSH Committee. The president sets the annual industrial safety goals each year. The goals for 

each plant are announced so that they can focus on promoting key parts of the industrial safety 

policy. The OSH committees are also responsible for tracking occupational injuries and diseases 

within the company. Such incidents must be reported to the OSH committee and publicized as 

soon as possible. The industrial safety management system at all plants conform to the TOSHMS／

OHSAS 18001 management system and have been certified by a third-party.

Hazard identification and risk assessments have been conducted at all three of CPDC's main 

production plants. The identification of high-risk factors and processes was used to develop 

response strategies and corresponding improvements to continue strengthening employee risk 

awareness and reinforcing the importance of safety protection.

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 
AND HEALTH COMMITTEE

CPDC HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND RISK ASSESSMENT
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Industrial safety and environmental protection are important issues to CPDC and our top 

executives. All three plant managers must report on the progress of industrial safety and 

environmental projects for their plant at each monthly business meeting. Managers at all levels must 

also pass an industrial safety evaluation to be promoted. Any important news or changes, motions 

and decisions relating to occupational safety must also be regularly communicated to employees 

through labor-management meetings. The collective bargaining agreement that CPDC signed with 

each plant union also includes company guarantees on employee safety and health in the workplace.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT
Industrial safety is fundamental to the petrochemical industry and an important sustainability 

management issue for CPDC. Management systems and controls were developed by CPDC based on 

the standards of development nations. Systematic risk management and crisis management systems 

were established from production process management and emergency response, plant labor and 

health environment through to employee health and work safety to ensure industrial safety.

The Occupational Safety and Health Center is in charge of safety and risk management at CPDC 

plants. The Industrial Safety and Environmental Protection Section at the Toufen and Hsiaokang 

Plants, and the Occupational Safety Section at the Dashe Plant all cooperate with the Occupational 

Safety and Health Center to promote and implement the relevant policies and measures. All 

three plants have received certification for ISO 9001（quality management system）, ISO 14001
（environmental management system） as well as OHSAS 18001 and TOSHMS ／ CNS15506 
（Occupational safety and health management system）. The Toufen Plant and Hsiaokang Plant, in 

particular, have been recognized for their performance. Hazards identification and risk assessment 

methods are also in place for environmental protection and occupational safety and health. These 

along with the corresponding management, monitoring and improvement measures are used to 

prevent environmental, safety and health-related disasters within our plants. Emergency notification, 

emergency response and management procedures have been established at the Taipei Office and 

each plant as well to ensure that response measures can be activated in time when there is an 

accident for damage control and post-disaster recovery.

Due to changes in plant production processes and personnel over the years, “Process Safety 

Management” has been designated by CPDC as a key area of industrial safety for the past few 

years. In 2016 the Occupational Safety and Health Center began leading the push to integrate 

the issue of “Process Safety Management” into existing systems and gradually established an 

integrated management system for the three plants.

Discussions were conducted by the Occupational Safety and Health Center with the Production 

Department and other plant units during this initiative. The owner of process safety management 

issues was decided by looking at the operations of each unit. External consultants were also 

introduced to provide professional advice. The PDCA（Plan-Do-Check-Act） cycle of identifying the 

problem, developing and executing the action plan, and reviewing the results was applied to achieve 

the goal of industrial safety management. An explanation of process safety risk management is 

provided below.

RISK ASSESSMENT
Each CPDC plant has defined an “Occupational Safety and Health Hazard Identification and 

Risk Assessment Management Procedure” that covers business activity, process, product, service, 

personnel and related personnel（including suppliers and visitors）. Risks are classified as into the 

five types（light, low, medium, high and severe） to assess potential risks and hazards from routine 

operations. Medium, high and severe are considered unacceptable levels of risk. Control plans should 

be developed to reduce the impact of unacceptable risks.
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The major risks at each CPDC plant vary according to the production process. The biggest 

risks at the Toufen Plant and the Hsiaokang Plant are the fire and explosion hazards posed by 

organic substances；for the Dashe Plant it is the hazard posed by AN and Hydrogen Cyanide 
（HCN） poisoning. Comprehensive hazard identification risk management procedures have been 

established to control the above risk factors. Each plant must implement corresponding practices 

or control measures based on the risk assessment findings.

RISK MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
CPDC uses the PDCA method to implement a circular management system for industrial safety 

risks at our plants. At the end of each year, the Occupational Safety and Health Center formulates 

an “Annual Internal Audit Plan and Timetable for Quality, Environmental, Occupational Safety and 

Health Management Systems” for the following year. Internal audits are conducted by the three 

plants among themselves. Any deficiencies found are reviewed and corrective action proposed 

until they have been rectified.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY INCIDENT RESPONSE AND 
MANAGEMENT

In addition to regular monitoring and review of environmental, industrial safety and health 

management systems at the plants, a rigorous incident notification, response and investigation 

process has also been developed by CPDC. If there is an environmental or industrial safety 

accident such a leak, fire or explosion at a plant, the incident must be reported in accordance with 

the Emergency Notification Procedure. The Taipei Office must also take action and issue a public 

response right away.,

Each CPDC plant has its own “Emergency Preparation and Response Control Procedure” 

and “Emergency Response Plan” that is tailored to their local conditions. This enables the most 

effective emergency response and management in the event of a disaster or accident. CPDC 

divides emergencies and disasters into three categories based on their severity and scope. The 

extent of response and notifications changes according to the level to ensure that communication 

and cooperation can be maintained with plant employees, nearby plants in the industrial park, and 

local competent authorities. 

An “Incident Investigation and Follow-up Management Process” was also developed for 

all types of incidents in order to investigate, report, record and track the management of all 

environmental safety and health accidents at the plants. The “Corrective and Preventive Action 

Procedure” then ensures the effective execution of corrective actions to prevent the accident 

from happening again.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY RISK MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT 
PROCESS



Number of exercises in 2018

Toufen Plant Dashe Plant Hsiaokang Plant

Leak exercise 11 9 14

Fire exercise 1 4 6

Leak + fire exercise 0 1 0

Power outage exercise 2 1 3

Surprise test 2 2 3

Hydrogen Cyanide poisoning exercise - 2 -

Night-time exercise 1 1 0

Other（e.g. natural disasters, personnel burn injuries） 0 1 2

Total 17 21 28

Response Type
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UNDERGROUND PIPELINE MAINTENANCE
To strengthen the transportation of underground pipelines, effectively manage underground 

pipelines outside of the plants and establish a sound management procedure, in 2015 CPDC 

began submitting an annual pipeline maintenance plan for the following year to the Kaohsiung 

City Government for review at the end of each year. Confirmations have also been obtained from 

Kaohsiung City Government. The four main risk indicators of pipeline design, corrosion, improper 

operation and third-party damage along with factors such as leakage and impact are used for 

assessment and classification of overall risk.

To effectively and monitor the transmission safety of regional underground pipelines as well as 

carry out continuous maintenance, CPDC Dashe Plant and other affected petrochemical companies 

set up the Regional Defense Organization for Underground Pipelines of Kaohsiung City. Dashe Plant 

serve as the administrative liaison for the No. 6 Conduit Organization, responsible for internal and 

external administration, correspondence and coordination. CPDC Hsiaokang Plant became the Vice 

President and emergency response representative for the No. 2 Conduit responsible for promoting 

the sharing of emergency response and joint defense experience for its pipeline cluster as well as the 

organizing of education, training and exercises. Most of CPDC's external underground pipelines have 

now been shut down and scrapped. Only one backup AN pipeline running from CPC to the Dashe 

Plant is left. The pipeline has been mothballed through pressurization with nitrogen gas and cathodic 

corrosion prevention. Nevertheless, the Dashe Plant and the Hsiaokang Plant continue to play a 

supporting role for each conduit to fulfill our social responsibility.

In addition to source management and risk assessment, emergency response exercise are 

conducted at different times each year. A suitable emergency response exercise plan is designed for 

each plant based on their requirements to effectively manage the risks from our company's industrial 

safety, long-distance underground pipelines and surprise events, improve the emergency response 

capabilities of our personnel, and a multi-faceted risk management policy. List of emergency 

response exercises at the three plants in 2018：

EMERGENCY RESPONSE EXERCISES AT THE THREE CPDC 
PLANTS IN 2018



Year

Occupational 
Injury Rate

（IR）

Occupational 
Disease Rate

（ODR）

Absence 
Rate 
（AR）

Lost Days 
Rate 
（LDR）

Fatalities

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Taipei 

Office

2016 0 0 0 0 0.5％ 0.41％ 0 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0.68％ 0.56％ 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0.81％ 0.38％ 0 0 0 0

Toufen 

Plant

2016 0 0 0 0 0.38％ 0.01％ 6.11 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0.64％ 0.11％ 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 1.24％ 3.35％ 0 0 0 0

Dashe 

Plant

2016 0 0 0 0 0.12％ 0.09％ 0 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0.15％ 0.1％ 39.64 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0.1％ 0.22％ 0 0 0 0

Hsiaokang 

Plant

2016 0.286 0 0 0 0.36％ 0.11％ 27.23 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0.23％ 0.06％ 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0.08％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

Operating 

Location
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CPDC has determined in accordance with the list of occupational diseases defined by the Labor 

Insurance Act that there is a potential risk of the 4 following occupational diseases from our routine 

operations：AN poisoning and related complications, occupational hearing impairment, Benzene／

Benzene homologue poisoning and related complications, Hydrogen Chloride／ chlorine compound 

poisoning and related complications. Statistics showed no major industrial safety-related injuries or 

fatalities in 2018. The occupational safety and health performance of CPDC operating locations are 

listed in the table below.

Note：
1. Occupational Injury Rate（IR）＝ Frequency of occupational injuries／ Total work hour×200,000
 （200,000 is based on 50 weeks in each year, 40 work hours a week, for every 100 employees. Occupational injuries do not count accidents  

 while commuting to and from work.）

2. Occupational Disease Rate（ODR）＝ Frequency of occupational diseases／ Total work hours×200,000
 （200,000 is based on 50 weeks in each year, 40 work hours a week, for every 100 employees.）

3. Absence Rate（AR）＝ Days absent from work／ Total work days
 （Days absent from work are all absenteeism due to employees being incapable of working such as sick leave. It does not include pre- 
 approved leave such as maternity leave）

4. Lost Days Rate（LDR）＝ Lost work days／ Total work hours×200,000
 （200,000 is based on 50 weeks in each year, 40 work hours a week, for every 100 employees. Lost work days are days that employees were  
 unable to work due to occupational injury or disease）

5. Fatalities are the number of work-related deaths among employees

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PERFORMANCE OF 
CPDC OPERATING LOCATIONS OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS 
（PERMANENT EMPLOYEES）



Year

Occupational 
Injury Rate

（IR）

Occupational 
Disease Rate

（ODR）

Absence 
Rate 
（AR）

Lost Days 
Rate 
（LDR）

Fatalities

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Taipei 

Office

2016 0 0 0 0 0.13％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

Toufen 

Plant

2016 0 0 0 0 0％ 4.8％ 0 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 1.22％ 2.4％ 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0.53％ 5.11％ 0 0 0 0

Dashe 

Plant

2016 0 0 0 0 0％ 0％ 0 0 0 0 

2017 0 0 0 0 0％ 3.49％ 0 0 0 0 

2018 0 0 0 0 0.04％ 0.22％ 0 0 0 0 

Hsiaokang 

Plant

2016 0 0 0 0 0％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0％ 0％ 0 0 0 0

Operating 

Location
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PERFORMANCE 
OF CPDC OPERATING LOCATIONS OVER THE PAST THREE 
YEARS (CONTRACTUAL EMPLOYEES)

Note：
1.  Occupational Injury Rate（IR）＝ Frequency of occupational injuries／ Total work hours×200,000
 （200,000 is based on 50 weeks in each year, 40 work hours a week, for every 100 employees.）

2.  Occupational Disease Rate（ODR）＝ Frequency of occupational diseases／ Total work hours×200,000
 （200,000 is based on 50 weeks in each year, 40 work hours a week, for every 100 employees.）

3. Absence Rate（AR）＝ Days absent from work／ Total work days
 （Days absent from work are all absenteeism due to employees being incapable of working such as sick leave. It does not include pre- 

 approved leave such as maternity leave）

4.  Lost Days Rate（LDR）＝ Lost work days／ Total work hours×200,000
 （200,000 is based on 50 weeks in each year, 40 work hours a week, for every 100 employees. Lost work days are days that employees  
 were unable to work due to occupational injury or disease）

5. Fatalities are the number of work-related deaths among employees

CPDC committed to providing employees with medical and health services such as resident 

doctors and nurses to handle on-the-spot services, and the promotion of mental and physical 

wellness programs. The plants are provided with clinics and basic first-aid facilities are located 

on the factory floor. Automated External Defibrillator（AED） devices have been installed at the 

Taipei Office and all three plants. Annual health exams are arranged for all employees along with 

related health guidance and education.



Taipei 
Office

Hsiaokang 
Plant

Toufen 
Plant

Dashe 
Plant

Total

Health seminars 1 7 10 12 30

Total number of on-site services 

by occupational medicine 

specialists

10 12 36 12 70

Health education such as 

industrial environment bulletins
8 47 80 12 147

Number of health exams, 

including annual health exams 

and other screening programs 

conducted in conjunction with 

government agencies

155 313 397 385 1,250

No. of sporting events 0 11 5 5 21

No. of Trainees Total Training Hours

Health Seminar 369 552

2018 Labor safety and health education 

and first-aid training
7,402 20,358

Course Name
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2018 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH SEMINARS/
TRAINING

2018 EMPLOYEE HEALTH ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT RESULTS

To ensure the health of our employees, CPDC provides protective equipment for employees 

to wear while working. Special health exams are also conducted for each plant as part of the 

annual health exams. Employees at the Toufen Plant undergo additional checks for Benzene, dust, 

n-Hexane, noise and ionizing radiation；employees at the Dashe Plant undergo additional checks 

for Mercury, Nickel, ionizing radiation and Chromic Acid；employees at the Hsiaokang Plant 

undergo additional checks for Benzene, noise, ionizing radiation, Formaldehyde, and Potassium 

Dichromate. The results from all three plants reported online to the Workforce Development 

Agency. The regular and special health exams are used to understand the mental and physical 

health of employees so that the optimal arrangements can be made at work.

We also provide pre-service health exams for new employees and use this as a basis for 

suitable work assignments. If an employee must perform work with special health hazards then 

special health exams are organized by the Company and the relevant information submitted to the 

competent authorities for reference. Health classification and management has been implemented 

by each plant in accordance with the Regulations of the Labor Health Protection issued by the 

Ministry of Labor of Executive Yuan. We monitor the physical health of every employee and track 

those with health issues. The results of occupational safety and health seminars/training and 

employee health activities in 2018 were as follow：



No. of Trainees
Total

Routine Annual overhaul

Toufen Plant 939 833 1,772

Dashe Plant 2,076 796 2,872

Hsiaokang Plant 758 540 1,298

Total 3,773 2,169 5,942

Year Type of Injury Occupational Injury Rate（IR） Fatalities

Taipei Office

2016 None 0 0

2017 None 0 0

2018 None 0 0

Toufen Plant

2016 None 0 0

2017 None 0 0

2018 None 0 0

Dashe Plant

2016 None 0 0

2017 None 0 0

2018 None 0 0

Hsiaokang Plant

2016 None 0 0

2017 None 0 0

2018 None 0 0

Plant

Operating 
Location
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Workplace safety is another important potential risk factor at CPDC. These are due to an 

inadequate understanding of each plant's internal operating procedures and safety management 

regulations by external contractors. For the effective management of contractor safety and to 

reduce the risk of joint operations, contractor contracts at all production plants must include 

Work Instructions and Contractor Safety Management Procedure as attachments. Contractors are 

required to carry out safety management in accordance with the relevant regulations. Contractors 

are also required by CPDC to convene a preparation meeting before the start of work to ensure 

the personal safety of all internal and external personnel during joint operations.

To help familiarize contractors with the plant environment as well as industrial safety, health 

and environmental protection regulations, the three plants conduct industrial safety seminars 

and training for contractors during routine operations or annual overhauls. In 2018, contractor 

training was conducted for 5,942 people across the company and 100% of contractors received 

the training. To ensure that all contractors are properly trained before the start of work, CPDC 

maintains a registry of trained personnel and produces certificates with the holder's photo 

attached. The training certificate and registry is used as the basis for issue of plant access passes.

CONTRACTOR TRAINING PERFORMANCE IN 2018

OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AMONG CONTRACTORS AT EACH 
CPDC OPERATING LOCATION IN 2018
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5.2 SOCIAL CARE

5.2.1 SOCIAL CARE STRATEGY

The essence of social care at CPDC has always been “community engagement for symbiotic 

growth.” Guided by our founding vision of “giving back to the community,” we make our 

operating locations the starting point for the three axes of “petrochemical education,” “support 

for rural schoolchildren” and “elderly care.” We hope to make a difference for these two groups 

on either end of the social pyramid and forge a philanthropic strategy unique to CPDC by using 

our expertise to support the young and strong in the pyramid.

CPDC engages in philanthropy in two ways. One is the organizing of quarterly large-scale CSR 

events by the Corporate Relations Section of Taipei Office to promote the cause of disadvantaged 

schoolchildren and companionship for elders. A series of charity events with “Bringing Love 

to the Countryside” is organized that incorporate introduction to chemical engineering, 

environmental symbiosis, energy conservation, carbon reduction and other environmental 

education issues. The other are CSR activities organized by the plants in response to local needs 

or at the request of the competent authorities. In terms of resources provided, CPDC continues 

to budget for charity, community relations and local activities every year. On top of the financial 

support, we also continuing to refine our volunteering system to invite employees to become 

volunteers. A total of 331 employee volunteered for the four quarterly CSR activities to join in 

building a better society in 2018.

CPDC SOCIAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY
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5.2.2 PETROCHEMICAL EDUCATION

CPDC has always worked to cultivate and expand the pool of future petrochemical expertise 

through industry-academia cooperation. Specially planned and designed petrochemical courses and 

camps expose students to the actual operations of the petrochemical industry, introduce them to 

the nature and importance of the industry, as well as the corporate features and development vision 

of CPDC. We believe that an early introduction in the academic community will help attract more 

people to the petrochemical industry. and convince them to make CPDC their preferred employer.

VISIT TO CPDC DASHE PLANT AS PART OF THE “SPECIAL TOPICS ON 
INDUSTRIAL CATALYSIS” COURSE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING, NATIONAL CHENG KUNG UNIVERSITY（NCKU）

CPDC has a long taken an interest in 
science education in the hopes of cultivating 
a new generation of outstanding chemical 
engineers for the nation. Since 2014 we have 
organized industry-academia seminars and 
visits with domestic universities and colleges. 
The promotion of science education and 
fulfillment of social responsibility helped 
give students a better understanding of the 
chemical engineering and career development.

The  NCKU Department  of  Chemica l 
Engineering arranged for students to visit 
and interact with the CPDC Dashe Plant 
to show them the actual  condit ions of 
Taiwan's chemical engineering industry and 
make course learning more interesting. The 
presentation by the Dashe Plant included the 

results of past improvements, as well as the 
plant's initiatives on energy conservation, 
waste reduction and carbon reduction. 
Strong interest was generated among the 
students on the day. The visit to an actual 
plant and dialogue gave students with 
an interest in studying disciplines related 
to chemical engineering in the future 
an advance look at the actual working 
conditions and future career prospects.

The students were very enthusiastic 
about the visit. They also expressed that 
the presentation was quite different from 
classroom theory and will help them better 
combine theory with  pract ice.  CPDC 
will continue to assist universities with 
organizing plant visits in the future.
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INDUSTRY-GOVERNMENT-ACADEMIA STRATEGY ALLIANCE AT
RENWU SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

A strategic alliance was formed between CPDC and petrochemical 
plants in the Dashe and Renwu regions to establish a partnership 
with Renwu Senior High School. The first Renda program was 
launched in 2015 to bring together school, industry and government 
resources for motivating student interest in learning, expanding 
industry knowledge, cultivating future job skills, and enhancing the 
future competitiveness of young people and the industry.

The program takes advantage of local resources, supports local 
development and improves the quality of education to encourage 
top students to study locally. Industry-academia cooperation is used 
to enhance corporate image and reputation through investment 
in education（on April 10, 2018, students program took part in the 
Flip x Kaohsiung - The Festival of Education to promote the Renda 
petrochemical program, green energy and circular economy）. The 
initiative promotes local prosperity and serves as an example for 
joint development between private enterprise, education and local 
community.

Students from Renwu Senior High School and the petrochemical 
program all delivered a strong performance in 2018：

1. Two top prizes at the 58th Science Fair of Elementary and 
Secondary Schools in Kaohsiung, 2018.

2. Renwu Senior High School took 1st place at the National Science Fair in 2018.

3. The first class of graduates from the Renda petrochemical program took part in the Multi-Star 
Project in 2018 and 24 were accepted for an admission rate of 92%. The outstanding academic 
performance of ten graduates meant they were admitted to top national and medical universities.

4. The outstanding academic results saw Renwu Senior High School given a Distinguished rating 
for curriculum education, environment & equipment, and academic development（the only 
community high school to receive a Distinguished rating）.

The contract for continuation of the Renda petrochemical program 
for the 2018 ~ 2022 academic year was formally signed at a ceremony 
held at Renwu Senior High School on April 20, 2018. The program 
will therefore continue to cultivate new seeds for the petrochemical 
industry！
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LONG-TERM EXCHANGE BETWEEN NTU CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CAMP, SOOCHOW 
UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY AND CPDC TOUFEN PLANT

CPDC has been cooperating with the NTU Chemical Engineering Camp on education for many 

years. CPDC Toufen Plant organizes the curriculum and itinerary for NTU Chemical Engineering 

Camp's tour of a chemical engineering plant every year. High school students from around 

Taiwan attend the summer chemical engineering camp organized by the NTU Department of 

Chemical Engineering over the summer break. During the camp, they visit a real-world chemical 

engineering plant where the workers share their chemical engineering knowledge and provide 

a hands-on experience. In the chemical engineering plant they can tour the massive production 

equipment, advanced production technologies, and learn proper chemical engineering concepts. 

Having a better understanding of the chemical engineering industry will help students decide on 

their future direction at university.

The Department and Graduate Institute of Chemistry at Soochow University have been 

cooperating with CPDC Toufen Plant for a long time. A learning tour topical lecture at the 

university delivered by Toufen Personnel are organized every year to give the more research-

oriented Chemistry students a better understanding of chemical engineering, what role chemistry 

plays in chemical engineering, as well as how chemistry students can enter the chemical 

engineering industry in the future. Personnel are sent every year to run simulated job interviews 

to help new graduates find their dream job. The Toufen Plant also cooperates with the Graduate 

Institute of Chemistry at Soochow University by offering graduate students factory internships. 

The internships help students learn hands-on skills and the proper attitude to work.

When students visit the Toufen Plant for a tour, 

they are given a complete tour of the factory and the 

opportunity to try on the special equipment. They also 

get to see actual product samples before attending a 

discussion panel and open Q&A session. Anything can be 

discussed including professional chemical engineering 

questions, career advice, or asking the plant manager why 

he decided to become a chemical engineering worker. 

The tour is a very rewarding experience for the students.

CPDC will continue to cooperate with schools in the 

future. The number of partner school systems such as 

Miaoli Agricultural and Industrial Vocational High school, 

Chunan Senior High School and Minghsin University 

of Science and Technology will continue to expand 

to promote the continued development of chemical 

engineering expertise.
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5.2.3 LOCAL ENGAGEMENT

The Corporate Relations Section of CPDC Taipei Office is responsible for planning and 

organizing at least one charity event every quarter. In 2018, instead of organizing events based at 

the location of each plant as before, the focus of CSR events was shifted to Tainan in support of 

the soil remediation program at the former Anshun site of Taiwan Alkali.

The “Thousand-Person Charity Carnival” held at Annan District in Tainan City in February, 

2018, was not only the first large-scale event with over a thousand people to be organized by 

CPDC. More than a hundred internal volunteers were also mobilized for the event as well. Local 

government agencies were invited to become co-organizers and disadvantaged groups were 

invited to join in the fun. At the end of the event, all of the proceeds from the charity sale stalls on 

the day were donated to local non-profit organizations in Tainan City. The event earned unanimous 

praise and represented a key milestone in the organization of annual charity events. Another 

large-scale event, the “Fun for Seniors Sports Carnival,” was held at Tainan Baseball Stadium in 

December. The event maintained the same close local cooperation to support the government's 

senior policy and promote the LOHAS concept. Service was therefore expanded to cover the 37 

administrative districts of Greater Tainan. Fun sports and charity markets encouraged seniors to go 

outdoors. A hundred-strong team of volunteers from CPDC was also on hand to provide support 

and companionship. More than 3,000 people took part in the event. CPDC continued to take an 

interest in remote rural regions and disadvantaged groups in addition to the hosting of two large-

scale events. The “Eco-Tour for Rural Students” in June drew upon the environmental education 

course of Taijiang National Park to give rural students from the mountains a chance to study and 

experience a coastal wetland ecology at close range. In August, CPDC sponsored the “Fucheng 

Starlight Marathon” event held in Tainan City's Annan District to make a contribution to the 

promotion of competitive sports and healthy physical and mental development. Cooperation 

with Tainan City Government, district offices and local neighborhoods increased for events that 

we organized or sponsored during the year. This allowed CPDC to make greater progress on 

community relations and supporting children and seniors in rural regions. The effective fulfillment 

of corporate social responsibility and extensive media coverage provided a positive boost to our 

corporate image.

In addition to the quarterly charity events planned by the Taipei Office, the three plants（Toufen, 

Dashe and Hsiaokang） and Anshun site（Former Taiwan Alkaline Corporation） also organize or 

assist with hosting community events on a regular or ad hoc basis as necessary. Sponsorship and 

participation are used to bring us closer to the local residents and to build a positive relationship 

with the village chiefs, officials and the community. 

In 2018, CPDC set up the 1314 CPDC Anshun Neighborhood Scholarship at SianGong 

Elementary School and Zhenghai Elementary School near the Anshun site（Former Taiwan 

Alkaline Corporation）. CPDC also subsidized after-school care at the two schools. A total of 

NT$280,000 was invested during the year to not only fulfill our corporate social responsibility but 

also motivate students to continue learning, boost their confidence and sense of achievement, 

as well as enhance their character and academic performance. This earned us the gratitude and 

appreciation of the schools, students and parents for two consecutive school terms.

In addition to our active participation in local charity events, CPDC also encourages and 

invites all of our employees to become volunteers and make a contribution to social welfare. The 

cultivation and participation of volunteer groups will make the spirit of action and selflessness a 

part of our corporate culture as well.
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1314 THOUSAND-PERSON CHARITY CARNIVAL

On February 24, 2018, CPDC hosted a large-scale charity 

carnival for the first time. Social welfare organizations were 

invited to set up market sales, students from children's 

homes were treated to visits to the Anshun ecological park, 

disadvantaged groups were invited to join in the fun, while 

company employees donated goods for a charity sale. The 

event attracted 1,600 participants.

FUN FOR SENIORS SPORTS CARNIVAL

CPDC fulfils our corporate social responsibility through ethical business management 

and giving back to society. The Fun for Senior Sports Carnival expands services to seniors 

throughout the Greater Tainan region so that they can take part in fun activities and 

charity market. The carnival served to support the government's policy of active seniors.

Local engagement by CPDC during 2018 included support for rural regions, community 

relations events, community donations and condolences, as well as sponsorship and participation 

in local government activities. Total investment amounted to NT$29,551,733 with NT$10 million 

going to Sheen Chuen-Chi Cultural and Education Foundation to promote cross-strait cultural 

exchange and fulfill our corporate social responsibility.
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THE 7TH FUCHENG STARLIGHT MARATHON IN 2018

CPDC sponsored race numbers, 

drawstring bags, mini-towels and 

event markings for the event. We 

also provided the supplies and 

services at the Tienhogong supply 

station in Luermen. CPDC worked 

with the 5,000 volunteers from the event organizer Tainan City 

Starlight Marathon Association to support the 5,000 runners taking 

part. The marathon represented a new milestone for CPDC on large-

scale events in Tainan.

CPDC TOUFEN PLANT SUPPORTS MIAOLI COUNTY GOVERNMENT'S 
COASTAL CLEANUP DAY

June 9,  2018 ,  was  Wor ld  Ocean Day.  The 

Environmental Protection Bureau of Miaoli County 

organized a coastal cleanup event and the Toufen 

Plant rose to answer the call. The cleanup would not 

only help the planet but also provide opportunity 

education to the next generation.

ECO-TOUR OF TAIJIANG FOR RURAL STUDENTS -  
CHONGHE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL（GUANMIAO DIST.） AND 

BEILIAO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL（NANHUA DIST.） OF TAINAN CITY

For the 2018 Q2 “Deliver Love to 

the Countryside” charity event, over a 

dozen volunteers split into two groups 

on June 5 to take students and teachers 

from two rural elementary schools on a 

trip to Tainan City's Annan District for 

a rewarding day of eco-tourism. In addition to visiting the CPDC 

Anshun Ecological Park and Taijiang National Park, a Mother Witch 

storytelling session was also organized to introduce children to 

environmental concepts through stories and illustrated books.
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2018 CPDC COMMUNITY GATE BALL INVITATIONALS

On November 11 ,  2018,  Toufen Plant 

s p o n s o re d  t h e  h o s t i n g  o f  t h e  C P D C 

Community Gate Ball Invitationals by the 

Toufen Gate Ball Association of Miaoli County. 

In the past, gate ball（croquet） was a sport 

that only older people played. After years of 

competition many young people took part 

in this gate ball competition, adding an extra 

element of competition to the event.

In the future, CPDC will not only continue to support rural and disadvantaged groups but also 

reach out to more parts of society through the sponsoring and organizing of large-scale events. 

We will cultivate a positive employee culture of volunteering for charity events to create a win-win 

outcome for every part of society.

ARTS AND CULTURE, CARING OF DISADVANTAGED GROUPS, 
AND PROMOTION OF HAKKA FOOD

On March 25, 2018, the plant provided assistance to disadvantaged families in the six 

surrounding villages and promoted Hakka food. This event was organized in cooperation 

with the Cultural Advancement Association and highlighted the plant's participation in the 

community building events of the six surrounding villages.

2018 WINTER AID EVENT

On January 20, 2018, the 

Toufen Plant took part in 

the end-of-year Winter Aid 

event to help disadvantaged 

families in the Toufen region. 

The event included the giving 

away of end-of-year monetary 

gifts and everyday amenities as well as performances, 

charity haircuts, charity clinics and great food.
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INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE OPINION STATEMENT 

China Petrochemical Development Corporation 2018 Sustainability Report 
The British Standards Institution is independent to China Petrochemical Development Corporation (hereafter 
referred to as CPDC in this statement) and has no financial interest in the operation of CPDC other than for the 
assessment and verification of the sustainability statements contained in this report. 

This independent assurance opinion statement has been prepared for the stakeholders of CPDC only for the 
purposes of assuring its statements relating to its corporate social responsibility (CSR), more particularly described 
in the Scope below.  It was not prepared for any other purpose.  The British Standards Institution will not, in 
providing this independent assurance opinion statement, accept or assume responsibility (legal or otherwise) or 
accept liability for or in connection with any other purpose for which it may be used, or to any person by whom the 
independent assurance opinion statement may be read. 

This independent assurance opinion statement is prepared on the basis of review by the British Standards 
Institution of information presented to it by CPDC.  The review does not extend beyond such information and is 
solely based on it.  In performing such review, the British Standards Institution has assumed that all such 
information is complete and accurate. 

Any queries that may arise by virtue of this independent assurance opinion statement or matters relating to it 
should be addressed to CPDC only. 

Scope 

The scope of engagement agreed upon with CPDC includes the followings: 

1. The assurance scope is consistent with the description of China Petrochemical Development Corporation 2018 
Sustainability Report with the following exceptions: 

• The data reliability for six capitals identified in IIRC and KPMG True Value. 

2. The evaluation of the nature and extent of the CPDC’s adherence to AA1000 AccountAbility Principles (2018) 

and the reliability of specified sustainability performance information in this report as conducted in accordance 

with type 2 of AA1000 Assurance Standard (2008) with 2018 Addendum sustainability assurance engagement.  

This statement was prepared in English and translated into Chinese for reference only. 

Opinion Statement 

We conclude that CPDC 2018 Sustainability Report provides a fair view of CPDC CSR programmes and 
performances during 2018.  The CSR report subject to assurance is materially correct without voluntary 
omissions based upon testing within the limitations of the scope of the assurance, the information and data 
provided by CPDC and the sample taken.  We believe that 2018 economic, social and environmental 
performance information are correctly represented.  The CSR performance information disclosed in the report 
demonstrate CPDC’s efforts recognized by its stakeholders. 

Our work was carried out by a team of (CSR) report assurors in accordance with the AA1000AS (2008) with 2018 
Addendum.  We planned and performed this part of our work to obtain the necessary information and 
explanations we considered to provide sufficient evidence that CPDC’s description of their approach to AA1000AS 
(2008) with 2018 Addendum and their self-declaration in accordance with GRI Standards: Core option were fairly 
stated. 

Methodology 
Our work was designed to gather evidence on which to base our conclusion.  We undertook the following 

activities: 

 a top level review of issues raised by external parties that could be relevant to CPDC’s policies to provide 

a check on the appropriateness of statements made in the report 

 discussion with managers on CPDC’s approach to stakeholder engagement.  Moreover, we had sampled 

two external stakeholders to conduct interview 

 interview with 32 staffs involved in sustainability management, report preparation and provision of report 

information were carried out 

 review of key organizational developments 

 review of the extent and maturity of the relevant accounting systems for financial and non-financial reports 

 review of the findings of internal audits 

 the verification of performance data and claims made in the report through meeting with managers 

responsible for gathering data 

 review of the processes for gathering and ensuring the accuracy of data, followed data trails to initial 

aggregated source and checked sample data to greater depth during site visits 

 the consolidated financial data are based on audited financial data, we checked that this data was 

consistently reproduced 

 review of supporting evidence for claims made in the reports 

 an assessment of the organization’s reporting and management processes concerning this reporting 

against the principles of Inclusivity, Materiality, Responsiveness and Impact as described in the 

AA1000AP (2018) 



Conclusions 

A detailed review against the Inclusivity, Materiality, Responsiveness and Impact of AA1000AP (2018) and 
sustainability performance information as well as GRI Standards is set out below: 

Inclusivity 

In this report, it reflects that CPDC has continually sought the engagement of its stakeholders and established 
material sustainability topics, as the participation of stakeholders has been conducted in developing and achieving 
an accountable and strategic response to sustainability.  There are fair reporting and disclosures for economic, 
social and environmental information in this report, so that appropriate planning and target-setting can be 
supported.  In our professional opinion the report covers CPDC’s inclusivity issues and has demonstrated social 
responsible conduct supported by top management and implemented in all levels among organization. 

Materiality 

CPDC publishes material topics that will substantively influence and impact the assessments, decisions, actions 
and performance of CPDC and its stakeholders.  The sustainability information disclosed enables its stakeholders 
to make informed judgements about CPDC's management and performance.  In our professional opinion the 
report covers CPDC’s material issues.  

Responsiveness 

CPDC has implemented the practice to respond to the expectations and perceptions of its stakeholders.  An 
Ethical Policy for CPDC is developed and continually provides the opportunity to further enhance CPDC’s 
responsiveness to stakeholder concerns.  Topics that stakeholder concern about have been responded timely.  
In our professional opinion the report covers CPDC’s responsiveness issues. 

Impact 

CPDC has Identified and fairly represented impacts that were measured and disclosed in probably balanced and 
effective way.  CPDC has established processes to monitor, measure, evaluate and manage impacts that lead to 
more effective decision-making and results-based management within an organization.  In our professional 
opinion the report covers CPDC’s impact issues. 

Performance information 

Based on our work described in this statement, specified sustainability performance information such as GRI 
Standards disclosures disclosed in this report, CPDC and BSI have agreed upon to include in the scope.  In our 
view, the data and information contained within 2018 CPDC Sustainability Report are reliable based on procedures 
undertaken by means of vouching, re-tracking, re-computing and confirmation. 

GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards (GRI Standards) 

CPDC provided us with their self-declaration of in accordance with GRI Standards: Core option (For each material 
topic covered by a topic-specific GRI Standard, comply with all reporting requirements for at least one 
topic-specific disclosure.  Based on our review, we confirm that social responsibility and sustainable development 
disclosures with reference to GRI Standards’ disclosures are reported, partially reported or omitted.  In our 
professional opinion the self- declaration covers CPDC’s social responsibility and sustainability topics.  

Assurance level 

The high level assurance provided is in accordance with AA1000AS (2008) with 2018 Addendum in our review, as 
defined by the scope and methodology described in this statement. 

Responsibility 

This CSR report is the responsibility of CPDC’s chairman as declared in his responsibility letter.  Our responsibility 
is to provide an independent assurance opinion statement to stakeholders giving our professional opinion based 
on the scope and methodology described. 

Competency and Independence  

The assurance team was composed of Lead auditors experienced in relevant sectors, and trained in a range of 

sustainability, environmental and social standards including AA1000AS, ISO 14001, ISO 45001, ISO 14064 and 

ISO 9001.  BSI is a leading global standards and assessment body founded in 1901.  The assurance is carried 

out in line with the BSI Fair Trading Code of Practice. 
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